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The Secrets of John`s Revelations. 

The Revelation conspiracies! 

Part 5 out of 6 books in my GRRRRR series. The Great Romantic 

Revivalist`s Reformation Revolution Renaissance series.  

Last edited 13.04.2020 
 

Please read/research along with the internet to find images. 
 

PS! This book will challenge all you believe about Christianity and 
eschatology/the end times, but will not leave you without hope. This is a study-

book of 10 years interest in eschatology and represents an overview of 
contemporary and historical structures based upon the book of Revelations.  

 
The conclusions of this book are my own, and it is by far the most controversial 

in all my books, as we approach the end of both our book series and the 
Christian era. The next, last book will reveal the strategies to ensure global 

stability and future prosperity for the Christian religion. All is not lost. Take this 
journey with me and remember: Truth sets you free! 

 
 
 

Luke 12:1-3 
 

“Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy. There is nothing 
concealed that will not be disclosed, and nothing hidden that will not be made 

known. What you have spoken in the dark will be heard in the daylight, and what 
you have whispered in the inner rooms will be proclaimed from the housetops. - 

Jesus 

 
 

 
All writing by Thomas Eidsaa. Copyright 2019. 

 
Cover by Thomas Eidsaa. 

 
 

No part in this publication may be used or transmitted in any way without the 
expressed written consent of the publisher, except for thort excerpts for the use 

in reviews. 
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The ¨GRRRRR¨ series, by Thomas Eidsaa: 
 
The 6 book GRRRRR series, or ¨The Great Romantic Revivalist Reformation 
Revolution Renaissance¨ book series, is the lion`s roaring wake-up call for all 
Christian truth-seekers to unite in an ever-changing world, an eye-opening 21st 
century upgrade of Christianity which I saw much needed, detailing my research 
into neo-charismatic theology, apologetics, ontological arguments, the problem of 
evil, eschatology, and conspiracy theories of great importance to every Christian.  
Things we are too afraid to talk about… With Luke 12:3 and Hebrews 12:27 as 
inspiration. All books are one-of-a-kind blockbuster compendium of never-before 
published content I saw myself imbued to write, with passion for revival in the 
Church, because I happened to have that knowledge. Thank you God with 
dedications… 
  
It is a work aimed at waking YOU up to the evil you never thought existed.  
¨What you don`t know can still kill you¨, and being a Thomas, I took this authorship 
upon me as doubter at first, but found Christianity to be the most viable faith… 
My books are a guide, and a compendium of all important topics relating to the 
radical Christian faith in a dangerous, unpredictable 21st century change of Europe.  
 
I take the reader on an amazing journey – re-discovering 1st century Nazarene 
knowledge and philosophy with 21st century science, theology and societal 
problems as an ailment to society. My work can be seen as a paradigm shift or a 
reformation of Christianity in an age where we watch YouTube movies about 
occultism and conspiracy theory, yet never hear it preached in Church, and I truly, 
personally believe the knowledge herein will create peace on Earth if acted upon, 
being a pacifist myself. 
 
I believe Christians hold the sole responsibility for the Earth and must act as such.  
To eliminate polarities and create peace, I have therefore created the Ontological, 
Metaphysical Law of Source, Love and Light, which I hope will be the universal, 
humanistic, inter-religious, and scientific ¨conduit of all things¨ for the future; the 
bedrock of a Golden Age Utopia, upon which all differences are set aside.  
 
I also believe the neo-charismatic Christians deserve their own theology, unity and 
nation by now, being the largest growing Christian group in the world, which I 
dedicated myself to see happen as outlined in the last book, the Kingdom of God, 
where I outline a utopian system of Christian governance that I hope can be a light 
for all nations...  
I myself am only a disabled, humble servant of God, and pray for Aarons to wake 
up and lead that romantic renaissance parade of love, light and laughter. Yours 
sincerely and thank you for buying my book for the mission of knowledge. Thomas  
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Books in the GRRRRR series. 
 
 

1. The God Reality? Scientific proof of ¨God¨? And the scientific 
religion of Source, Love and Light. 

2. The Christian Path – Biblical Theology – The Last Reformation! 
(This book has no conspiracy, or controversial topics, and relates 
to every Pentecostal and Neo-Charismatic Christian. 

3. Jesus, Lucifer and the ritual of the cross explained – How Jesus 
was the messiah. 

4. The Wisdom of All Golden Ages – The ontological, metaphysical 
law of source, love and light! 

5. The Secrets of St. John`s Revelations – The Revelation 
Conspiracies! 

6. The Kingdom of God – Strategies to guarantee global Christian 
utopia! 
 

Other books: 

- The People`s Army`s Revolution – The Battleplan against the New 
World Order! 

- How to make the world`s best Orgonite – All mistakes so you don`t 
have to. 

(I have two more books under pen-names, but you`ll have to discover 
them yourself, which might be very impossible.) 
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Introduction. 

If talking about blockbusters, this must be the greatest of all time. Here you have 

for the first time in history: All of Revelation FINALLY explained from a master 

perspective with ALL prominent interpretations that are vital for a Christian to 

understand in our time: Shattering the myth, and mystery of Revelations 

FOREVER!  

Thus, it reveals some of Christianity`s darkest, most shameful, and oldest 

secrets, and is thus a true book for REFORMATION against the beast-whore 

Church.  

I also give away secrets like for instance the Mazzaroth, Jesus true birth, and 

clues to his return. Or will he return??? Is a return of Christ philosophically, 

spiritually, and scientifically valid? Is there any statistics, or historical evidence 

that any ascended person in any of the Earth`s history of millions of years has 

ever come back from ascension??? We will discover all possibilities, from every 

angle, at the end of this book. 

But let me first take you through ALL, yes, ALL most vital historical, and current 

antichrist-figures, interpretations, and discover the mind-blowing truth about what 

666, the Great Whore of Babylon, and the two beasts are!!! 
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How can you explain to your children that you lived, knew of the evil, yet didn`t 

lead the parade against the evil of this age? Once you open your eyes to heresy 

and conspiracy, how can close them without a guilty conscience before God?  

What your teachers, government and media tell you isn`t true and you know it! 
You`ve been living inside a dream-world since you were born! 
 
I will teach you revolution. 
We face censorship, and a much greater threat: Communist police-states. 
This book is a compilation of many articles I wrote over the years 2017-19, and 
assumes the reader has a knowledge-basis within several conspiracy-theory 
topics. Theories to study, for the readers interest, are shortly summarized here: 

Aerosol AI smartdust from planes, e.g ¨chemtrails¨, infecting all humans with AI 
self-replicating Morgellon fibers, the dangers of 5g, the AI possessed skynet 
¨cybersatan¨ mark of the beast cpu Matrix simulation/surveillance of all life, to 
overwrite our reality to control every human on the planet, the Sabbatean 
Frankist Thelema antichrist religion of the elite, the Jesuit-Sabbatean-Illuminati-
Satanic interconnection since the 16th-18th century up until today, and their 
conspiracy (organized anti-human-activists whose religion is 
destruction/everything inverted) of the abovementioned who infiltrated all 
religions and all sectors of society with  their inhuman poison, EXPOSING proofs 
of this conspiracy: Jewish and religious elite who are Satanic/Sabbatean 
Frankists (Vatican, Bohemian Club, OTO, Satanism etc), the Islam conspiracy 
(Islam was created by the Vatican, research Dr. Alberto Rivera) , the educational 
conspiracy to construct a false theory of physics, evolution, math, and all other 
scholarly fields (check out David Wilcock`s Wisdom Teachings, Wilhelm Reich 
and Michael Tellinger) , the Reptilian shapeshifter conspiracy (check out David 
Icke and interdimensional physics) , the giant human skeletal remains cover-up 
(again check out Michael Tellinger), extinct human dwarves, giants, (Sylvie 
Ivanova www.megaliths.org newearth youtube channel) hybrids, ¨alien species¨, 
etc, the Nazi relocation to Antarctica (Jim Wilhelmson`s Beyond Science Fiction) 
and Vimanna/UFO  technology, the Marxist conspiracy to destroy nation, 
race,  culture, and identity disguised as ¨eliminating polarities in the name of 
freedom and equality¨, the so called ¨false flag alien invasion¨, false flag terror 
attacks in general, the Federal Reserve system, debt based economy, the 
Rothschild Sabbatean Illuminati banking-cartel, and how they created and 
financed all revolutions and wars of the last 300 years including the French 
revolution, the Bolshevik revolution, the depopulation agenda 21 (check out 
David Icke) and the NWO plans for a worldwide communist dictatorship. 

If you could check yes on this list, then this is the book for you. As a former Jew, 
I was appalled when I learnt of Sabbatai Zevi and Jacob Frank`s antichrist 
inversion of Judaism and their effect on the Illuminati. I puked, cried, and was 

http://www.megaliths.org/
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disgusted by the thought of calling myself an Israelite or ¨human¨ for that matter. 
The Sabbatean-Frankist-Illuminati conglomerate conspiracy is a matter of fact, 
and the root conspiracy beneath all others (aside from the conspiracy of Hell, the 
afterlife existence). Satan is ultimately the winner and his demons at the bottom 
of all conspiracy against mankind. The founder of the Church of Satan, Anton 
LaVey (Levi by birthname) was also a Jew. Their sadomasochistic sodomy anal 
and pedophilia perversion and rituals of murder must be exposed at all costs. 
Sinning was somewhat innocent until the antichrist, Sabbatai Zevi came along 
and got over 1000.000 Jewish followers proclaiming he was the Messiah in 1666. 
Do your research on YouTube, Wikipedia, etc. We will use terms like ¨Jewish-
masonic¨ and ¨Satanic Illuminati¨ as they are infiltrated by Sabbateanism. Here`s 
mankind`s battleplan: 

 
Reed out the politicians, the financial elite cause of wars, the cultural pedophile 
elite, and the technocratic elite. Let investigative journalism media disclose REAL 
truth, history, science, and medical technology, dealing with these THREE elites 
first, enlightening the west, and WATCH as the humanistic west peacefully 
returns to harmony automatically, integrating Muslims into an intellectual 
humanistic society 100% naturally. 
Reed out the cause of the problem, and the problem will die of naturally. And the 
problem is certainly not immigrants. We are way beyond that, and face much 
graver fortunes. The cause of the problem is the WAR. 
Population-reduction. Satanic communist dictatorships from false-flag alien 
invasions, and population-control through artificial intelligence. 
Reed out the (Satanic) Illuminati cause, and THEN handle its problems: Wars, 
poor immigrants, and fascist RELIGION, all sponsored by multinational 
conglomerates in the Jewmerican Union popularly called the ¨New World 
(dis)Order, which then dissolves by itself. 
 
What do we do? Spread knowledge about truth-topics that everyone, not only the 
Christians, can relate to. Topics that are easy to swallow, easy for the layman to 
understand, topics like ¨the state lied about alternative cancer treatments not 
being available.¨ Attack the technocracy in such a manner to ensure there will be 
an uproar to surf on, shouting and parading the other more difficult to believe 
topics, or else they won`t believe us. Get the ball rolling to use we can use and 
control public outcry outcomes to bring down the state or create a Christian 
break-up, the 144.000.  
THE LAST DAYS ARE NOW! 
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Introduction. 

Prepare to blow your minds! 

I`ve never met a single Christian who understand the full meaning of 

Revelations, and authors have written books of contradictionary beliefs, often 

focusing on one single theme or one single antichrist, while the Whore of 

Babylon still reigns un-noticed. In fact: Every generation has believed they lived 

in the end-times, and there has been hundreds of historical antichrist candidates. 

This is the most blatant example of population control through Christian religion, 

installing fear of God and the antichrist/devil, giving power to the Church, the 

state, or the dictator, etc.  

I will show you some of what I know. This book is not complete, and I will leave 

the seals, trumpets, and bowls out for now, and focus on the characters of 

Revelations. 

I will show you how Revelations is a continuation, and repetition of prophetic 

books in the OT. I will show you how they based it on guess, visions, 

numerology, references to other Bible scriptures, but foremost astrological 

calculations of coming disasters and blessings.  

You will learn the truth of Judas, Apollyon, Muhammad, Ashtar, Islam, Rome, the 

Beasts, the Whore, the Dragon, the two Witnesses, the Magog War, 

Armageddon, 666, the new Jerusalem, and the 1000-year reign. At the end, I will 

add my personal research to potential Christs, or if he`s coming back at all.  

As with all my books, I recommend you read them along with a computer to 

check and study online. 

Here I will go through some of the infinite study of parallels between literal, and 

historical characters in St. John`s Apocalypse giving you the first true 

interpretation.  
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Revelations 18:21 

¨Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large millstone and threw 

it into the sea, and said: "With such violence the great city of Babylon will be 

thrown down, never to be found again. ¨ Sounds like a nuclear strike as in the 

trailer ¨Laserpope¨ on YouTube. Lol. 

The Vatican's time of endless evil is finished, and the Whore of Babylon is 

destroyed by a nuclear strike. The papacy is also prophesied by the Catholic 

St.Malachi (not the Biblical one) to end with Petrus Romanus (current Pope 

Francis) being the last pope which Thomas Horn wrote a book about called ¨The 

last pope.¨ I personally believe the Vatican will survive, and although I know they 

sacrifice Ishtar-babies to Ishtar from (Satanic) Illuminati insiders I have met, and 

Bill Schnoebelen`s book ¨Church on Haunted hill¨, along with masonic symbolism 

in the tv-series ¨The Young Pope¨, I hope they QUIT, REPENT, and continue to 

survive because European Christianity is threatened. With love. 

We believe the Vatican is the core of the beast-whore system of the evil Greek 

demon-princess Circe/church. We urge a repentance, and our complete 

reformation to this proud independent state that sits on many waters/multitudes. 

We believe the Vatican to be the great whore of the apocalypse, as well as the, 

beasts, the little horn, and the two witnesses as we will discover.  

There are thousands of beliefs as to whom are the apocalyptic characters. We 

will cover all the important ones...  

I believe the social upheavals, wars, and subjugation of all individuals, and 

nations of today ever since the beginning of time can be traced to the unholy 

trinity of the beast, whore, and dragon. 

AWAKE! REPENT! REVIVE! Amen, and may God bless you, and keep your 

spirit and faith safe and secure throughout these dangerous topics. 

Conclusions: Characters of revelations. 

There is stunning evidence that the Vatican regards itself as the first, and second 

beast which we will discover later. Thus we see the Vatican identified as all the 

antagonists, and protagonists in the book of revelations (!!!) aside from Jesus, 

Michael, the lamb 144.000, and the ¨son of man¨ in Rev.14. 
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1 The whore=the religious institution of the Vatican/Islam/false religion. 

Not that all catholics burn. As a person this would be the Goddess. Circe, 

Cybele, the Black Madonna, Isis, Astarte, Inanna, Ishtar, Ishtaroth, and certainly 

the potential antichrist Ashtar. Ashtar whom we will discover is cloned from the 

Turin shroud into legitimized cannibalism of Jesus as the Whore of Babylon, also 

acting as Jesus 666, or the 2nd beast.   

2 The 1st beast=the Roman Empire as a beast system. As a person this is the 

currently worshipped version of Jesus Christ. The real beast of today is America, 

banking, (Satanic) Illuminati, Rothschild, communism, and Satanic Talmudic 

Judaism. As we will discover. 

3 The 2nd beast= The pope in person, the ¨Vicar of Christ¨.  

As a deity this would be the Azazel, Baphomet, the horned Isis, or the God El. As 

a governmental, and military structure (beast), this would be the ¨false God¨, and 

corporate monetary Judaism. 

4 The two witnesses=the true remnant inside the Vatican/church institution as 

Moses, and Elijah respectively representing the new, and the old covenant. 

5 Rev 12, 19:11, and 20:4 = Jesus first coming, and reign in Heaven, and on 

Earth. Ends with the Magog war of Rothschild today. Magog is Rothschild. 

Why are the witnesses, and the first beast the same? Because of the duration of 

Christ`s Piscean reign with a timespan 1000 years, 1260 days, 42 months, or 3,5 

years! The woman in the wilderness is also there for 1260 days. From the book 

of Daniel to Revelations, the lifespan of the 1st beast is mentioned! In relation to 

astrological prophesies.  

• Daniel 7:25, "time, times and a half". 

• Daniel 12:7, "time, times and a half". 

• Revelation 11:2, "42 months". 

• Revelation 11:3, "1260 days". 

• Revelation 12:6, "1260 days". 

• Revelation 12:14, "time, times and a half". 

• Revelation 13:5, "42 months". 
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My personal summary from studying Revelations. 

I will discover every possible interpretation from every possible angle just to be 

scholarly. Yet I will summarize our personal beliefs:  

I believe Mecca, and the Vatican is Mystery Babylon. 

I believe Jesus Christ falsely worshipped in the form of the Crucifix is the first 

beast. Not the historical Jesus, but Christianity in the form of the Roman 

Empire`s political, religious, and military power IS the first beast. 

I believe the Pope (vicar of Christ is blasphemy) is the second beast.  

I believe 19.08.01 BC was the birth of Jesus Christ. 

I believe Revelation prophesies are based upon study of the Mazzaroth, and 

Great Pyramid prophesies. 

I believe the 1000-year reign has astrologically ended. 

I do not necessarily believe the same Jesus is coming back. 
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Chapter 1: The Mazzaroth, and Jesus birth. 

I differ from other Christians in that I believe in astrology, and other esoteric 

sciences given us by God, and covered-up by the Church. The Bible never 

condemns astrology, and Jesus tells us ¨you know how to read the weather but 

cannot read the signs of the times¨. There is a huge difference between 

astrology, interpreting the signs of the Heavenly Scroll, and worship of 

planets/stars. The latter is biblically forbidden. We will discover that the 1st 

century Christians, and all historical Jews saw the Heavenly Scroll 

(Mazzaroth/Zodiac) as sacred, and kept it`s mysteries until the Church was 

institutionalized, and made into a corporation to control the masses. 

The Mazzaroth 

The Mazzaroth is the Hebraic/semittic precursor to the modern Babylonian 

zodiac, and is the original zodiac given to Adam, and Enoch also arguably by the 

angel Azazel who taught mankind the secrets of astrology as mankind had 

formerly been completely oblivious and unaware.  

Enoch chapter 9:6 

Thou seest what Azazel hath done, who hath taught all unrighteousness on earth 

and revealed the eternal secrets which were (preserved) in Heaven, which men 

were striving to learn. 

Azazel taught mankind the secrets of the Heavenly scroll and is in many ways 

the originator of religion. 

Or at-least: That`s what religion is built upon. Anyways…  

Azazel is therefore seen as the greatest antihero of all time and held such a 

particular position among the disciples.  

The Mazzaroth is hidden in the biblical texts of Ezekiel, Daniel and St. John 

which latter we will cover here.  
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The zodiac/mazzaroth comes from the Hebrew ¨zodi¨ or ¨sodi¨ which means ¨the 

way¨ or ¨step. ¨ Jesus calls himself the way. The secret is that the mazzaroth, it`s 

12 cardinal signs, and 36 underlying signs is a prophecy of the everlasting 

¨messiah-Horus like¨ Savior-figure that rescues us from the dragon and becomes 

the lion king. He is referred to in the Bible as ¨the son of man riding the clouds¨ 

who is Orion in the milky way: Jesus written in the stars. 

The Heavenly scroll (mazzaroth) described more or less by all the prophets is the 

narrative for the earthly scroll (prophecies, and what happens on Earth) so of 

course it should have the prophecy of Christ, and the symbol of a man in it: 

Orion.  

All major synagogues had the mazzaroth at the very centre of the synagogue 

with the all other Bible imagery surrounding the mazzaroth. The mazzaroth was 

once the centrepiece of Judeo-Christendom! It is a disaster Rome has rid us of 

our core-ancient traditions.  

The Jewish Talmud although it names 63 Galilean towns knows nothing of 

Nazareth, nor does ANY rabbinic literature. There is no mention of Nazareth in 

roman records, or any record either. Where does Nazareth come from? Nazareth 

was not on Earth. The Nazarene sect was derived from a surprising yet familiar 

source. The Mazaroth which also can be translated as Nazaroth=Nazareth. 

Hebrew dictionary says: ¨Mazzaroth is connected to the comparisons of the 

following word Mazzarah: Maz Zaw Rah, apparently from the Hebrew Nazar, a 

primary root, to hold aloof, here specifically to set apart (to sacred purpose) i.e 

devote – consecrate, separate, thus used here in the sense of distinction (only in 

the plural) , perhaps collectively as the zodiac: Mazzaroth.¨ 

Historic magazine and notes and Queries, volume 23 (1905) page 130 says this: 

¨The word Mazzaroth (In Job), Parhurst spells with one Z (the twelve signs) in 

the margin, mazzaloth in Kings (in the Greek Septuagint). ¨ 

Both Gesenius and Fuerst translate the word Mazzaroth (the twelve signs). Both 

agree as to its root. It is Nazar, the M being changed to N, which is allowable in 

Hebrew. Nazar is a verb, and means ¨to encircle. ¨ Nazareth, and Mazzaroth 

then, both mean the same thing – the zodiac.  
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Hebrew diary translates Heaven/shamayim as ¨visible Heavens, where stars etc 

are¨. Many times, when the Bible talks about Heaven: it could have been 

translated as Heavenly scroll, and not Heaven as in God`s throne. 

Every sign has 3 minor signs. If one takes the 12 signs with the stories of the 

minor signs and combine them: One gets the story of the son-of-man, or the 

messiah riding the clouds. ¨Orion above the milky way. ¨ 

Many pagan messiahs and/or fallen celestial beings have come to fulfil lives 

imaging the mythos of the stars: Identifying themselves with planets, and most 

notably the sun as never to be forgotten. 

The pagans believed the sun/son of God (Orion the hunter) is born among men 

during winter equinox when the ¨sun is reborn¨ and more. Do research upon 

common traits of these pre-Christian Christ-myths. 

Orion in Revelations 

Orion is ¨the son of man¨ in the Heavenly scroll, and Nazarene Judaism, as also 

described by St. John: 

Revelations 14:14-20 

¨And I looked (in the Heavens of course) , and behold a white cloud, and upon 

the cloud (Orion sits atop the Milky Way) one sat like unto the Son of Man 

(Orion) , having on his head a golden crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle (or 

sword).¨ 

Revelation 1 

¨And I turned to see (in the Heavenly scroll) the voice that spoke with me 

(Yahovah had spoken, identified himself as Aleph/Tav, the Father). And having 

turned (He didn`t see Yahovah) I saw (in the Heavenly scroll) a golden 

lampstand (7 seven classical planets also seen as the seals over the Heavenly 

Scroll/stars) One like the Son of Man (the constellation Orion represents the Son 

of Man in the Heavenly Scroll) clothed with a garment (of the high Priest) down to 

the feet (talliet – Psalms 119:3) with a girdle of gold about His chest (chest plate 

of the High Priest Zachariah Chapter 3) The hair of his head was white like wool 

(John begins describing the constellation Orion, as white as snow, and his eyes 
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were as a flame of fire, and his feet glowed like bronze which had been fired in a 

furnace, and His voice sounded like many waters (reference to the water-bearer 

Aquarius) And in his (Orion`s) right hand he had seven stars (Orion looks like 

he`s holding the remarkable 7 star cluster of the Pleiades) , and out of His mouth 

went a sharp, two-edged sword (the sword of Orion, a metaphor of the Word of 

Yahovah), and His face was like the sun (the sun is a metaphor of the Messiah) 

shining in its strength.¨ 

Look up Amos 5:8, and Job 9:9.  

The Throne in Heaven 

After this I looked, and there before me was a door standing open in Heaven. 
And the voice I had first heard speaking to me like a trumpet said, “Come up 
here, and I will show you what must take place after this.”  At once I was in the 
Spirit, and there before me was a throne in Heaven with someone sitting on it. 
(The man in the centre of the Mazzaroth)  And the one who sat there had the 
appearance of jasper and ruby. A rainbow that shone like an emerald encircled 
the throne. (The rainbow below God in the Mazzaroth)  Surrounding the throne 
were twenty-four other thrones and seated on them were twenty-four elders. 
(The 24 stars in the middle of the Mazzaroth (count them) They were dressed in 
white and had crowns of gold on their heads.  From the throne came flashes of 
lightning, rumblings and peals of thunder. In front of the throne, seven lamps 
were blazing. (The seven planets) These are the seven spirits of God. (The co-
creator Elohim/angels exemplified in ¨The God of Israel¨) Also in front of the 
throne there was what looked like a sea of glass, clear as crystal. (The ancient 
Hebrew likened the night sky to a sea) 

In the centre, around the throne, were four living creatures, and they were 

covered with eyes, in front and in back. (These are the 4 cardinal signs of the 

Mazzaroth/Zodiac as you can see surrounding the throne in the image. Note that 

Scorpio can be symbolized as an eagle)  The first living creature was like a lion, 

(Leo) the second was like an ox, (Taurus) the third had a face like a man, 

(Aquarius) the fourth was like a flying eagle. (Scorpio)  Each of the four living 

creatures had six wings and was covered with eyes all around, even under its 

wings. (The eyes are the stars that make up the constellation.) Day and night, 

they never stop saying: 
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“‘Holy, holy, holy 

is the Lord God Almighty?’ 

who was, and is, and is to come?” 

 Whenever the living creatures give glory, honour and thanks to him who sits on 
the throne and who lives for ever and ever, 10 the twenty-four elders fall down 
before him who sits on the throne and worship him who lives for ever and ever. 
They lay their crowns before the throne and say: 

 “You are worthy, our Lord and God, 
    to receive glory and honour and power, 
for you created all things, 
    and by your will they were created 
    and have their being.” 

I won`t go in detail with the rest of what John saw regarding the seals, trumpets 
and bowls. I believe in all John saw as the Bible is to take both literally, and in 
symbolical terms of wisdom and discernments, since it is made to contain many 
layers of truth.  

The biblical Mazzaroth goes back to Enoch and has followed Israel since the 
beginning.  

The prophet Ezekiel describes 3 wheels within a wheel, and further describes the 
Mazzaroth in the Old Testament. If you see the image, you can clearly see the 
frame, the signs, and the throne as three independent wheels. Ezekiel was 
describing the:  

The Mazzaroth in Ezekiel:  

Ezekiel 1:1-21.  

Now it came about in the thirtieth year, on the fifth day of the fourth month, while 

I was by the river Chebar among the exiles, the Heavens (the Heavenly scroll) 

were opened and I saw visions of God. (On the fifth of the month in the fifth year 

of King Jehoiachin’s exile, the word of the LORD came expressly to Ezekiel the 

priest, son of Buzi, in the land of the Chaldeans by the river Chebar, and there 

the hand of the LORD came upon him.) 
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As I looked, behold, a storm wind was coming from the north, a great cloud with 

fire flashing forth continually and a bright light around it, and in its midst 

something like glowing metal in the midst of the fire. Within it there were figures 

resembling four living beings. And this was their appearance: they had human 

form. Each of them had four faces and four wings. Their legs were straight, and 

their feet were like a calf’s hoof, and they gleamed like burnished bronze. Under 

their wings on their four sides were human hands. As for the faces and wings of 

the four of them, their wings touched one another, their faces did not turn when 

they moved, each went straight forward. As for the form of their faces, each had 

the face of a man, all four had the face of a lion on the right and the face of a bull 

on the left, and all four had the face of an eagle. Such were their faces. Their 

wings were spread out above, each had two touching another being, and two 

covering their bodies. And each went straight forward, wherever the spirit was 

about to go, they would go, without turning as they went. In the midst of the living 

beings there was something that looked like burning coals of fire, like torches 

darting back and forth among the living beings. The fire was bright, and lightning 

was flashing from the fire. And the living beings ran to and fro like bolts of 

lightning. 

Now as I looked at the living beings, behold, there was one wheel on the earth 

beside the living beings, for each of the four of them. The appearance of the 

wheels and their workmanship was like sparkling beryl, and all four of them had 

the same form, their appearance and workmanship being as if one wheel were 

within another. Whenever they moved, they moved in any of their four directions 

without turning as they moved. As for their rims they were lofty and awesome, 

and the rims of all four of them were full of eyes round about. Whenever the 

living beings moved, the wheels moved with them. And whenever the living 

beings rose from the earth, the wheels rose also. Wherever the spirit was about 

to go, they would go in that direction. And the wheels rose close beside them, for 

the spirit of the living beings was in the wheels. Whenever those went, these 

went, and whenever those stood still, these stood still. And whenever those rose 

from the earth, the wheels rose close beside them, for the spirit of the living 

beings was in the wheels. 

Ezekiel 10 describes God`s throne as depicted in the Mazzaroth as well. The 

Mazzaroth was no ¨Christian New-Age teaching. ¨ 
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The 12 tribes, and the Mazzaroth. 

The 12 tribes of Israel were named after the Zodiac (Mazzaroth) , and during the 

exile from Egypt in Sinai, before the Israelites entered Israel, the 12 tribes were 

camped around the tabernacle (God`s throne) just as a mirror of the Mazzaroth, 

or as; ¨let Heaven come to Earth.¨  

Judah (constellation Leo the Lion – the banner of Judah is a lion) was positioned 

to the East. Dan (constellation Scorpio the scorpion or eagle – the banner of Dan 

is a snake or eagle) was positioned to the north. Ephrahim (constellation Taurus 

the bull – the banner of Ephraim is a bull) was positioned to the west. And 

Reuben (constellation Aquarius the man – Reuben`s banner is a man) was 

positioned to the south. All mirroring how the Heavens looked above them where 

they offered sacrifices to Yahovah in the desert. In the middle of the 12 tribes 

was the sacred tabernacle of God. 

NOTE: The Israelites didn`t worship the stars or planets. They worshipped the 

creator of the stars and planets: The highest God above Israel. This was Moses 

quest. To lead the Israelites out of Egyptian worship of planets, and fallen 

angels, and to emigrate to the prophesied land where the messiah where ¨the 

son of man/Orion ¨ would be born according to the Great Pyramid Prophecy 

timeline.  

Remember: Moses was an Egyptian prince. The Elohim/angels of God/aliens led 

the Israelites out of Egypt through intervention in earthly affairs to cause the 

coming of the Messiah who the stars predicted when would be born. ¨The son of 

God. ¨ 

The knowledge of the Mazzaroth must be restored. Early churches switched 

iconography of the 12 zodiacal signs with the 12 apostles, and put Jesus in the 

middle, but much of the outline exists to this day in churches worldwide. 

Jesus (son of man) is the voice speaking among the seven lampstands with a 

sound of many waters. The 7 lampstands burning before God which are the 

seven spirits of God are CLEARLY the 7 planets.  
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Thus, the seven seals, trumpets, and bowls are happenings afflicted by the 

seven planets during the 2000 period time of the age of Pisces which the book 

covers astrologically, which I will not cover in this book.  

The seven seals over the (Heavenly) scroll (the sound of many waters) were 

broken by Jesus who was found worthy to rule and be the voice of the zodiac in 

the next age. (Making Jesus ruler) 

The Lord`s prayer refers to the Mazzaroth. Let your kingdom come on earth as in 

Heaven refers to the Heavenly Scroll. Just like how the Israelites represented the 

zodiac with the tabernacle in the desert.  

The sky is called Heaven. Where is God? In Heaven. What is in Heaven? The 

sun. Who owns the sun? Nobody. It`s God`s sun. (Son.) He is our risen Saviour. 

Without: We would die. Hours comes from Horus. There were 12 Horuses.  

In the old king`s English the word ¨star¨ was spelled Astar, or like the God Ashtar 

which is the origin of the Lucifer myth.  More on this later. If your life goes wrong, 

then you`re a DISastar. ¨You must consult the astar`s,¨ was an ancient saying. 

The astro-theologic birth of Jesus 

Imagine you have journeyed in time from 2000 years ago. Let me take you deep 

into the sacred mysteries of the 1st century church.  

I believe Jesus was born 19.08.01 BC. Have you wondered why the Bible never 

gives us the exact date of His birth? Yet astrology can solve this, and give the 

day, hour and minute. Why did the magi go to see Jesus birth? We will soon 

discover which star they followed. God has given us the stars, planets and 

constellations as an eternal clock. This information was provided to me by Alan 

Tat, an Australian Christian YouTube channel. You can find his video: ¨When 

was Jesus actually born? The day, hour and minute¨, where he uses astrology 

software to determine Christ`s birth based upon Revelations 12:1-6: 

A great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon 

under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head. She was pregnant and 

cried out in pain as she was about to give birth. Then another sign appeared in 

heaven: an enormous red dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven 

crowns on its heads. Its tail swept a third of the stars out of the sky and flung 
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them to the earth. The dragon stood in front of the woman who was about to give 

birth, so that it might devour her child the moment he was born. She gave birth to 

a son, a male child, who “will rule all the nations with an iron scepter.” And her 

child was snatched up to God and to his throne. The woman fled into the 

wilderness to a place prepared for her by God, where she might be taken care of 

for 1,260 days. 

Isaiah 7:14 ¨Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign: The virgin will 

conceive and give birth to a son and will call him Immanuel. ¨ 

You should watch his video. It is interesting to note that both the Sun, the Moon, 

the Jupiter-Venus conjunction, and Mercury was in Virgo at the time of Jesus 

birth. What do these orbital sattelites signify? 

Jesus calls himself the morning star. Venus is the prime morning-star. 

Revelations 22:16 "I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for 

the churches. I am the Root and the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning 

Star." 

Jupiter is the King of Kings. Jupiter is the second brightest of our planets, and 

second of the two morning stars also called ¨daystars. ¨ Revelations 19:16 ¨On 

his robe and on his thigh he has this name written: king of kings and lord of 

lords.¨ 

Jesus clearly identifies as the Sun in John 8:12 ¨When Jesus spoke again to the 

people, he said, "I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will never walk 

in darkness but will have the light of life." Jesus calls himself the sun and is 

depicted as such in Christian iconography.  

Mercury is the messenger of God, the word, and is equated with the biblical 

Enoch who created the GPG which is a biblical calendar predicting Jesus reign, 

and inspiring Bible prophecy. John 1 1:14 ¨The Word became flesh and made 

his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only 

Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth. ¨ 

The moon represents Virgin mother Mary, the divine feminine, and alludes to 

Jesus having feminine sides. One could say Jesus is the reflection of God. 
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The Bible tells King Herod of Antioch killed all babies up to two years of age after 

learning of the prophecy of the King of Kings from the three wise men. Matthew 

2:16 ¨Then Herod, when he saw that he had been tricked by the wise men, 

became furious, and he sent and killed all the male children in Bethlehem and in 

all that region who were two years old or under, according to the time that he had 

ascertained from the wise men. 

Mary, and Joseph fled to Egypt where Jesus was trained in the worldwide 

mystery schools as the prophets foretold. 

Hosea 11:1 ¨When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called my 

son¨ 

Jesus reappears aged 12 in Jerusalem and seems to have all knowledge. He 

then disappears before returning as prophet, and Rabbi at 30 years of age. In the 

three years that followed: Jesus King of Kings would change the world for all 

time, becoming our Messiah, saviour of souls, different from the contemporary 

expectations of the Jews, who always saw their messiah as a political saviour 

that would raise Israel above all nations without changing Judaism. 

The sun, and astrology in the Bible 

The question arises. Were the Jews sun-worshippers? Did they have a sun-

philosophy of love, and light like ours? No. All evidence points to that they saw 

the Heavens, and all creation as divine, or even as Gods as in monolatry, 

worship of one prime deity, with recognition of minor deities. They didn`t worship 

the sun or stars. They worshipped the God who made them. Sun-worship is 

directly mentioned in the context of idolatry in this verse 

 

Ezekiel 8:16  

¨Then He brought me into the inner court of the LORD'S house. And behold, at 

the entrance to the temple of the LORD, between the porch and the altar, were 

about twenty-five men with their backs to the temple of the LORD and their faces 

toward the east, and they were prostrating themselves eastward toward the sun.¨ 

Here we see that the 25, or 24 elders prostrate themselves towards the east. 

Towards the sun. What Ezekiel is really ciphering is worship of the Mazzaroth 

https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Ezekiel/8/16
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with worship towards the sun instead of worship towards the God who made the 

Mazzaroth. 

Deuteronomy 4:19 

"And beware not to lift up your eyes to Heaven and see the sun and the moon 

and the stars, all the host of Heaven, and be drawn away and worship them and 

serve them, those which the LORD your God has allotted to all the peoples 

under the whole Heaven.  

You shall not worship the sun. That would be worship of Lucifer Ra like the 

Egyptians whom we left. But you shall look at creation, and see God, 

worshipping him for all of creation, also in the sun, like Jesus the nature-

philosopher did.  

The question then arises, how, and why did Christianity arise, and why did they 

have such fixation on the sun? Did they believe in the  Mazzaroth? Did they 

regard Jesus as the sun? (John 1) Did the Jews equate Christianity with 

paganism, perhaps Egyptian mysteries, and therefore crucify Jesus? We will 

discover why, who Jesus was according to scripture, and what miracle he did on 

the cross, the path to the Holy Ghost mercy covenant where we are no longer 

under the law, but under mercy. The only way to salvation to the highest Heaven 

is through a direct personal relationship to Jesus, the son/sun of God that lights 

up the world. Jesus says he is the path to the father. 

The secret of the hidden manna 

Revelations 2:25-29: 

¨But that which ye have already hold fast till I come. And he that overcometh, and 

keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations: And he 

shall rule them with a rod of iron, as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken 

to shivers: even as I received of my Father. And I will give him the morning star. 

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches. ¨ 

This chapter is written to the church of Thyatria, where verse 20 also talks about 

the spirit of Jezebel. It is clear that this is an evil spirit against the church, and not 

only popular modern preachings.  
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Anyways. What does it mean he will give us the morning star? The same chapter 

of Revelations 2:17 relating to the church of Pergamon says as follows 

¨Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To the 

one who is victorious, I will give some of the hidden manna. I will also give that 

person a white stone with a new name written on it, known only to the one who 

receives it. ¨ 

Does Jesus give us spiritual power? What is this manna? Jesus upgrades us and 

gives us the morning star! I have personally experienced this as a spiritual DNA 

upgrade to where we get a spiritual source of nutrition just like Jesus, and John 

the Baptist. John ate only grasshoppers, and wild honey! He must have had my 

ability to sustain his nutrition through the presence of God! This is the hidden 

manna! Jesus says in John 14:32. ¨I have food to eat that you don`t know about. 

¨ John eats grasshoppers and honey in Matthew 3:4 ¨His food was locusts, and 

wild honey.¨ 

Jesus gave me the name Ether/Esther/Ashtar when I was 12. The name of the 

morning star. I also went through a spiritual upgrade that made me at one with 

the morning star. I felt more powerful and could somehow get nutrition from 

being at one with the cosmos, nature and God. I had immeasurable power, but 

soon fell as a targeted individual. 

The great secret is: YOU are the morning star. Jesus says ¨you are Gods¨!  

Understand the secret teaching of unity in Christ. Through eating the Eucharist, 

we become Jesus, we become what we eat. The Bible calls us the body of 

Christ! What is the body of Christ? The bread! We become Christ! Jesus was the 

sun, the light of the world. Through the sanctification process walk with God, you 

become the sun/son of God! YOU become Jesus the morning star! (not to be 

misunderstood as the devil Lucifer – there are many ¨Lucifer`s¨, and Jesus is the 

true one.) 

In Revelations 22:16, Jesus says: ¨i am the root and offspring of David and the 

bright and morning star. ¨ Now what is a morning star? The morning star is 

primarily the daystars which can be seen throughout the day.  

The planet in question here is certainly Venus – the planet of love, which is also 

called the evening star as it is often seen in the morning, and evening. Jupiter 

can also be seen in the morning as it is next brightest after Venus. Jupiter is also 
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the morning star. Both were in Virgo`s womb when Jesus was born 19.08.01 Bc. 

Jupiter is the King planet.  

God will give you pure love, nourishment through the spirit of joy, and Kingship 

over nations as prophets. You will become like Him: Like Jesus?  

Now we will move on to the subject of the antichrist. 
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Chapter 2: The traditional interpretation of the beasts. 

What is AN antichrist? 

The ¨antichrist. ¨ An ominous title throughout the ages that all have heard about. 

During the time of the first Christians: Caesar Nero was the antichrist who 

persecuted and executed the Christians during the first major historical Christian 

persecution. Today, the antichrist is the Thelema philosophy of the British 

occultist Aleister Crowley, the Judeo-Islamic Luminari, and the persecution it has 

caused through infiltrating all secret societies and the corporate world, while the 

18-hundreds had other antichrists, Adam Weishaupt, Karl Marx, Jacob Frank 

(Sabbatean-Frankism) , Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, while 210 years ago, 

Napoleon Bonaparte was THE FINAL ANTICHRIST. 90 years ago, Adolf Hitler 

was THE ANTICHRIST, the FINAL antichrist. But this book will detail what is the 

BIBLICAL antichrist, if there is any. 

If the Greek spelling of Nero Caesar (Neron Kaisar) is transliterated into Hebrew 

(nrwn qsr), the numerical equivalent is 666—although it should be remembered 

that this number was not represented as a figure but as letters of the alphabet or 

written in full. In other words, the "number of the beast" was not expressed as 

"666" (indeed, discrete Arabic numerals would not be invented for another five 

hundred years) but by the phrase hexakosioi hexekonta hex or the numerical 

values of the Greek letters themselves, chi (600), xi (60), and stigma (6). 

We will come back to this later or jump to Catholics chapter. 

But who is an antichrist? 

 2 John 1:7 

¨For many deceivers have gone out into the world, those who do not 

acknowledge Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh. This is the deceiver and the 

antichrist. ¨ 

1 John 4:3 

¨And every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God, this is the spirit of 

the antichrist, of which you have heard that it is coming, and now it is already in 

the world. ¨ 
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1 John 2:22 

¨Who is the liar but the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ? This is the 

antichrist, the one who denies the Father and the Son. ¨ 

1 John 2:18-19 

¨Children, it is the last hour, and just as you heard that antichrist is coming, even 

now many antichrists have appeared, from this we know that it is the last hour. 

They went out from us, but they were not really of us, for if they had been of us, 

they would have remained with us, but they went out, so that it would be shown 

that they all are not of us. ¨ 

1 John 4:1-3 

¨Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are 

from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world. By this 

you know the Spirit of God: every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has 

come in the flesh is from God, and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not 

from God, this is the spirit of the antichrist, of which you have heard that it is 

coming, and now it is already in the world.¨ 

Jesus says in Matthew 24:23-26 

"Then if anyone says to you, 'Behold, here is the Christ,' or 'There He is,' do not 

believe him. "For false Christs and false prophets will arise and will show great 

signs and wonders, so as to mislead, if possible, even the elect. "Behold, I have 

told you in advance. 

The Bible tells us that approx. 5 billion of the worlds`s population of today is an 

antichrist since they deny Jesus. Muslims are counted among them, as they are 

disciples of Muhammad who was the Prophet of Judas. Scripture mentions a 

specific title as well. ¨The man of lawlessness and destruction. ¨  

Who is THE antichrist? 

2 Thessalonians 2:4-8 

He will oppose and will exalt himself over everything that is called God or is 

worshiped, so that he sets himself up in God’s temple, proclaiming himself to be 

God. Don’t you remember that when I was with you, I used to tell you these 

things? And now you know what is holding him back, so that he may be revealed 
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at the proper time. For the secret power of lawlessness is already at work, but the 

one who now holds it back will continue to do so till he is taken out of the way. 

And then the lawless one will be revealed. 

This alludes to the contemporary image of the Jewish ¨King Messiah¨, and this 

scenario was already laid from the moment the Jews denied Jesus as messiah, 

focusing bitterly instead on the continuation of their conquest, the globalist 

measures of scripture prophecy, as the Jews have always wanted a world of 

their own. 

This is what the first disciples feared. A lawless antichrist popular among the 

Jews that will retake David`s throne, even sit in the temple, and call himself God, 

because it such a pivotal part in Jewish belief, especially in our time. 

Isaiah 2:1-4 

This is what Isaiah son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem: 

In the last days the mountain of the LORD’s temple will be established as the 
highest of the mountains; it will be exalted above the hills, and all nations will 
stream to it. Many peoples will come and say “Come, let us go up to the mountain 
of the LORD, to the temple of the God of Jacob. He will teach us his ways, so that 
we may walk in his paths.” The law will go out from Zion, the word of the LORD from 
Jerusalem. He will judge between the nations and will settle disputes for many 
peoples. They will beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning 
hooks. Nation will not take up sword against nation, nor will they train for war 
anymore. Come, descendants of Jacob, let us walk in the light of the LORD. 

The Bible is quite clear that God himself will come to Earth and rule on Mt.Moriah 

from the temple. But Christians and Jews interpret this differently. In Revelations, 

we are told Jesus rules for 1000 years from a Heavenly Kingdom of Priests, 

fulfilling the abovementioned prophecy in Heaven and not on Earth. Other 

Christians believe Jesus 2nd coming will fulfil this prophecy in an Earthly reign, 

not a heavenly one, that lasts for 1000 years.  

The idea that the King represents the God in highest person was/is not so 

uncommon in ancient Mesopotamian culture where the King symbolically 

represented the chief deity of the tribe/people incarnate. Jehovah was one of the 

many sons of El.  
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Others were for instance Moloch/Chamosh – the dread of the Moabites, whose 

wife was the androgynous Ashtar as recorded in the Mesha steele. Solomon 

himself represented the sungod. SolOmOn means Sun in three languages at the 

time. Sanskrit, Greek and Egyptian. Solomon saw himself as Yahweh and a sex-

god, and the temple of Jehovah resembles a man when seen from bird`s view.  

He erected temples to Asherah next to it. Asherah was considered the highest 

God`s wife just as Ashtar was the wife of the highest Gods of the Moabites. 

There was little difference between the two religions. Ashera was originally the 

wife of the chief-god of the Phoenicians who invented the alphabet. El.  

The Pharisees still use the Phoenician alphabet today, the oldest alphabet in the 

world. Jehovah absorbed the qualities of El, Ashera, and Baal (the storm/wind-

god) altogether into a single monotheistic deitiy. Baal, in his full title Baalshamim, 

originally translated to ¨lord of the Heavens¨, and NOT ¨lord of the flies¨ after he 

was demonized as Beelzebub. That would be an entirely different deity. Just 

thought I`d let you know. 

So you understand why so many Christians fear the Jewish messiah will be the 

Antichrist… More on this later! But now, let`s discover all the historical current 

beasts and antichrists! 

The traditional interpretation Revelation symbolism. 

Let`s first realize a few things. In biblical language: Dragons symbolize monetary, 

and spiritual power. Beasts symbolize military, and governmental power 

including kings. It is no coincidence that military hats have a lion (beast) on their 

foreheads, and that soldiers salute by making three sixes with their fingers over 

their forehead. The whore unequally symbolize idolatry, and false religion of 

which there are hundreds of bible-verses to confirm. Money-lenders (Jewish 

Rothschild), false religion (whores), governments, and Satanic war-brokers 

(beasts) have created modern history through conspiracy and built the Roman 

beast-empire of today.  

There are millions of interpretations to who are the characters of revelations, and 

most church-denominations have their own view. It seems every single royal, 

president, pope, or major dictator has been identified as ¨the great beast¨ 

throughout human history. The coat-of-arms of Prince Charles is however 

interesting, as it portrays the great beast. Royals, Rothschild, aristocrats, and the 

(Satanic) Illuminati are the dragons. The military, government, and corporations 

are the beast, and the religious institutions are the whore. But according to 
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myself: The book of Revelations should never be written. It is astrological 

bragging, blasphemy against Christ (666), and fear-mongering. It might also be a 

forgery. Revelations has sprouted fear, and stupid theories thanks to our lack of 

knowledge, which now ends with our 21st century knowledge of Jewish mysticism 

and history. This book will silence all theories once and for all.  

The only chapter of interest in Revelations is chapter 12 which tells Jesus birth 

as we discovered. The rest should be burnt. The endless speculation the 

thousand antichrist candidates comes to an end with this book. Therefore, I will 

list ALL major internet theories of interest. After studying this for 10 years, I think 

I have the expertise to write this book which is more like my personal notes. I 

personally have concluded that the prophecy of the beasts in Revelations 13 

relates to Rome, and how Rome becomes the seat of Christianity. Why? 

Because there is CONCLUSIVE evidence the 1st beast was Jesus as he was/is 

worshipped by the pagans, CONCLUSIVE evidence the second beast is the 

papacy, or pope in person, and that the whore symbolizes Rome.  

Apollyon is simply an obscure figure. Possibly in relation to Jesus. Rome was 

pagan religion at the time, and conquered Judea just like Babylon did earlier, this 

St. John identified Rome as Babylon the Great, and there should be no question 

the Whore is Rome, or Roman Christianity. The ten horns were ten kingdoms of 

Italy. 3 vanished when the Vatican was established, just like with the horns of the 

beast. The seven heads/kings of the beast were certainly St. John referring to 

the line of roman emperors starting either with Julius or Augustus. It was a 

simple guessing game which went wrong. 

The theory of the theme of revelations evolved into what protestants, Catholics, 

and liberal churches ALL believe today: That it is about globalism, an NWO 

monetary system. In their view: The beast, and the antichrist is the same figure. 

A future one-world leader. But the 1st beast was in reality Jesus, and the second 

beast is the pope. And there is no one-world antichrist beast. You do however 

have Magog, which is the only Revelation-prophecy relating to our CURRENT 

timeframe.  

But All Churches believe the Magog prophecy happens AFTER a supposed 

1000-year reign, which will never come to pass. These 1000 years were Jesus 

reign in Heaven, and Jesus reign is now over. There is no second coming 

prophesied in Revelations.   
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The beast is about globalism which started with Rome, and since then, we`ve 

been living as a soul-farm for the Satanic Vatican`s Roman domination and 

expansion. Let`s start with the first mention of the beast which interestingly 

prophesies of the Roman empire in the Old Testament. 

The beasts in Daniel. 

There will be ¨no ending¨ to the beast. The first beast in Revelations is the 

empire of clay and iron which is first mentioned in the Bible in the book of Daniel. 

Roman 1st beast is a composite of the beasts in Daniel 7:  

¨ In the first year of Belshazzar king of Babylon, Daniel had a dream, and visions 
passed through his mind as he was lying in bed. He wrote down the substance of 
his dream. Daniel said: “In my vision at night I looked, and there before me were 
the four winds of Heaven churning up the great sea. Four great beasts, each 
different from the others, came up out of the sea. 
“The first was like a lion, and it had the wings of an eagle. I watched until its 

wings were torn off and it was lifted from the ground so that it stood on two feet 

like a human being, and the mind of a human was given to it. 

“And there before me was a second beast, which looked like a bear. It was 

raised up on one of its sides, and it had three ribs in its mouth between its teeth. 

It was told, ‘Get up and eat your fill of flesh!’ 

“After that, I looked, and there before me was another beast, one that looked like 

a leopard. And on its back, it had four wings like those of a bird. This beast had 

four heads, and it was given authority to rule. 

“After that, in my vision at night I looked, and there before me was a fourth 

beast—terrifying and frightening and very powerful. It had large iron teeth, it 

crushed and devoured its victims and trampled underfoot whatever was left. It 

was different from all the former beasts, and it had ten horns. 

“While I was thinking about the horns, there before me was another horn, a little 

one, which came up among them, and three of the first horns were uprooted 

before it. This horn had eyes like the eyes of a human being and a mouth that 

spoke boastfully. 
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Daniel 2:31-45: 

 “Your Majesty, you had a vision. You saw a large statue. This statue was very 

bright. It stood in front of you, and it looked terrifying. The head of this statue was 

made of fine gold. Its chest and arms were made of silver. Its stomach and hips 

were made of bronze. Its legs were made of iron. Its feet were made partly of 

iron and partly of clay. While you were watching, a stone was cut out, but not by 

humans. It struck the statue’s iron-and-clay feet and smashed them. Then all at 

once, the iron, clay, bronze, silver, and gold were smashed. They became like 

husks on a threshing floor in summer. The wind carried them away, and not a 

trace of them could be found. But the stone that struck the statue became a large 

mountain which filled the whole world. This is the dream. Now we’ll tell you it’s 

meaning. 

 “Your Majesty, you are the greatest king. The God of Heaven has given you a 

kingdom. He has given you power, strength, and honor. He has given you control 

over people, wild animals, and birds, wherever they live. He has made you ruler 

of them all. You are the head of gold. Another kingdom, inferior to yours, will rise 

to power after you. Then there will be a third kingdom, a kingdom of bronze, that 

will rule the whole world. There will also be a fourth kingdom. It will be as strong 

as iron. (Iron smashes and shatters everything.) As iron crushes things, this 

fourth kingdom will smash and crush all the other kingdoms. You also saw the 

feet and toes. They were partly potters’ clay and partly iron. This means that 

there will be a divided kingdom which has some of the firmness of iron. As you 

saw, iron was mixed with clay. The toes were partly iron and partly clay. Part of 

the kingdom will be strong, and part will be brittle. As you saw, iron was mixed 

with clay. So, the two parts of the kingdom will mix by intermarrying, but they will 

not hold together any more than iron can mix with clay. 

“At the time of those kings, the God of Heaven will establish a kingdom that will 

never be destroyed. No other people will be permitted to rule it. It will smash all 

the other kingdoms and put an end to them. But it will be established forever. 

This is the stone that you saw cut out from a mountain, but not by humans. It 

smashed the iron, bronze, clay, silver, and gold. The great God has told you 

what will happen in the future, Your Majesty. The dream is true, and you can 

trust that this is its meaning. 
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Daniel 11:3-4 speaks of the appearance of “a mighty king,” whose kingdom 

would “be broken up and divided toward the four winds of Heaven.” Expositor’s 

explains, “Verse 3 introduces us to the next phase in world empires: the rise of 

Alexander the Great. Although this verse does not make it altogether clear that 

this ‘mighty king’ would inaugurate a new empire in place of the Persian one, 

verse 4 leaves us in no doubt that he was the ruler predicted here. … 

“In seven or eight years he accomplished the most dazzling military conquest in 

human history. But he lived only four years more, and after one of his drunken 

bouts, he died of a fever in 323 in the imperial capital of Babylon. Verse 4 

foretells the division of Alexander’s domains among four smaller and weaker 

empires.” 

Following Alexander’s death, his empire was divided among four of his generals. 

These four kingdoms and their rulers were Macedonia-Greece under Antipater 

and his son, Thrace–Asia Minor under Lysimachus, the rest of Asia except lower 

Syria and Palestine under Seleucus Nicator, and Egypt and Palestine under 

Ptolemy. (Who would later give birth to Jesus through Caesarion aka Joseph ;) 

The first beast out of the Sea. 

Revelations 13:1-4 – a merger, and continuation of the ancient empires/beasts 
in Daniel, primarily through the Roman Empire: 

The dragon stood on the shore of the sea. (Mediterranean Sea) And I saw a 
beast coming out of the sea. It had ten horns and seven heads, with ten crowns 
on its horns, and on each head a blasphemous name. The beast I saw 
resembled a leopard but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like that of a 
lion. The dragon gave the beast his power and his throne and great 
authority. One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but 
the fatal wound had been healed. The whole world was filled with wonder and 
followed the beast. People worshiped the dragon because he had given authority 
to the beast, and they also worshiped the beast and asked, “Who is like the 
beast? Who can wage war against it?” 

The beast was given a mouth to utter proud words and blasphemies and to 

exercise its authority for forty-two months. It opened its mouth to blaspheme 

God, and to slander his name and his dwelling place and those who live in 

Heaven. It was given power to wage war against God’s holy people and to 

conquer them. And it was given authority over every tribe, people, language and 

nation. All inhabitants of the earth will worship the beast—all whose names have 
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not been written in the Lamb’s book of life, the Lamb who was slain from the 

creation of the world. 

Whoever has ears, let them hear. 

“If anyone is to go into captivity, 
    into captivity they will go. 
If anyone is to be killed with the sword, 
    with the sword they will be killed.” 

This calls for patient endurance and faithfulness on the part of God’s people. 

The fourth beast of Daniel, and the 1st beast of revelations both rule for the same 

timeperiod. A time, two times, and half a time=3,5 years of 1260 days. The same 

number as with the two witnesses, making them the same: A holy part of an 

elsewards evil system. The Empire of Rome. 

The seven kings of the seven horns are historical empires: The Egyptian Empire, 

the Assyrian Empire, the Babylonian Empire, the Persian Empire, the Greek 

Empire, the Roman Empire, the Ottoman Empire, and the current revived roman 

empire – the eight of which the antichrist will rule over only for a limited time. The 

story continues in the chapter of the whore. 

The fourth beast in Daniel is the same as the beast out of the sea. The beast 

from the sea is the Roman Empire: The first beast in revelations which becomes 

the little horn Vatican as we will find out. 

The empire of Rome 

Where Daniel says, 'I considered the horns', he is talking about the ten horns 

coming out of the fourth beast. This beast, as revealed in the prophecies of 

Daniel was the nation of Rome. The ten horns are a symbol of the ten kingdoms 

that Rome split into when it fell in 476 ADS ... Daniel 7:24 ...'And the ten horns 

out of this kingdom, are ten kings that shall arise.' 

So, let's deal with the little horn power. The first thing we notice, is that it is a 

'little' horn. We know from the above that the horns represent kings/kingdoms, so 

this little horn is a little kingdom. Believe it or not, the Vatican state is a 

COUNTRY! It's the smallest country there is, which matches this 'little' horn. The 

next thing we notice is that it rises up 'among' the other horns. When Daniel was 
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considering the ten horns, this little horn came up 'among' them. This has two 

implications.  

The first is that the other ten horns were already there, so this little horn came up 

AFTER the ten, and the little horn came up 'among' them, therefore this little 

kingdom came up in the same area as the other ten kingdoms. Does this match 

the the Papal Church of Rome? Yes, it does! You see, Pagan Rome fell in 476 

AD and split into the ten kingdoms of Europe.  

1) Alemanni 

2) Anglo-Saxons 

3) Franks 

4) Burgundians 

5) Visigoths 

6) Suevi 

7) Ostrogoths 

8) Heruli 

9) Lombards 

10) Vandals 

The Roman Catholic Church came to power in 538 ADS (which is after Rome 

split into the ten kingdoms). Also, the Roman Catholic Church came up 'among' 

the ten kingdoms of Europe. See the following quote from 'The History of the 

Christian Church, Vol.3': 

"The (Roman Church-State) power became supreme in Christendom in 538AD, 

due to a letter of the Roman Emperor Justinian, known as Justinian's decree, 

which setup and acknowledged the bishop of Rome as the head of all churches. 

It gave the (Roman Church-State) political power, civil power, as well as 

ecclesiastical power. This letter became part of Justinians code, the fundamental 

law of the empire, and that year, pope Vigilius ascended the throne under the 

military protection of Belasarius (one of Justinians Generals)." 

 

The next thing to notice about the little horn power is that it 'plucks up' three of 

the other ten horns. History confirms that the Roman Catholic Church destroyed 

three kingdoms when she rose to power. Please note that it is not the bishops 

and priests that go around destroying the nations, but the Roman military army, 

which was under the power of the bishop of Rome. There were three kingdoms 

that would not bow down to the authority of the Catholic Church, and those 

kingdoms were the 'Heruli', the 'Vandals' and the 'Ostrogoths'. These were the 

three kingdoms 'plucked up by the roots'.  
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What happens when you pluck up a plant by its roots? There's nothing left of it. 

The same can be said for these three kingdoms, they were completely 

destroyed! 

The pope says he is the vicar of Christ=antichrist. AntiChrist translates to 

¨instead of Christ¨ as Christos 666 of Rev 13:18.  

This Roman beast reign is foretold in both Daniel, and Revelations to last for 42 

months. And also as 1260 days of witness prophesying (Rev 11:2), and 3,5 

years of the beast reign (Dan 7:25 ,Rev 13:5), or 1260 days (Rev 12:6) which all 

are the same numbers of days thus correlating all of these abovementioned as 

representative of the Roman Christian entity. Even the Holy Witnesses are part 

of the Beast as it`s sacred remnant.  

The death knell of Catholic military influence in Europe came with the French and 
Italian revolutions. A symbolic but important date is 1798, when the armies of 
France took Pope Pius VI captive. Though seriously ill, he was hurried from one 
city to another and finally died in Valence, France in 1799.  The arrest and 
deportation of the pope in 1798 was neither the first nor the last of a series of 
blows to the Roman Catholic Church, but the dramatic removal of the head of the 
Church from Rome came exactly 1260 years after 538 AD, the year in which the 
barbarians were driven from Rome. 
Edward King, F.R.S., F.S.A. (1735-1807) was educated at Cambridge, wrote:  

"Is not the Papal power, at Rome, which was once so terrible, and so 

domineering, at an end? 

But let us pause a little. Was not this End, in other parts of the Holy prophecies, 

foretold to be, at the End of 1260 years? And was it not foretold by Daniel, to be 

at the END of time, times, and half a time? which computation amounts to the 

same period. And now let us see hear; --and understand. THIS IS THE YEAR 

1798. And just 1260 years ago, in the very beginning of the year 538, Belisarius 

put an end to the Empire, and Dominion of the Goths in Rome. 

He had entered the City on the 10th of the preceding December, in triumph, in 

the name of Justinian, Emperor of the East, and had soon after made it tributary 

to him: leaving thenceforward from A.D,. 538, NO POWER in Rome, that could 

be said to rule over the earth, excepting the ECCLESIASTICAL PONTIFICAL 

POWER." (page 768 "Remarks on the Signs of the Times" in 1798) 
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Important notes:  

Also, interesting to follow is the history of the institution ¨high priest of Rome¨, or 
¨pontifex Maximus. ¨ This title rose in the period known as the roman kingdom 
where they had seven kings of Rom before the senate took over. This title is 
made Christian (the pope) approximately 1260 years after its establishment 
(under the protection from the king of the Franks.) And approximately 1260 years 
later is the Vatican established with approval from Mussolini.  

Seven mountains can also be nothing but archetypal identifications with the 
seven principalities. I have seen these seven mountains in the 12th Heaven. They 
each have a distinct color, and an angel ruling over them.  

To some contemporary theorists it symbolizes the seven powers of influence: 
Religion, family, education, government, media, arts & entertainment and 
business. 

The roman era never ended. The power of the beast just took on new masks! All 

this happened when we Christians were gullible, and ignorant, singing in 

churches while they built underground tunnels, halls of sacrifice, and developed 

Satanic technology to enslave our minds: The ultimate mark of the beast 666 

which is chipping, nano-technology, destruction of DNA, and the pineal gland 

situated behind your forehead must be prevented. Heaven, and our church 

believe we must stand united as Christians for the first time since St. Peter, as 

history repeats itself: The Jews are back in their land, and the 1st century 

apostolic church are rising up to the same power of miracles as the Apostles.  

We can no longer put out faith in the Vatican to represent and unite the church. A 

new independent state must rise! The Kingdom of God! We believe that our 

hearts must be purified by truth, pruning the Church, and that we live in the 

separation of wheat and tares. This was the first word God ever spoke to me: 

¨Separate the flock of lambs.¨ When I heard, I was afraid of myself, and put 

myself low in fear of what I was before God, and trailed man to this very day, of 

which I suffer great persecution from.  

I have many times felt like prophet Jonah fleeing his calling. But throughout the 

trials, I never lost faith. Although I lost everything else. I am a living miracle and 

would not be alive to fight the beast if not by faith, and God healing my blindness. 

I thought I was going to die and was in pain for 5 years!  
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Now who is the dragon?  

The first mention of the dragon is in Revelations 12:1-4: 

¨A great sign appeared in Heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon 

under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head. She was pregnant and 

cried out in pain as she was about to give birth. Then another sign appeared in 

Heaven: an enormous red dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven 

crowns on its heads. Its tail swept a third of the stars out of the sky and flung 

them to the earth. The dragon stood in front of the woman who was about to give 

birth, so that it might devour her child the moment he was born.  

The dragon was the constellation Ophiuchus directly beneath Virgo giving birth 

as we covered when going through astrological symbolism in Revelations 12 at 

the intro of this book 

Who is the dragon? SATAN: Revelations 20:2 

¨He seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is the devil, or Satan, and 

bound him for a thousand years. ¨ 

Yes. The fallen angels once belonging to the biblical, angelic ¨seraphim¨ class of 

Heaven are reptilian humanoids otherwise called ¨aliens¨, or ¨reptillians¨. They 

have been here a very long time, from before there were men some say. Those 

were the Titans, or the hordes of Tiamat etc. Most truly ancient mythologies like 

the Norse, Egyptian, Greek, Babylonian, and Sumerian accounts recall a war 

between a sky-thunder-sun-god as for instance Lucifer/Horus/Yahweh (in the 

form of Michael) /Zeus/Odin/Marduk against a reptilian race but vary slightly.  

True lore teaches Lucifer won the battle for mankind against the reptilians, but 

later fell to Hell attacked by Michael after becoming obsessed with ruling the 

world. The humanoid angels are called the ¨younger Gods¨, and the reptilian 

angels/seraphim are called the ¨elder Gods¨, or titans. Some say the humanoid 

reptilians were the dominant species when the dinosaurs walked the Earth and 

had to bow to man when we were created. They refused, and the 

abovementioned war broke out.  

Lucifer reigned earth after the victory, but later fell. The age of mankind began 

after the flood. (…) There is a Swedish order called the ¨Seraphim Order¨, 
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Seraphim meaning ¨fiery serpent¨. The order only takes in heads of state. Many 

conspiracy theorists, like David Icke accuse powerful leaders to be fallen angelic 

shapeshifters whose demonic form is a reptilian one caused by an evil magical 

ritual involving sacrifice of children.  

So who is this ¨old serpent the devil? ¨ The current reigning monarch of Hell is 

Satan. Satan is a title meaning adversary. The Jewish name for Satan is Samael. 

Satan can stand about 12feet tall, and can shapeshift between a beautiful male, 

a gorgeous female, an oxen hybrid, a dragon hybrid, and some say lion. The 

Bible says little about THE devil, but the most mentioned is Ashera (Ashtaroth) 

and Baal (Beelzebub), two of Lucifer`s princes. The first whom is considered his 

¨bride¨, and is in my opinion, a greater enemy of mankind than Satan is. Of the 

reptilian he-devils, set/Leviathan/Hydra/Python/Apophis appear in reptilian form. 

You shouldn`t know this. Ashtaroth (Whore), Beelzebub (beast) , and Satan 

(dragon) is the Unholy Trinity so often portrayed in media by masons, displaying 

their cult-status adoration of the antagonists in Revelations. 
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Chapter 3: Controversial interpretations. 

The original interpretation of the beasts: Jesus Christ! 

Revelations 13:18: 

¨Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: 

for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.¨ 

666 is a pictogram (an image), a monogram (short for a name), and a mark (a 

symbol like a letter, x f.i). 666 translates to three letters in Greek. Chi, Xi and 

Sigma/Stigma. For:  

The pictogram: Chi=600, Xi=60, and Stigma=6 in Greek gematria. The letters 

translate to ¨Christ (on a) cross (being) pierced. ¨ The abomination that makes 

desolate. 

The monogram: The Greek letters chi, xi, and sigma translate to XES in the latin 

alphabet. XESUS is a Hebrew variant of Jesus. XES, XS, and X was the 

monogram of Jesus throughout church-history. XES-US. Variations of these are 

HES, IES and JES. Jesus Christ or Jesus H. Christ as he is known. The H is for 

Horus: J(Zeus) Horus Krishna.  

Below you have the Greek letters Chi Xi Sigma=XES=IHS= The Satanic trinity of 

Isis, Horus, and Set from Egypt, which in catholic demonology are Ishtaroth, 

Beelzebub and Satan and/or Leviathan - the  terrible, whom the Crowleyans and 

Jesuits worship. The letters IHS with a T or cross on top are depicted in most 

Catholic churches and are embroidered on all white priest-dresses of the 

Catholic Church during service and represent the 666 Babylon covert-religion 

practiced by the ancient romans up to date, covertly through Christianity, inc. the 

pagan roman Saturnalia/Christmas, and the Babylonian Ishtar/Easter. So IHS 

stands for Isis, Horus and Set, the unholy trinity of the book of Revelations; the 

Whore, the Beast and Set, the Dragon or ¨Python.¨ The T or cross is for 

Tammuz. 

The mark: The mark of the beast is an X, or a T. The X is the old Hebrew mark of 

sin which marked Cain who slayed Abel. Yet a more notable connection comes 

from the mark of the son of God in the Babylonian trinity, Tammuz, who had the 

X, and T as his mark and was widely popular even at the time of Jesus. He was 
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a vegetation, and resurrection God. His followers weapt over him for 40 days in 

what we today call Lent, which happens 40 days after Easter. Coincidence? 

The Babylonians also marked themselves with an X, or a T for Tammuz on their 

foreheads, just like the Catholic Church marked everyone with a cross (666) on 

their forehead, or else, you could not buy or sell. You see much of Christianity 

stems from mystery Babylon.  

Another variation of the pre-Christian cross is for instance the ¨ankh¨ of the 

Egyptian Horus.  

The Israelite ¨Shema¨ is the confession that God is one, and the mark of every 

true believers’ forehead. (Exodus 13:16, Deuturonomy 6, and Revelations 14:1) 

We see that the father of the lamb in 14:1 is God YHWH, and that the lamb of 

Rev.13, and 14 is the same: Jesus Christ. Remember: The Bible forbids worship 

of pagan idols like the cross. 

Exodus 13:16, and Revelations 13:16 is the same verse, about Jews binding the 

tefillin to their forehead and right arm. The tefillin is a black box with Torah verses 

about the Mosaic law inside. They are BOUND by the law. The law used to be a 

slavery. Now it is a BLESSING! Revelations warns us of this practice. 

What then is it we worship today? Jesus on the cross. 666 chi xi stigmata.  

The cross is a pagan symbol. Jesus has told me personally in a vision that he 

does not prefer to be worshipped on a cross. He showed me his crucifixion and 

asked what I saw written. I said ¨King of the Jews¨. Jesus wants to be depicted 

for what he himself says he is, and what he became.  

A mighty ascended King. One could also depict him as the light, the way, the 

truth, the life, the door, the word, the good shepherd, the I Am, or depict him as 

he prefers: A majestic King and righteous judge sitting on his throne at the 

father`s right hand, not someone who looks weak on a cross. One should 

certainly not depict Jesus as an animal, that is, the Lion. Jesus never refers 

himself to a lion and is only mentioned as a lion once in Revelation in all the 

Bible, referring to the constellation Leo the lion. The Old Testament prophesies 

also excludes this theme.  
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As animism and idolatry is forbidden in Judaism and Christianity, depicting Jesus 

who called himself ¨the son of man¨/ THE man, as an ANIMAL, often without 

connotation to whom we are referring to, is heretical. He is the man of men, the 

King of Kings, and not an animal. I say this not only from a perspective of Biblical 

theology, but from lots of spiritual experience as a very sensitive psychic with the 

gift of discerning spirits. 

What then about the name Jesus? 

Je Jesus is Latin, and is divided in two syllables. Je and Sus.  

Je is pronounced the same same as Ge or Geo, and comes from Greek Ge, and 

Geo, which comes from Greek Ge, which means earth, ground or soil, as in 

¨geography¨ both in Greek and Latin. (Webster seventh New Collegiate 

Dictionary) 

Sus 

Sus, or Suis simply means swine, hog or pig in Latin according to Latin-English-

Latin Java Dictionary with Whitaker's Wordlist. 

Conclusion: 

So Je-SUS translates to ¨earth pig¨, ¨earthly swine, or ¨the 1st and 2nd BEAST of 

the Earth.¨ They made Jesus into chi, xi stigma 666, the image of dying, 

corruptible man, the abominable Babylonian tradition of sacrificing a pig to 

Ishtar/Easter.  

The cross is bold display of the Vatican`s true pagan roots, namely human 

sacrifice, black magic, which they hide it in the open through cross symbolism.  

The real meaning of the name Jesus portrays that the Babylonian Catholic 

Church, the Great Whore of Babylon (Rome sits on 7 mountains as the whore in 

Revelations) sees the easter-sacrifice as Jesus!  

The cross pollutes the alter and renders the Temple of Yahweh (man) unfit for 

service or worship to Yahweh, causing the oblation (daily sacrifice) of the 2nd 

Temple to cease, e.g Jesus is the Antichrist. The cross is the biblical Abominable 

Sacrifice that Causes the Desolation of the Temple of YHWH, and the temple of 

the human body.  

That is "my" opinion.  And the doctrine of Christianity demonstrates this is true by 

worshipping a man above YHWH on the Pesach of the Hebrews, replaced with 
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the Babylonian Easter! Revelations 14 further warns us that only those who have 

the name of the FATHER of the lamb Jesus 666 on their foreheads (YHWH – the 

shema), will be saved. Revelations is a book deliberately either mocking Christ, 

misguiding Christians deliberately, or a book that warns us on the difference 

between the historical Jesus, and the Jesus Christ of Christianity, fearing that the 

pagan cross of Tammuz would be associated with Jesus, which certainly 

happened. 

Easter is a day that is honoured by nearly all of contemporary Christianity and is 

used to celebrate the resurrection of Jesus Christ.  

The holiday often involves a church service at sunrise, a feast which includes an 

"Easter Ham", decorated eggs and stories about rabbits.  

Those who love truth learn to ask questions, and many questions must be asked 

regarding the holiday of Easter.  

The Easter Pig  

Pesach in Hebrew is Passover, Easter is the Babylonian Ishtar, (also Inanna and 

Semiramis, widow of Nimrod, mother of Tammuz in comparative mythology) the 

name of the bare-breasted pagan fertility goddess of the east who came out of 

Heaven in a giant egg (or meteor) , landing in the Euphrates river at sunrise on 

the first Sunday after the vernal equinox, busting out turning into a bird and then 

into an egg-laying rabbit.  

After that point in time the priest of Ishtar would sacrifice infants (Ishtar-

pigs/Jesus/Earth-pig), and then take the eggs of Easter, and dye them in the 

blood of the sacrificed infants to keep the fertility goddess powerful. 

"Ishtar", which is pronounced "Easter" was a day that commemorated the 

resurrection of one of their gods that they called "Tammuz", who was believed to 

be the only begotten son of the moon-goddess and the sun-god. Together, they 

represented the Origin of the Holy Trinity, and are the oldest trinity of Gods in the 

world. 

Tammuz was noted to be especially fond of rabbits, and they became sacred in 

the ancient religion. Tammuz was believed to be the son of the sun-god, Nimrod 

or Baal in the Babylonian versions. Tammuz, like his supposed father, became a 

hunter.  

The day came when Tammuz was killed by a wild pig.  
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Queen Semiramis told the people that Tammuz was now ascended to his father, 

Nimrod/Baal, and that the two of them would be with the worshippers in the 

sacred candle or lamp flame as Father, Son and Spirit.  

Semiramis, who was now worshipped as the "Mother of God and Queen of 

Heaven", continued to build her mystery religion.  

The queen told the worshippers that when Tammuz was killed by the wild pig, 

some of his blood fell on the stump of an evergreen tree, and the stump grew 

into a full new tree overnight. This made the evergreen tree sacred by the blood 

of Tammuz. This is the origin of the Christmas tree, which is biblically forbidden 

in 

Jeremiah 10:3-4 For the customs of the peoples are worthless; they cut down a 

tree from the forest; it is shaped with a chisel by the hands of a craftsman. They 

adorn it with silver and gold and fasten it with hammer and nails, so that it will 

not totter. 

She also proclaimed a forty-day period of time of sorrow each year prior to the 

anniversary of the death of Tammuz. (Origin of the Islamic Ramadan.) 

During this time, no meat was to be eaten.  

Worshippers were to meditate upon the sacred mysteries of Baal and Tammuz, 

and to make the sign of the "T" in front of their hearts as they worshipped.  

They also ate sacred cakes with the marking of a "T" or cross on the top, like our 

priests do, the oblate or sacrament, flesh of Christ.  

Every year, on the first Sunday after the first full moon after the spring equinox, a 

celebration was made.  

It was Ishtar's Sunday and was celebrated with rabbits and eggs.  

Semiramis also proclaimed that because Tammuz was killed by a pig, that a pig 

must be eaten on that Sunday. 

"Jesus" is the "Earthly Pig of Ishtar" this is why ham is eaten on Easter because 

a pig killed Semiramis son Tammuz, the God associated with Jesus in mystery 

religion and comparative mythology. 

The priests of Ishtar impregnated the priestesses of Ishtar every Easter. The 

infants born from the previous Easters were called Ishtar-pigs and were 

sacrificed to Ishtar. As eggs were sacred for Ishtar`s (the fertility goddess) 

continual rebirth: The eggs were dyed in the blood of infants. That`s why we 

celebrate Easter today.  

https://biblehub.com/hebrew/3302.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/3302.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/3701.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/2091.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/2388.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/4717.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/4548.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/3808.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/3808.htm
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/6328.htm
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Every Easter: The roman catholic church sacrifices these Ishtar/Ashtar clones 

from the shroud of Turin. (More on this later.) This comes into clear view through 

the Kristiansand Pizzagate scandal, child-trafficking, and Vatican insider stories 

from friends of mine such as Erin Green Hicks, Leo Zagami, and William 

Schnoebelen.  

The Catholic church declares their belief in the Babylonian trinity (where Lucifer 

is God) during (taken from 2014) their annual easter mass Easter-mass: ¨His 

flames dawning his (Lucifer`s) own creation. May I say O`Lucifer, who knows no 

setting. Christ, your son, who came back from the dead, and shed his peaceful 

light to the human race, and is alive, and reigns forever and ever. Go find it on 

YouTube, although Jimmy Akin would disagree. 

We already covered the Babylonian origin of the trinity, and Tammuz as the 

original son-of-god figure. 

What to conclude from this? We see that St. John warned us about Jesus being 

made unto the image of pre-Christian Tammuz-myths. As a beast is an empire in 

biblical language: He warns us about Roman Catholicism, and the continuation 

of mystery-Babylon in the guise of Christianity. Did you really think 666 was 

some chip under the skin? That would be too easy to fall for! 

Christians make Jesus into something he wasn`t. Scripture is clear that Jesus 

LEARNT to be free from sin. 

Hebrews 5: 7-10 

During the days of Jesus’ earthly life, He offered up prayers and petitions with 

loud cries and tears to the One who could save Him from death, and He was 

heard because of His reverence. Although He was a Son, He learned obedience 

from what He suffered, and having been made perfect, He became the source of 

eternal salvation to all who obey Him and was designated by God as high priest 

in the order of Melchizedek. 

¨Learned obedience. ¨ The Bible does not state that Jesus was free from sin from 

the beginning. He was ¨God`s only son¨ in that he had the perfect astrological 

birthchart which we covered, and that he was the firstborn of the new 

covenant/Heavenly body. We also become like Jesus: Sons of God under the 

new covenant, and Jesus is more like the Muslims view him: A prophet, and not 

¨God`s only son. ¨ That is a relative truth as God has no son in Judaism ok? 
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We are too easy to forget what Jesus tells us after he says ¨I am the way, the 

truth, and the life. ¨ The continuation is as follows: Nobody comes to the father 

except through me. 

Jesus is the DOOR, and our eternal high-priest in Heaven.  

The pagan cross is not to be worshipped. It is however clear from healing 

accounts, accounts of salvation, etc, that it has become sanctified as a 

redemptive symbol, although being the thorn in Christianity. The first Christians 

did not use the symbol of the cross. They used the symbol of pisces – the 

symbol of the astrological age of the fish.  

Is Jesus the second beast? Yes and no! Jesus is the first beast rising from the 

sea, the sea which symbol is Xi/the cross. The beasts are empires/military-

powers. The military power goes to perdition: Not Jesus! And must be read in the 

intended context.  

The second beast/false prophet of the first beast in Rev.13 is the pope that is 

also the little horn in Daniel 7:8. The Bible says the pope/Vatican was given 

power to breathe life into the image of the beast (the pictogram/cross) so that it 

could speak! And the number of (primarily in this context the Great Beast) is 666. 

We are told not to take this mark in Revelations 14:9-11.  

Do not worship the cross! Idols are forbidden in Judaism! St. John feared this, 

and encrypted a message that warns us of worshipping Christ crucified! Christ is 

RISSEN not crucified! The original symbol for Christianity was the fish/pisces. 

Other symbols we should replace the cross with is the Menorah, and Christ 

enthroned. Worshipping a crucified man might lead to death-worship, and even 

necromancy, Satanism and vampirism! Christ is NOT crucified! He is RISSEN!  

We will soon discover that Islam is another 2nd beast theory, and that is was 

created as a furthering of the Vatican power-head. Jesus is in this sense ¨Allah¨ 

as the Kaaba stone absorbed all the sins in the world, and the kaaba itself 

becomes a black cross if you unpack the Kaaba cube. It is the continuation of 

mystery Babylon! 

We see how militant Islamic groups wear Allah-hu-akbar which are the same as 

the Greek letters ¨chi xi stigma/666¨ on their foreheads, just like European 
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military wear the beast (lion) on their foreheads while doing the military 666 

salute, forming three sixes with their fingers. 

The 1st beast from the sea as a person, Judas Iscariot! 

Yet another theory is that it`s not Jesus who is the beast, but Judas! Muslims 

often use this to ¨prove¨ that Judas hanging himself was analogous to Judas 

being crucified instead, since the Quran states Jesus wasn`t crucified, and 

Muslims scholars ascertain he either wasn`t, or survived the cross.  

Furthermore: The crucifix, and crucifixion of Jesus is heresy, as it was Judas who 

was crucified, which is the reason for Christ 666 ending up in Revelations. 

(…) Here is the theory. 

 In John 17:12 we have a word which, more plainly still, shows that the Antichrist 

will be Judas reincarnated, for here he is termed by Christ "The Son of 

Perdition". But first let us consider the teaching of Scripture concerning Judas 

Iscariot. Who is he? He was a "man" (Matt. 26:24). But was he more than a 

man? Let Scripture make answer. In John 6:70 we read, "Have not I chosen you 

twelve, and one of you is a Devil?" It is hardly necessary to say that in the Greek 

there are two different words for "Devil" and "demon". Judas was no man! He 

was a devil. An entity. Further, in no other passage is the word "devil" applied to 

anyone but to Satan himself. Judas then was the Devil incarnate, just as the Lord 

Jesus was God incarnate. Christ Himself said so, and we dare not doubt His 

word.  

As we have seen, in John 17:12 Christ termed Judas "the Son of Perdition", and 

in 2 Thess. 2 :3 we find that the Antichrist is similarly designated- "That Man of 

Sin be revealed, the Son of Perdition". These are the only two places in all the 

Bible where his name occurs, and the fact that Judas was termed by Christ not a 

"son of perdition", but "the Son of Perdition", and the fact that the Man of Sin is 

so named prove that they are one and the same person. What other conclusion 

can a simple and unprejudiced reader of the Bible come to?  

In Rev. 11:7 we have the first reference to "the Beast" in the Apocalypse: "The 

Beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless pit". Here the Antichrist is seen 

issuing forth from the Abyss. What is the Abyss? It is the abode of lost spirits, the 

place of their incarceration and torment, see Rev. 20:1-3, and Luke 8:31. "Deep" 

is an "abyss", and Matt. 9:28.  

The question naturally arises:  
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How did he get there? And when was he sent there? We answer. When Judas 

Iscariot died! The Antichrist will be Judas Iscariot reincarnated. In proof of this we 

appeal to Acts 1 :25 where we are told, "that he may take part of this ministry and 

apostleship from which Judas by transgression fell, that he might go to his own 

place". Of no one else in all the Bible is it said that at death he went "to his own 

place". Put these two scriptures together: Judas went "to his own place", the 

Beast ascends out of the Abyss. Judas was welcomed in Hell! 

In Rev. 17:8 we read, "The Beast that thou sawest was, and is not: and shall 

ascend out of the Bottomless Pit and go into perdition". This verse is generally 

understood to refer to the revived Roman Empire, and while allowing that such 

an application is warrantable, we are persuaded it is a mistake to limit it to this.  

In the Apocalypse, the Roman Empire and its final and Satanic Head are very 

closely connected, so much so, that at times it is difficult to distinguish between 

them. But in Rev. 17 they are distinguishable. In v. 8 we are told that the Beast 

"shall ascend out of the Bottomless Pit, and that he shall go into perdition". In v. 

11 we are told, "And the Beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is 

of the seventh, and goeth into perdition". Now nearly all expositors are agreed 

that the Beast of v. 11- the "eighth" (head, and form of government of the Roman 

Empire- is the Antichrist himself, then why not admit the same of v. 8? In both, 

the designation is the same- "the Beast", and in both, we are told he "goeth into 

perdition."  

Regarding the spirit of the sun-god Apollyon/Abaddon. 

Apollyon was bound hand, and feet face-down in the bottomless pit of Dudael 

with pointy rocks covering him, arguably imprisoned under the Great Pyramid of 

Giza as Osiris, according to ancient sources... An incomplete mummy-less 

mausoleum which prophecy that he one day would arise again and complete his 

pyramid, which we will get into at the end of this book.  

This allegorically happened when the Roman Empire became the first world-

power of Apollo since the fallen angel personally reigned on Earth. Some 

occultists, and Satanists believe this Apollo-Osiris to be the fallen angel Azazel 

whom they equate as the son of Lucifer/Samael and Lillith! He is first among the 

Nephilim according to some occult sources. He was Nimrod with Semiramis in 

Babylon. Tammuz was their son. Just like the Egyptian trinity of Osiris, Isis and 

Horus. Thomas Horn wrote a book on this. 

Rev 9:1-3 And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall (Jesus) from Heaven 

unto the earth: and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit. And he 
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opened the bottomless pit, and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke 

of a great furnace, and the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the 

smoke of the pit. And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth: and 

unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power.  

Rev 9:11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless 

pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath 

his name Apollyon.  

Rev 11:7 And when they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that 

ascendeth out of the bottomless pit shall make war against them, and shall 

overcome them, and kill them.  

Note: You see here that the Roman Empire First Beast who worshipped Apollo 

the sun-god is associated with Apollyon/Abbadon. One theory is that Apollo was 

bound when Jesus came, and ascends in the End-Times after 1000 years, 

because of the verse below ¨is not¨, bringing about a Roman New World Order. 

Rev 17:8 The beast that thou sawest was, and is not, and shall ascend out of the 

bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and they that dwell on the earth shall 

wonder, whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation of 

the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is.  

Rev 20:1 and 3 And I saw an angel (Jesus) come down from Heaven, having the 

key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand. And cast him into the 

bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal upon him, that he should deceive 

the nations no more, till the thousand years should be fulfilled: and after that he 

must be loosed a little season.  

I will leave it up to you to decide if Apollyon is Judas, and if he is here already. 

The 2nd Beast as the east-roman empire. 

The east-roman byzantine empire lasts for 1260-1200 prophetic years- all after 
how you define it it, and what year you count from. This empire had two 
authorities (two horns) with emperor, and high-priest of Byzanthine/eastern pope. 
They were Christians (like a lamb), but spoke like a dragon (roman) , and made 
fire fall from Heaven: The Greeks were famous in military history for inventing 
something called ¨Greek fire¨ which was feared throughout the ancient world. 
They would pump oil and set fire to other ships. 
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Revelations 13. Then I saw a second beast, coming out of the earth. It had two 
horns like a lamb, but it spoke like a dragon. It exercised all the authority of the 
first beast on its behalf and made the earth and its inhabitants worship the first 
beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And it performed great signs, even 
causing fire to come down from Heaven to the earth in full view of the people. 
Because of the signs it was given power to perform on behalf of the first beast, it 
deceived the inhabitants of the earth. It ordered them to set up an image in 
honour of the beast who was wounded by the sword and yet lived. The second 
beast was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that the 
image could speak and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. It 
also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a 
mark on their right hands or on their foreheads, so that they could not buy or sell 
unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of its 
name. 

This calls for wisdom. Let the person who has insight calculate the number of the 
beast, for it is the number of a man. That number is 666. 

The numerology of 666. 

Learn actual gematria (and not the bogus "English gematria").  

 

ום ְיהָוָ֖ה  = 666 ֶ֛ם י ֶּ֥ ֶּ֥ה ָלכ  ום ְיהָוָ֑ה ָלָמה־ז  ור׃י ֹ֣ ְך ְול א־א ֹֽ ש  הּוא־ח ֶּ֥  "The day of Yahweh is 

darkness, not light" (Amos 5:18)  

 

666 = Yahweh Shamash (Psalm 84:11)  ש מ   here we see the) ְיהָוָ֪ה ש ֶׁ֨

shamash/servent messianic prophecy of Isaiah once more.) 

 

ש   = 666 ד    Arun HaQadosh "The Holy Ark" (of Moses, 2Chr 35:3) ֲארֹון ַהק ֶׁ֨

 

666 = Nezar HaQadosh "The Holy Crown" (of Moses and Aaron, Lev 8:9)  

ש  ד  ֵ֣ז ר ַהק ֹּ֔ ֹ֣  נ 

666 = FOX in English gematria. 

666 = FFF like Fight for Freedom. Like lady liberty. Think of all the unclean words 

that start with f. 

666 translate to three letters in Greek numerology. Chi=600 Xi=60 and Stigma=6. 

These letters have words, and their words are Christ (on a) Cross (being) 

Pierced. 
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Chi Xi Stigma is certainly the truest meaning of this astounding number which 

also incorporates dimensions of sun, moon, the Earth and the solar system etc, 

which I will not include here, as I believe the Earth is flat, which we will get to. 

Anyways. 

The Catholic church cross the forehead of their followers based on this. 

666 as a prophecy of the end-times antichrist. 

I will present to you another theory regarding the 666 crosses. The cross in 

Revelations is the pagan cross which we will get to the bottom of at the end of 

this chapter. 

The author of Revelations was clever, and knew that Gods would reincarnate 

sometime in history, as it had already happened, and the cross was associated 

with many gods from before Christ.  

In Rosicrucianism: The red cross is the symbol of Azazel whom is a deific mask 

of Lucifer. In Satanism, the cross was the curse-mark God put on Cain to 

distinguish him. The Canaanites historically marked themselves with crosses on 

their foreheads. (…) Shapeshifter Satanists (that I know) all identify themselves 

as Antichrist Cain 666 who was the first shapeshifter, and vampire according to 

legend, son of Adam and Lillith. 

So, receiving the mark, or being a 666 is Satanically symbolical of being a 

shapeshifter whom they associate with ¨becoming a God¨ like the hybrid 

Egyptian Gods. But the Babylonians, and the Egyptians saw the cross as the 

symbol of life sacred to the son in the Babylonian trinity Tammuz where the T 

symbolized a world tree that grew from his grave. The Egyptian ankh, and the 

cross was the symbol of life to them, most sacred to their prime deities Osiris and 

Horus who correspond to Tammuz in comparative mythology.  

The druidic God Hu, and Thor was symbolized by the cross, or that T/tau as a 

symbol of protection and life. Etc. All of these were identified with the 

constellation Orion. Christian conspiracy theorist Thomas Horn identifies Azazel 

with Osiris-Horus/Nimrod-Tammuz the antichrist, as well as Apollyon. Because 

all were sun, and/or vegetation Gods. Life-gods. 
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Shamash is the oldest sun-god. His symbol is the eight-pointed cross. And then 

you have the sun-cross of Odin. Inanna/Ishtar also has a cross as her symbol. 

The Catholic church has used this eight pointed solar cross everywhere. 

Shamash is one of the original Lucifers. (He is actually the most powerful to ward 

of demons, and of the good-guys.)  

Is Yahweh Shamash 666 just a coincidence as we covered earlier? Does it have 

anything to do with 666 in Revelations? Definitely. That clever author of 

revelations certainly knew this. Shamash is the name of the Jewish candle that 

lights the 7 menorah flames of God. The Sun: head of the 7 planets. Shamash is 

the candle`s name! Shamash also means servant in Hebrew ¨sammas¨. Isaiah 

uses this word when prophesying about Jesus. Jesus was certainly a Shamash. 

Jesus portrays himself as the servant in Isaiah, and says he is the light of the 

world etc. He also dies in an uncanny fashion. Isaiah likens this ¨Lucifer Jesus¨ to 

a sacrificed lamb. Jesus understood this and undid the sin of Azazel through the 

majestic ritual of the crucifixion. (which will never be surpassed) Many occultist 

say Lucifer, or Azazel is the origin of the pre-Christ Jesus-Lucifer myths recurring 

in comparative religion, which prophetic role Jesus majestically fulfilled in the 

great plan outlines in the Giza Pyramid prophesies, as we covered earlier. Jesus 

was very royal. He is called ¨the King of Kings. ¨   

All in all, it seems there was a great Angel some time after the flood, who was 

Odin, Osiris, Azazel and Nimrod, in many different mythologies, who united the 

remnant after the flood, and built the Great Pyramid of Giza before they were 

defeated by God`s angels. All the abovementioned correspond to the modern 

idea of the plagiarized Roman sun-god Lucifer, where the term ¨Lucifer¨ stems 

from.  

Was 666 a mention of an impostor Jesus? A warning of a Christ-figure to come? 

An incarnation of Lucifer so that it was his cross, and not Jesus cross? 

Is 666 the cross of Jesus? Yes. Which means we should stop wearing crosses. 

This is true, of course. 

But some would be so crazy as to believe it is the cross from a person cloned 

from the shroud of Turin, the burial shroud of Jesus in Catholic possession.  

666 is the number of the planet Saturn as Saturn`s prime symbol is the black 

cube which becomes a cross if you open it. A cube becomes a hexagram, and 
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the hexagram is an ancient symbol for Saturn. 666 is the number of the 

hexagram. The hexagram was the coat-of-arms for the Rothschild family who 

named themselves after a red hexagram advertising outside the door of their first 

banking business. Rothschild is German for ¨red shield. ¨ The Rothschild`s 

created, and funded all wars. Israel was created with the flag of Saturn 666. 

Saturn`s planetary seal is the exact same as that of the fallen watcher Azazel. 

We will soon discover how Judaism, and Islam is the second-beast false prophet 

from the Earth/desert with horns, and worship of Lucifer-Azazel-El: Saturn.  

The Yazidi religion worship Azazel as Lucifer the sun-god Melek Taus whom 

they call the ¨peacock angel¨. But he is actually the ¨black sun¨ while Jesus is 

THE sun. And AstaRothschild (the archdevil of banking) comes from the land of 

Magog! They are Khazarian and not real Jews by DNA! Prince Rosh from 

Magog, as the Bible warns us! 

I covered my meeting with the great beast in the intro. Thus, I ask. Who is the 
spirit of the second beast? There was a very well known Semite God/fallen angel 
like a lamb with horns when John wrote Revelations. That was Azazel the goat 
demon. Remember. Azazel means ¨strength of God¨ while Elohim in singular 
form means ¨strong one. ¨ This God of the Jews is the lord of the black sabbath, 
and the God of modern day witches: The all-too common BAPHOMET of Eliphas 
Levi whom is equated with Lucifer Samael just as Azazel is too. I know… It is 
confusing, but it only gets worse. 

Islam as the (second) beast 

I will present to you yet another theory. Both Baal, El and Ishtar/Isis/Inanna/Al-
Uzza also had horns like the second beast. Hubal was the prime deity of the 
Kaaba meaning ¨spirit baal¨. Allah`s daughter was Al-Uzza the fertility goddess 
just like Ashtar is the son of El in Canaanite mythology. Elohim in singular form is 
Eloah meaning ¨strong one¨, like Azazel. They both mean strengths. Allah 
linguistically ties back to Elah, Elohim and El – the phonecian moon-Saturn God. 
There were 360 gods worshipped at the Kaaba before Muhammad turned them 
to monotheism. But the pagan practice of pre-Islamic Arabia, and Hinduistic 
Shiva worship continue in Islam today with the black stone shiva-lingam! The 
symbol of Islam is the crescent moon, and star, the ancient symbol for BAAL: 
Horns of the second beast on every Muslim flag.  

Every Muslim must kiss Ishtar/Al-Uzza`s vagina (a meteor inside a vesical 
pisces) at the Kaaba once in their lifetime! The fallen meteor of the goddess! – 
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often equated as a Lucifer figure! The arrival of the ancient middle-eastern 
goddess, e.g Ishtar, was signalled by a meteor, or Heavenly egg arriving in the 
Euphrates.  

Mecca, and the Vatican are still secretly a Mystery Babylon Cult! Look it up.  

The two horns of Isis, Ishtar, and other moon goddesses, depict the moon, 
looking identical to the crescent in Islam. Coincidence? 

This is the most mentioned devil in scripture: Look up Ashera. If there ever was a 
biblical devil, it`s her. The Queen of Heaven. There are hundreds of places 
across the globe are named after her. She was equated with the Babylonian 
Ishtar, the Canaanite Ashtaroth, the Sumerian Inanna, the Egyptian Isis, the 
Greek Aphrodite, and the Arabian Al-Uzza etc. They worship a meteor as is 
written in the Bible! The fallen angels, and the planets: Forbidden by Israeli 
prophets! They worship the Christmas tree! Forbidden in the Bible! They worship 
the cross! Forbidden in the Bible! They worship Yahweh/Jehovah, never 
mentioned in the New Testament! 

You see there is a close connection between the Great Whore of Babylon, and 
the second beast. Both of them are ¨horned she-goat Baphomets¨. Stay away 
from her. She is Biblically the greatest enemy of Israel and Christianity. Most 
Muslims await the return of Jesus.  

Now. Most Christians believe the second beast is a person. Is this the prophet 
Muhammad just like the cross 666 is the 1st beast? Think about it. He is the 
perfect anti-Christ/counterfeit Christ!  

1. He was a prophet of Judas the first beast saying Judas was 
crucified, not Jesus. What more does the Bible say about him? 

2. It calls him ¨the false prophet from the earth/desert¨. Muhammad 
arose from the Arabian Peninsula/desert. (while the first beast 
arose from the Mediterranean Sea: The only sea there was)  

3. He spoke like a dragon but was like a lamb. Muhammad was like 
a holy lamb but spoke like a dragon.  

4. He made them worship the first beast: Judas or Jesus 
depending.  
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Remember, the second beast is a spirit working. When the antichrist/counterfeit 
Christ returns in its ultimate form, he will probably be a Jew, and invent a global 
currency as the Bible says. Judaism/Islam will according to this interpretation 
start an NWO with a global currency.  

The word ¨bismillah¨ which means ¨in the name of Allah¨ is numerological for 
666. Many Muslim scholars argue there are 6.666 verses in the Quran.  

• There are 1,000 verses about wa’ad; 

• There are 1,000 verses about wa’id; 

• There are 1,000 verses about amr; 

• There are 1,000 verses about nahy; 

• There are 1,000 verses about information and stories; 

• There are 1,000 verses about prohibition and examples; 

• There are 500 verses about dominance; 

• There are 100 verses about prayer and glory; 

• There are 66 verses about nasih and mansuh; 

Therefore, the calculation of verses is 6,666 verses. 

That does it. Was Muhammad the second beast from the Earth: The prophet of 
Judas? Or was he an dyslectic who simply didn`t remember the biblical stories 
correctly, and added to it when he told his followers the stories of the Quran? Or 
perhaps the Vatican created him!  
There are many places in the Islamic world where loudspeakers on the street 

proclaim, ¨Judas was crucified, not Jesus! ¨ So teaches the Noble Quran.  

Now. Jesus had a brother named Judas. Coincidence? Not in scripture! There 

were two Judas`s. Jesus brother who co-wrote the Bible, and Judas Iscariot the 

Devil.  

It is the same story taken from the Egyptian mythology about Set and Osiris. 

Both Set, and Judas killed their ¨brother¨. And Christ was historically worshipped 

as an ¨Osirian God¨ (Osiris is the oldest archetype for many ¨Osiris-like-Gods¨ 

along with Nimrod) in comparative mythology, for instance the Greek Chrestos 

God who was based on Osiris, and worshipped at the time of Jesus. That`s a 

fact. 
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In comparative mythology, the worshipful attributes of Osiris, and Jesus are close 

to identical, although many compare them too much, and make up lies to 

dethrone Christianity. Be aware of false gnostic teachers! Always double check.  

A NEW beast as Judaism. 

Most biblical scholars see the beast as a system of governance that we live 
under today. I agree. It is in the broadest sense America, or the monetary world 
system. Rothschild. Remember, the beast is a spirit. Let`s cover another theory 
before we move on. 

1260 years after the Church was established, the Vatican was invaded by 

Napoleon Bonaparte (a military beast) just like the Bible predicted would happen 

after 1260 years. The Bible says ¨the beast destroys the whore/Rome¨, and the 

Rothschild supported socialist philosophers took over France along with the 

Rothschild banking system. The Rothschild Illuminati created the French, and 

Bolshevistic revolution and funded the three communist philosophers. These are 

one interpretation of the three frogs of revelations. The Vatican/Rome supremacy 

was overthrown after 1260 years by an even more powerful beast-system which 

adopted it`s Satanic power: The newly established (Satanic) Illuminati, America, 

and Rothschild (banking system/socialism/corporationalism) became the beast! 

AstaRothschild prince Roth from Magog (where the Khazar-Jews came from.) 

The world changed into a completely new modern era, and feudalism was 

ended. They took control over, and made universities, science, the freemasons, 

hospitals, culture, preparing for the world empire: Ending up with the world we 

have today.  

If you look closely, you will find there are only three independent states within a 

state in the world. 1, the Vatican City, 2, the City of London and 3, Washington 

DC. These are the headquarters of the three-headed hydra of the Illuminati beast 

system of today with the Vatican representing the whore/religion, London 

representing the Dragon, where Rothschild lives, the British empire of Satan, and 

international banking, and Washington DC representing the beast or military 

might of this New World Order. Now that you know the identity of the characters 

in Revelations, you can begin to understand how the world works. It is the 

ancient cult of Amon Re, with both London, the Vatican and Washington DC 

having Egyptian obelisks outside their headquarters. 

I therefore advocate a return to anarchistic tribal patriarchy as was in Israel under 

the judges! Village, and farming survivalism is the way God wants us to live, 
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cultivating soil and soul in symbiosis. The Vatican made its own demise and went 

for its global 666 plan. (Satanic) Illuminati: Rothschild 666 banking, Hannovers, 

America, communism, Islam, and Judaism etc took over the beast status Rome 

from the Vatican, and much of Europe became reformed under Martin Luther. 

So, the Vatican lost power, and one of its horns (reigning monarch) were ¨deadly 

wounded¨. Again. Let`s go on to:  

What are the three frogs? 

Revelations 16:13 

¨Then I saw three impure spirits that looked like frogs, they came out of the 

mouth of the dragon, out of the mouth of the beast and out of the mouth of the 

false prophet. ¨ 

These three frogs that comes out of the mouth of the now-reigning second beast 

are 1 America Rothschild sexual culture (the Rothschilds are/were historical sex-

bribers/whores), 2 the ¨Rothschild mammon/money¨ (dragon) and Rothschild 

communism (beast). I term them just for fun. A popular theory is that these three 

frogs are the children of the Rothschild supported French revolution: Namely 

communism, fascism and capitalism, which many Christians agree upon. 

Anyways… What the three frogs are simply represent the unclean spirits of those 

involved with this unholy trinity, the beast, whore and dragon.  

The beast as Jewish/Illuminati imperialism. 

When relating to the number 3, we have three frogs, the whore, beasts, and 

dragon, and three horns. There are always three beast powers in the world 

(historically) threatening each other as well by random coincidence. These 3x3 

are Satanic trinities. The Great Satanic trinity is where America/Bush who is 

related to Aleister Crowley (the beast) is the beast, Islam and the Vatican the 

whore, and Rothschild/Hannovers the dragon: Together creating all historical and 

future wars, the two world wars, Israel, all of prophetic time, and leads us to the 

great Magog War that comes after the 1000 year reign of Pisces, in the Aquarian 

age, when Israel is established as we read the end of what prophet Zechariah 

mentioned.  

Ex-president George Bush Senior (alleged son of Crowley) has the name Magog 

in Yale university`s Skull, and bones society. Both senior, and junior were 

presidents. They are damn occultists. 
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In Satanism: The unholy trinity is the beast, whore and dragon. You see it from 

movies to children`s cartoons. The trinity is as follows: Beelzebub, Ashtaroth and 

Satan (sometimes Leviathan) whom are Horus, Isis and Set (like in the Nintendo 

Zelda franchise.) These correspond to the three headquarters of the Illuminati: 

Washington, the Vatican and London. 

In essence. The beast is Rothschild ruling England, England ruling America, and 

all of their wars and economies. The NWO. The (Satanic) Illuminati. The beast 

system. Judaism. Money. Why? Let`s see numerological on the verses of the 

beast in comparison to the single other Bible scripture:  

Revelation 13:16 vs. Exodus 13:16 (hey, notice how the numbers are the 

same?) (Also look up Deuteronomy 6:4-9 – where it commands the Mezuzah 

which is lawlessness and forbidden.) 

 

"And he causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the 

freemen and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right hand or on their 

forehead." (Rev 13:16)  

 

"So let it be a sign on your hand and a symbol on your forehead, for Yahweh 

brought us out of Egypt by the strength of His hand." (Exodus 13:16)  

 

This is a huge theory on the internet, but I will tell you something you and nobody 

else knows. The beast is God! The God ¨G-d/Gad¨ from the philistine city of Gad 

pronounced ¨God¨! Did you know that the ancient Jewish name for Satan is 

Gadrael pronounced ¨Godrail¨ (NOT Gabriel btw)? This is where we have the 

term God from. It`s why the Jews write God as ¨G-d¨ because that`s the letters 

for the goat-god Gad/Gd. And did you know Yah was an Egyptian moon God? 

And that Yah/Yahweh was a goat-god of the abovementioned philistine city of 

Gad? It seems all ancient times worshipped this androgynous goat-God under 

different names up until our very recent Baphomet, and that Yahweh is no 

different.  

Or let me just ask you this: Why is the tetragrammaton Yahweh/Jehovah never 

once written in any 1st century Christian literature? Now you have the answer… 

And then you have El/Allah/Saturn/Azazel. Why? ¨El/Allah¨ is a horned God. 

Saturn. His symbol is the black cube like the black cube of Mecca. The Jews put 

on black-cubed tefillin both on their foreheads, and right hand whenever they do 

their daily prayers! Just google tefillin! 
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Comparing exodus, and revelations 13:16 makes it clear that the mark of the 

beast on your right hand, or on your forehead is being bound to Yahweh/Jehovah 

which Jesus freed us from! The antichrist reinstitutes the law and destroys 

mercy-Christianity! The Jews bind tefillin so as not to stray away from law. They 

are BOUND! ¨Nailed to the cross¨ as to speak. What is Saturn`s symbol? A 

cross, and a sickle (and a cube becomes a cross when you unpack it.) A 3d cube 

also becomes a 2d hexagram when seen from a slight above angle. It is also the 

globe and ring. One of his epithets is ¨The Lord of the rings.¨ Saturn represents 

time and death. It is also called the death-star as in Star Wars. Noticed these 

symbols before? They are everywhere especially associated with media. Saturn 

is said to produce sound/music as Lucifer Satan was a musician. The stars are in 

reality phonetic patterns. 

The Jews, and Muslims are under the evil law of Abrahamism, bound to the ruler 

of this dimension! What is this dimension? The dimension of TIME! People DIE 

here as it is the lowest of the 7 (8) heavens. Jesus himself says this is Satan`s 

world. The beast is Islamic and Judaic laws! 

Sabbatean Frankism. Sabbatai Zevi, the Jewish antichrist/messiah. 

The people who rule the New World Order are the Sabbatical Frankist Jesuit 

Illuminati. 

The Ottoman Jew Sabbatai Zevi declared himself the Jewish messiah, and in the 

1666, he covertly converted to Islam. He gained over 1,000,000 Jewish 

followers, half of the Jewish population in Europe, into believing that salvation 

was in breaking the commandments (to the extreme, e.g feasting on the 

Sabbath, pedophilia orgies, sodomy with young boys etc), because then God 

would come closer to you, believing that doing both good and bad was becoming 

closer to being God, and that God would then come to the rescue, an extreme 

form of what Christians could refer to as gnostic thought.  

Today we would call it Satanism, and that is, of course, what it was: The Satanic 

Jews of yesterday are the same today, and much larger in number, but not 

openly, as the Illuminati and Sabbateanism was criminalized, afterwhich they 

covertly infiltrated all the world`s societies and religions, converting to Islam and 

Christianity. They will however return to rule openly after they create their one 

world religion, one world economy and a communistic world order, and are trying 

to transform the world after their perverted beliefs, as we see in e.g porn, 

homosexuality, incest, pedophilia etc. 
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Sabbatai Zevi sneak-converted to Islam, becoming a crypto Muslim and 

infiltrated that religion, his Turkish Donmeh krypto-Jews followers in the Ottoman 

Empire, later Turkey, are Sabbateans to date and managed to infiltrate and 

create the fundamentalist Sunni-Islamic cult of Wahhabism (the cause of today`s 

terror) and the royal house of Saud we have today. That is why the Sauds of 

Saudi Arabia are Kings and Princes, not Caliphs, because they are Jewish. 

America, England, and the Mi6 has been in bed with the Sauds and Islam for 

many centuries, as seen in the USA and the United Nations foreign politics and 

alliances.  

The goal of the materialistic, carnal, evil-glorifying Talmudian and Marxist 

Sabbatean Frankist Jews is summarized in the goals of the Illuminati, whose 

goals are also that of the Jesuits. In 200 years, this unholy alliance now has an 

iron grip over all the world and it`s resources. 

All the evidence is there. Polish Jew Jacob Frank, came shortly after Sabbatai`s 

death, took it EVEN further, and said ¨since we all can`t be saints, let`s be 

sinners¨, and made the movement, which already included most of the elite: 

Universal. Frank claimed to be the incarnation of the previous Messiah Sabbatai 

Zevi (the antichrist), and helped to form the Illuminati along with the Jesuit Adam 

Weishaupt (who became it`s leader) and the Sabbatean Jew, Mayer Rothschild, 

who started the well-known banking dynasty that owns all banks in the world, 

according to Leo Zagami and historical facts. Just like Sabbatai converted to 

Islam, Frank`s followers converted to Catholicism after suggestion and teaching 

by the Jesuits who secretly believe the same Sabbatean doctrine of materialism 

and carnality. The evidence is there,  

The goal of the Illuminati was openly declared: Infiltrate all religions and sections 

of all communities in all countries: World domination. This is something they 

managed in only 200 years. Sabbatai Zevi was an antichrist. The Sabbatean-

Frankists, which are indistinguishable from each other, and the Jesuits and the 

Illuminati work hand in hand as a conglomerate. This is the evil in today's world 

society. They hide in all religions and are recognized by their knowledge of the 

occult and the Jewish Book, the Zohar and the teachings of Kabbalah, which is 

unique to this Jewish sect, although they are in fact heretics and not real Jews.  

To think that history`s by far largest and most powerful Satanic community was 

Jewish-messianic, and that the religion of world history`s largest Jewish messiah 

claimant was outright Satanism, the Tanakh and Talmud inverted, is very 

disturbing, and explains a lot in how the world has been shaped.  
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We are on the verge of a New World Order controlled by the Sabbatean-Frankist 

Illuminati. Sabbatai is a foretaste of what the antichrist will be and what Judaism 

is becoming: Satan`s chosen people and religion, through Jewish inversion of 

scripture.  

Isaiah 2:1-4: 

This is the message that was revealed to Isaiah son of Amoz concerning Judah 
and Jerusalem: 

In the last days the mountain of the house of the LORD 
will be established as the chief of the mountains; 

it will be raised above the hills, 
and all nations will stream to it. 

And many peoples will come and say: 

“Come, let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, 
to the house of the God of Jacob. 

He will teach us His ways 
so that we may walk in His paths.” 

For the law will go forth from Zion, 
and the word of the LORD from Jerusalem. 

Then He will judge between the nations 
and arbitrate for many peoples. 

They will beat their swords into plowshares 
and their spears into pruning hooks. 

Nation will no longer take up the sword against nation, 
nor train anymore for war. 

 
Christians believe this verse of Christ`s Kingdom is fulfilled from His heavenly 
reign, while the Jewish view of a messiah is different: They see the idea of a 
saviour not as a religious leader or saviour of souls, but as a political leader. 

2 Thessalonians 2:1-4: The Man of Lawlessness/Sabbatai Zevi. 

¨Now concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered 
together to Him, we ask you, brothers,  not to be easily disconcerted or alarmed 
by any spirit or message or letter seeming to be from us, alleging that the Day of 
the Lord has already come. Let no one deceive you in any way, for it will not come 
until the rebellion occurs and the man of lawlessness—the son of destruction—is 
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revealed.  He will oppose and exalt himself (on the mountain) above every so-
called god or object of worship. So he will seat himself in the temple of God, 
proclaiming himself to be God.¨ 

There are numerous verses, but this gives the basic idea of the Jewish antichrist 

which Marxist NWO Sabbatean Jews have prepared for.  

The disciples warn us about the Jewish antichrist, as Jewish corruption had 

already started with the early Talmud Mishnah at the time of Jesus, as the Jews 

knew they had killed the messiah, but could not repent from their rich lives and 

influence over the Roman empire. The Jews could not repent from their pre-

Christ dream of having a world owned and ruled by themselves, so they 

recognized themselves as antichrists and sought to fulfil their world-conquest 

anyways, and Thessalonians is proof the early Church knew of this Jewish 

thought. It is evident. Ask yourself: Why did Sabbatai Zevi arrive in the year 1666 

if it was not a carefully planned and staged event by dreams of Satanic Jewish 

world domination? AND MILLIONS FOLLOWED HIM! 

 

Above: Sabbatai Zevi was depicted as Messiah God (the obvious 

antichrist/lawless one) on posters such as this one (from Amsterdam) across all 
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of Europe. I recommend you study Michael Hoffman, foremost western scholar 

on Jews. Public domain picture taken from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabbatai_Zevi#/media/File:Shabbatai2.jpg 

The counterfeit God: The true antichrist. 

A wild theory: Can the beast/antichrist of St. John`s Revelation be the Jewish-

Muslim God Allah/Elohim/El. A god of the Law and tribal protector of the Jews? 

Perhaps he is an alien, an angel, a fallen angel, an entity, and part of the 

Elohim/Angels? Elohim is God in plural, the angels. Abraham is a Saturn figure 

along with El. Google it. El is one of the oldest names for God. Jeud was 

Saturn`s ¨only son¨: the origin of ¨Jews.¨ The Canaanites originated from 

Phoenicia and have identical alphabets. The Phoenician name for Saturn is 

Israel. Why do I mention this? Because many Jews, and occult Muslims believe 

themselves to be SATURN ¨chosen people. ¨ 

The real chosen people, which is a racist term any way you put it, would from all 

merits; IQ, sports, beauty, peaceful nature, statistics, etc, be the Nordics: 

Especially blondes as they represent the sun/heaven/purity/holiness contrary to 

Saturn. Jesus abolished the Jews as ¨the chosen people¨ and ended their law 

through the Yeshuaic blood covenant, after which all people are chosen.  

I say the Jews are both God, and the devil`s chosen people as God is Jupiter 

Saturn= Yahweh Elohim= Life and Death. He is the God above these Gods, 

Yahweh/Jehovah in Greek=Jove, in Roman=Jupiter/Zeus/J-Zeus , the latter 

meaning ¨Healing Zeus¨ of IsRaEl (Venus, Sun and Jupiter and Saturn) Isis, Ra 

and El, the main ancient Gods of the levant. But cut the crap! God is not a 

tetragrammaton of the five elements or a periodic table! His true name? Ehyeh 

Asher Ehyeh pronounced ¨Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh¨. IsRaEl are the planetary 

deities, the Elohim, the Sons of El (who was the highest God in all Canaan) or 

seven flames (Menorah) before God`s throne in the Bible. Anyways. Let`s not 

stray too far off.   

Can it be believed that God Gad Gadrael, the false Gods Yahweh 

El/Elohim/Angels/Allah is the beast? We see Nazi Maitreya America, Sabbatean 

Frankist Rothschild Illuminati, Judaism, Islam, and the Jesuit Vatican whore 

behind the curtain of conspiracy: Leading all terror campaigns for the great wave 

of immigrants, and thus Islamization of Europe with the aim of creating the 

Jesuits world religion.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabbatai_Zevi#/media/File:Shabbatai2.jpg
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Google Brother Peter Diamond and the Vatican 2 sect, exposed at 

www.mostholyfamilymonastry.com He will enlighten you on more antichrist 

subjects that I did not have adequate space for in this book.  

Sabbatean Judaism ( Rothschild, house of Saud, America, Hollywood, banking, 

Israel) and Islam makes one composite beast: (Satanic) ILLUMINATI/LUMINARI 

of their pagan Canaanite God EL/Allah. Many see great religious similarities 

between Judaism and Islam: As they both play on Abrahamic laws 666 contrary 

to TRUE Christianity.  

Soon the (Satanic) Illuminati will wage WW3, blame the war on ¨Abrahamism in 

general¨, replay revelations and replace the Vatican with an One World Religion, 

according to my friend and author Leo Lyon Zagami. To lure everyone with 

recurring prophecy, and say ¨the beast era has begun! ¨ Or perhaps ¨The Christ 

has returned!¨ Then the Christians will realize Islam is the second beast, and 

chaos will unfold like planned. This all started when the (Satanic) Illuminati was 

born, and their plans laid out.  

Islam, and Judaism are religions of 666 laws without a personal relationship to 

the divine. How wrong… Jesus came to FREE us from the law.  

Here we will discover the Old Testament prophecies of their awaited messiah 

whom many Christian believe will be the antichrist. 

Michah 4:2 

Many nations will come and say, "Come, let us go up to the mountain of the 

LORD, to the temple of the God of Jacob. He will teach us his ways, so that we 

may walk in his paths." The law will go out from Zion, the word of the LORD from 

Jerusalem. ¨ 

This was a prophecy of the messianic reign of messiah Ben David whom the 

Jews believe are yet to come. Messianic 1st century Jews reinterpret the 

abovementioned messianic reign as a Heavenly one. Still: I personally have 

some faith God will reign on Earth as ¨the good shepherd¨/good lamb version.  

 

 

http://www.mostholyfamilymonastry.com/
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Daniel 7:26-27 

'But the court will sit for judgment, and his dominion will be taken away, 

annihilated and destroyed forever. 'Then the sovereignty, the dominion and the 

greatness of all the kingdoms under the whole Heaven will be given to the people 

of the saints of the Highest One, his kingdom will be an everlasting kingdom, and 

all the dominions will serve and obey Him.' 

1 John 4:3 

¨And every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God, this is the spirit of 

the antichrist, of which you have heard that it is coming, and now it is already in 

the world. ¨ 

1 John 2:22 

¨Who is the liar but the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ? This is the 

antichrist, the one who denies the Father and the Son. ¨ 

We covered how Jesus was at least messiah Ben Joseph in my book ¨The Ritual 

of the Cross explained, ¨ but the Jews await a messiah Ben David who will reign 

as God on Earth! Might this be the very antichrist? The son of perdition and 

lawlessness? 
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Chapter 4: Other characters and the coming Magog war. 
 

Rothschild is the head of the Satanic NWO , and own all central banks of every 

country, printing money out of thin air, controlling the world through the control of 

the money supply. Aside from Cuba and North Korea. The Rothschild clan 

funded the original Illuminati of Bavaria, and changed their name from Bauer to 

Rothschild, hanging up a hexagon on their door! They are Sabbatean Khazarian 

Jews, not real Israelites by DNA, and came from the definite land of Magog as 

CONVERTS to Judaism, as most Askenazi Jews are!  

Ezekiel 38:1 

¨Son of man, set your face against Gog, of the land of Magog, the prince of 

Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal, and prophesy against him, "and say, 'Thus says the 

Lord God: "Behold, I am against you, O Gog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech, 

and Tubal.¨ 

The demon Prince AshtaRothschild from Magog! Gog from Magog! The ultimate 

anti-christ family! We all know the Magog war happens after the 1000 year reign, 

so why now??? Has Jesus come and reigned for 1000 years already? Yes, 

because Jesus coming when the graves opened in Revelations 20 was his 

FIRST coming, you see, prophecy-litterature goes back and forth repetitative. 

Many Christian sources tell the first Christian, Jesus brothers saying: We believe 

Jesus will return at the end of this AGE. The 1000 years Satan was bound is the 

same as the 42 months, 1260 days and 3,5 years: The astrological age of 

Pisces, or at least: That is the calendar the Illuminati Rothschilds, expert 

magicians follow… 

Now who is the whore of Babylon? 

Revelations 17: 

And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked 
with me, saying unto me, come hither, i will shew unto thee the judgment of the 
great whore that sitteth upon many waters: 
With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants 

of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. 
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So, he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit 

upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads 

and ten horns. 

And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold 

and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of 

abominations and filthiness of her fornication: 

And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE 

MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. 

And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of 

the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration. 

And the angel said unto me, wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the 

mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven 

heads and ten horns. 

The beast that thou sawest was, and is not, and shall ascend out of the 

bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and they that dwell on the earth shall 

wonder, whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation of 

the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is. 

And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven 

mountains, on which the woman sitteth. 

And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet 

come, and when he cometh, he must continue a short space. 

And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, 

and goeth into perdition. 

And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no 

kingdom as yet, but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. 

These have one mind and shall give their power and strength unto the beast. 

These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them: for he 

is Lord of lords, and King of kings: and they that are with him are called, and 

chosen, and faithful. 
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And he saith unto me, the waters which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, 

are peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues. 

And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, 

and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her 

with fire. 

For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their 

kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled. 

And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the 

kings of the earth. 

/ 

What is the analogy for whore? Whore simply means idolatry as Jesus is seen as 

our husband. Matthew 9:15 

¨And Jesus said to them, "The attendants of the bridegroom cannot mourn as 

long as the bridegroom is with them, can they? But the days will come when the 

bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast. ¨/ 

Throughout Bible symbolism, adultery is synonymous with idolatry, false religion 

and their false gods... There are two great whores (cities) that sit on seven 

mountains: Rome and Mecca. Catholicism and Islam. Some say they are the 

first, and second beast.  

Circe was a Greek demon who would poison and paralyze her victims with wine 

so they slept forever not knowing it. That`s where the word Church comes from 

according to Jordan Maxwell. The Great Whore is the ancient Goddess under 

various names, a very real demon prince who seduces his victims. That`s why 

Church makes you sleepy. She has accompanied religion for all time. She is the 

fallen Sophia, the great pretender of God, who of all the archdevils most easily 

resemble the presence of the Holy Spirit. That`s what she does. She/he is 

Ashtaroth or Lillith in highest person (the bride of Lucifer). Also used as the Black 

Madonna of the Catholics which came from worship of the Black Mother 

Goddess Cybele from Anatolia whom was incorporated/copied into Virgin Mother 

Mary worship by the Catholic church. Astarte, Ishtar, Al-Uzza, Isis, Semiramis, 

and Aphrodite are other names for the female aspect of this archdevil whom in 

this regard is, mother of Harlots in Revelations. Another much darker aspect of 

the goddess is Hecate, Hel and Demeter.  
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The Vatican has secretly, and openly practiced sex, sex-magick, and sacrificed 

to these entities throughout its existence, according to William Schnobelen and 

Leo Lyon Zagami. After all. 666 translates to the english ¨sex sex sex¨ from latin. 

(And in Norwegian.) Mecca has recently taken after this sexual habit according to 

various sources, much instigated by the Jesuit Vatican compromise with Islam, 

an evil order founded in the crypt of Lucifer, all according to Leo Zagami, a friend 

of mine who you should check out. Also check out Brother Peter Diamond at 

Vatican Catholic YouTube channel. 

The whore of Revelations is the great city that rules over the kings of the Earth, 

sits on many waters, and seven mountains. Waters can also mean multitudes in 

symbolism like as in ¨the beast out of the waters. ¨ Yet it certainly relates to the 

Mediterranean yet is worth notice. 

Islam, and Catholicism sits on many waters, many continents or multitudes so to 

speak. They will be destroyed by the beast/her own empire, which is America, 

according to the Bible, which we see happening in the middle-east today. 

Religious institutions are the whore! They will be destroyed by their own atheist 

invention: The 21st century western civilization, tired of war on terror, tired of 

Abrahamism. They are atheistic, a bit pagan, and New-Age.  

Revelations 17:16 

And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, 

and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh and burn her with 

fire. 

But there is one huge topic I should mention before we go ahead. Peter Diamond 

at Vatican Catholic YouTube channel refer to the apostacy since the 2nd Vatican 

council as the ¨Vatican 2 sect¨, and proclaims that the Catholic Church was 

indeed the true Church before apostacy took over in these later years. We see 

that there might be yet another interpretation to the whore riding the beast… For 

Europa, the daughter of Zeus, whom Europe is named after, is depicted riding a 

bull or ¨beast¨ from ancient times until today. 

The Goddess Europa, the whore, is depicted on a statue riding the beast outside 

of the European Parliament in Brussels. Just google it. 
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Above: The European Eu parliament in Brussels Germany, constructed to 

resemble Nimrod`s tower of Babel, when all peoples shared the same language. 

One step in the direction of New World Order world government. Public domain 

image: https://www.needpix.com/photo/download/543948/strasbourg-

european-parliament-building-europe-eu-flag-free-pictures-free-photos-free-

images. 
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Who are the seven, and eight kings/heads? 

The seven heads… are seven kings – Rev. 17:9-10. 

The beast… is the eight – Rev. 17:11. 

The woman… is that great city… Babylon – Revelation 17:18-18:3 

The seven heads are:  

1. Egypt. 

2. Assyria. 

3. Babylon. 

4. Medo-Persia. 

5. Grecian. 

6. Roman. 

7. Revised Roman. 

8. Babylon Revived. 

One picture describes more than a thousand words. There are many 

interpretations to the seven heads, for instance the line of roman emperors. The 

picture above is the most common interpretation that all agree on. The faces of 

the beast (empire) throughout history. 

Now who are the two witnesses? 

Revelation 11:6 

These witnesses have power to shut the sky so that no rain will fall during the 

days of their prophecy, and power to turn the waters into blood, and to strike the 

earth with every kind of plague as often as they wish.  

We see this fulfilled only in modern times with HAARP (high active auroral 

research program) technology. 

The two witnessess first appear in the Bible in Zechariah, and represent Moses 

(Jews), and Elijah incarnated from Heaven as St. John the Baptist (Christians) 

thus representing the old, and new covenant. They represent the true Christians 
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(olive-trees) inside the Vatican whore system. Why inside? Because they are 

undistinguishably the same judging from the length of their reign. 1260 days. 

Revelations 11:2-4 

¨But exclude the outer court, do not measure it, because it has been given to the 

Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city for 42 months. And I will appoint my 

two witnesses, and they will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.” They 

are “the two olive trees” and the two lampstands, and “they stand before the Lord 

of the earth.” 

We see that the two witness’s prophecy for as long as the beast reign last thus 

coinciding the two as separate parts of the same entity/Catholic Church. 

Regarding the recurring prophetic symbolism, and the Magog war: 

St. John`s Revelations borrows from Zechariah where the two witness of 

Revelation are the two olivetrees in chapter 4, equated with the two Jewish 

messiahs Ben Joseph (Jesus) , and Ben David (Jesus to come).  

The four wagons of chapter 6 correlate to the four horsemen in Revelations. 

Zechariah 10:6 relates to the homecoming of the Jews to Israel in our time, 

again, relating to the 144.000 of the 12 tribes.  

In verse 16 you find the description often equated with the NT ( and often the 

Muslim) antichrist. ¨His eye shall be weakened, and he will break his arm. ¨ This 

is often portrayed in movies by the masonic media, as antagonists (or 

protagonists) often are one-eyed and or lose their arm. They also often: Die and 

return to life again: Emerging from the waters like the beast. There are dozens of 

examples but take for instance Obito Uchiha in Naruto. (Spoiler alert)  

Zech Chapter 13 relates to the war against the homecoming Jews which will 

happen with Iran. (In Rothschild`s prophecy plan) This war will be the Magog war 

of Revelations 20 after the 1000-year Piscean reign of the Catholic Church, 

coinciding with our time.  

Zech Chapter 13:8-9 tells of how this shepherd (Jesus Rev 14) is killed, and the 

sheep scattered. The following verse tells of how 1/3 of Israel will survive. 

Revelation copies this in verse 9:18 where 1/3 dies from the horsemen. I`m 
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telling you secrets. Zechariah 14:16- tells about the possible coming of messiah 

Ben David after the Magog war, and Israel`s restoration which correlates with all 

messiah Ben David prophecies in the Bible. 

You find a hundred more parallels, also in Michah, but primarily in Daniel, Ezekiel 

and Joel, the latter relating to the Magog war. 

The prophet Ezekiel talks about Magog in the Bible: A demon king in a future 

war. Magog is no-one but the king of the Jews, and the beast-whore-dragon of  

our time: Pindar of England. The head of the Illuminati. Rothschild bankers! 

Ezekiel 38 tells of how the Khazars converted to Judaism, and Prince of Roth 

became their lord: Rothschild!  

Ezekiel 38-39  ¨Son of man, set your face toward Gog of the land of Magog, the 

prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him and say, ‘Thus 

says the Lord GOD, “Behold, I am against you, O Gog, prince of Rosh, Meshech 

and Tubal. “I will turn you about and put hooks into your jaws, and I will bring you 

out, and all your army, horses and horsemen, all of them splendidly attired, a 

great company with buckler and shield, all of them wielding swords. ¨ 

Roth is certainly Russia as some researchers suggest the askenazi Jews (90% 

of modern Jews) came from the land of Magog in Russia. The theory says that 

the evil Edomites, and Khazars converted to Judaism as the King decided the 

need for a religion. The ultimate beast of today is the monetary system 666, its 

wars, and the resulting Muslim immigration to our borders! Rothschild will take 

over the world and chip the population with 666 so we cannot buy or sell unless 

we take the mark! With control of all world banks, they control the world. 

Rothschild is the ULTIMATE antichrist family! They see themselves as primarily 

the Dragon, but also as the Beast (they funded all 20th century wars), the whore 

(AshtaRothschild) and certainly as Magog as they are Ashkenazi Khazarian 

Jews fulfilling the biblical prophecy of Magog destroying Israel. This first 

happened when Rothschild financed both sides of WW2, killing 6 million Jews. 

(allegedly) Rothschild America will wage a new ULTIMATE Magog war on Israel 

(their own country) as Rothschild own every bank aside from in Iran and North 

Korea which will soon be invaded. I am not going to speculate on what will 

happen next. If interested, read my books on how we can defeat them. And who 

cares about prophecy when it`s our graves anyways? 
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More on Apollyon 

We have not yet discussed the Apollyon, Azazel, and Jesus connection. Many 

Christians like Thomas Horn believe Apollyon to be another name for Lucifer 

along with Azazel. Thomas even believes he is the same as the Biblical Nimrod! 

Latter Day Saints believe Apollyon is Jesus, as well as Michael the sun-rainbow 

angel in Rev 10. Why? Because all are sun-gods, and none hold the keys of 

death but Jesus! (As both Apollyon, and Jesus holds the keys of death in the 

Bible.)  

Heresy! Yet Jesus was seen as a pre-Christ comparative mythological figure, 

and assimilated with them by the Greek philosophers, and ¨masons¨ of his time! 

Because both Michael and Apollyon are sun-angels, The Latter-Day Saints 

believe them to be Jesus… Anyways.   

The war of Joel has an army of locusts, which Apollyon in Rev 9:11 also has, an 

army of locusts never mentioned elsewhere in the Bible but these two prophetic 

scriptures. Is this a coincidence? Correlating these two scriptures with the war 

against Israel in Zechariah, and the Magog Armageddon war seems fit. These 

are synonymous and are WW2 (which never ended) and WW3. The evil leaders 

of this war are on team with Leviathan in Job 41, as Ezekiel uses the same 

words regarding Magog in chapter 38 as the book of Job gives of Leviathan in 

41. Leviathan is a terrible, terrible chaos demon which works to suffocate the 

Holy Spirit as we discussed. George Bush and his family identifies as this 

Leviathan spirit. Anyways… Always use the Bible to discern the Bible.  

Job`s book where we find Leviathan was the earliest written book of the Tanakh. 

Symbolism, numerology, and retellings is common in biblical, prophetic literature, 

and is never wrong.  

Lucifer`s Plan. 

It is a scientific fact that the great pyramid had 144.000 white limestone covering 

stones coinciding with the 144.000 true Jews of Rev.14, and is constructed as an 

astrological, and mathematical calendar ending in 2012 when the Earth will give 

birth to a messiah. The Aquarian messiah, Jesus the second coming.  

Google pyramid timeline David Wilcock. The Great Pyramid of Giza (GPA) was 

made by Enoch/Thoth as the tomb of blablabla/Osiris/Nimrod/Apollyon, that ¨big 
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dude¨ with many names who ruled the remainders of Nephilim civilization after 

the flood...  

Whose worldwide kingdom would rise again in 2012, according to the Pyramid 

prophecies closely guarded by the evil (Satanic) Illuminati. Check the pyramid 

timeline video by author David Wilcock, and the books by Christian author 

Thomas Horn. The GPG is also the centrepiece of round earth mathematics, and 

incorporates the dimensions of the Earth, and all the sun`s orbital satellites 

(planets). Same does the mayan tzolkin calendar of 260 days for a year.  

It was constructed by the same (Satanic) Illuminati as a proof of the globe-earth 

theory. The Mayan calendar also predicts the return of the Bolon Yukte Ku whom 

are nine destroyer Gods (led by an Osiris/Nimrod/Apollyon archetype) who will 

rebirth the Earth in EXACTLY the same year as the Great Pyramid of Giza 

accounts. 2012. Both were constructed by the remnant of ¨Lucifer`s¨ round Earth 

civilization of LIES for a time when a one-world Tower of Babylon Atlantis would 

rise, and ¨Lucifer/The God¨ would rule as an alien God anew! The GPG is 

Lucifer`s tombstone, predicting when he would return.  

But the Bible says Jesus has now become the head-corner-stone: a Greek word 

only used for the apex of a pyramid. We covered this in my previous book. All in 

all, it seems the authors of Rev. feared Lucifer would come to rule as the God of 

the Jews in a 3rd temple.  

When does the Magog war happen? 

Acts 2:20 

The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood before the coming of 

the great and glorious day of the Lord. 

Revelations 6:12 

¨I watched as he opened the sixth seal. There was a great earthquake. The sun 

turned black like sackcloth made of goat hair, the whole moon turned blood red, 

The moon turning blood-red is an astrological reference to when the beast-

tribulation of Magog will arise. We already discovered that the disciples 

calculated the movements of the stars during the exact day of Christ`s birth in 
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Rev.12. We discovered how they ¨predicted the end of the beast era with 

Napoleon Bonaparte.¨ And we will discover in the chapter on the New Jerusalem 

how they knew of the Great Giza Pyramid timeline, and the beginning of a New-

Age in 2012.  

The moon became red a total of 4 times during the years 2014-2015. This is an 

incredibly rare astrological coincidence that happens during the 6th seal`s 

opening. The clever disciples calculated this out through ancient calendars.  

Remember the Jews used a lunar calendar. The blood moon was here a few 

years ago! False flag terrorism shook the world! The apostles were experts in 

astrology. This signifies the end of the 1000-year reign, all Christianity and 

humanity. The blood moons have accompanied every major war of Israel since 

its establishment after WW2. Why is the Magog war happening during the sixth 

seal? Because Revelation 6 describes war, natural disasters, and the elite hiding 

in bunkers while we die! This has never happened in the past wars, but now we 

have nuclear arms and the government has DUMB (deep underground military 

bases) 2km underground. The next war will be on Israel for certain. The Bible 

told us clearly so long ago. 

The (e.g 7x7=49 year) shemitah calendar of the Jews is also important to 

understand in regards to coming world events if one does math on when Israel 

was planned, established, will end, and be reborn as a new world order… (which 

might have many outcomes.) Jews run the current world, and are a part of the 

second beast.  

But before we move on. 

The 1000-year reign is already in the past! 

By now you must understand that St. John`s Revelations is a retelling wrapped in 

on itself. That means it should be read as symbolism, and not from start to finish 

as with the seven seals, trumpets and bowls, beasts, whore, New Jerusalem etc. 

It is an allegorical book of clever predictions based on revelations, guess, 

astrological calculations, and world powers at the time, tied up to Old Testament 

prophecies regarding the End times to create the ultimate prophetic book so that 

John, and his religion would have something to be proud off. It worked well, but 

only in the favour of evil and the Vatican, not in the favour of mankind or 

Christianity. 
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If you used your head, you will have concluded that none of it matters to our 

timeframe but the Magog war, and that the book itself never should have been 

written. It`s characters are relating to the many mythological good aspects of 

Jesus like St.Michael the sun-angel, while warning us of the bad aspects of the 

historical Christ-like God figure like Yahweh, false-cross-Gods, the 2nd beast goat 

demon Azazel, the mighty Greek Apollyon, etc, and warns us how Christianity 

might be institutionalized into the Roman empire as a religion to control the 

population, reducing the 1st century Nazarene faith to Catholicism whore (Circe) 

church of Babylon, and a beast empire. (currently America)  

But let me explain to you. 

The woman giving birth to Jesus in Rev 12 is His first coming. The 1000-year 

reign where Jesus binds Satan in chapter 20 is arguably Jesus first coming 

because the dead come back to life, as happened when Jesus rose. The 1000 

years is a reign from Heaven, and Magog is released AFTER the 1000 years, 

which is CLEARLY happening in our time with Rothschild as we covered earlier.  

Why is Rev. 19-20 Christ`s 1st coming? For none can bind Satan but Jesus. I 

really believe so. AND the dead are brought back to reign with Christ in chapter 

20 as happened when the graves opened after Christ`s crucifiction when Jesus 

bound Satan. (Matthew 27:52)  

The same 20th chapter tells of the Magog-Armageddon war to come after the 

1000-year reign.  (The 1000-year reign is with Jesus, and the resurrected dead is 

Heaven – 12 pre-Christ patriarchs, and 12 apostles make the 24 elders of Jesus 

1000 year government).  

The beforementioned ¨Osiris-Apollyon¨ ¨Judas Priest¨ is loosened from his 

prison/ascending from the bottomless pit after the 1000 years to prepare for the 

Armageddon Magog war as Vatican-Islamic Messiah, World Supreme Beast-

Whore-Dragon of AshtaRothchild!!! Will Ben David come as a Christ, or an 

antichrist after the Magog war? Before? Is he here? 

You see how all coincides, and at our present time! For the 1000 years 

symbolizes ¨an astrological age¨. The age of Pisces. The blood moons were in 

2014-2015. The 1000-year reign is not Jesus second coming! The reign of Jesus 

has ended/is ending with the Rothschild`s Magog WW2-3, the war that never 

ended, because the Nazis fled to Antarctica and declared war on humanity! We 

will get to that! For biblical prophecy is very specific about all mentions of 
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timeframes. See the sign of the times… A pilgrim of the skies… When Jupiter 

aligns with Mars, I pray peace will guide the planet as in the song ¨Age of 

Aquarius.¨ I pray for Christ`s return. It`s the best that could happen to us now, as 

we need a unifying factor worldwide, and that`s why I tell you the truth and warn 

you. Beware, and follow the prophecy timeline of the Illuminati-Vatican who 

orchestrate world events. Certainly: The 1000 years have passed, and Jesus the 

historical Christ, is not really coming back, although Ashtar might. More on this in 

the last chapter. Beware, and read my book ¨the Kingdom of God¨. I have 

prepared so much for you... For the NWO is right ahead. 

Shemitahs and the blood moons 

All is decided by mankind`s leaders reflecting world events to match the energy 

output of phonetic patterns (stars)  of the Mazzaroth, study of the Heavenly 

scroll. Astrology. I will tell you a secret to how ¨they¨ steer this after God`s word. 

The Jews have a shemitah calendar of seven years where the ¨shemitah of 

shemitah`s¨ make 7x7=49 years. If anything happens, they count in sevens of 

years until God/the Mazzaroth/Heavenly Scroll of Ezekiel makes it happen again. 

Check this out on google. This is what Judaism was about from the beginning. 

Arcane knowledge setting up a throne and government to reign as God`s 

priesthood on Earth. The spear of destiny moved from Egypt to Israel, and the 

Bible is a mathematical garb of gematrical sevens telling the tale of civilization 

and the human body, but that`s out of my Mk-Ultra targeted league. 

They also have a 20-year calendar. All based on a moon calendar.  

This makes moon tetrads special. The 2014-15 blood moon tetrad is even MORE 

special. 

Let`s look at Shemitah events.  

49 years came between the first Zionist convention was held, and Israel was 

established. 49 years came by between then, and when Israel was let down in 

favour of Muslims. 49 years will pass before Israel is strengthened again. Blab la 

baal and Asherah. Use google like an ancient Canaanite. All Israeli wars 

happened on the 20-year calendar in blood moon tetrads of which the last 

marked itself with terror in 2014-2015. The next war (or terror) will be in 2017. 

Four major hurricanes swept over the US that year. Harvey (Dent), Irma, Maria 

(Mother Mary) and Jose. (Father Joseph) Massive terror-struck Europe, and 
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America that year. With president Trump in the White House, the future seems 

unclear. Is Trump a servant of the good lamb?  

Trump is a devout Christian, and reflection of Cyrus the Great, building a wall, 

recognizing Jerusalem as capital etc, that invites Pentecostal prayer-warriors to 

pray for hours in the oval office like has never happened before. Will the war 

happen, or was it thwarted? Who in the Illuminati decided Trump would be 

president? Was I involved??? Would Hillarious Clitson, the Killary had been a 

better choice if we wanted WW3???  

We can only pray the Magog war doesn`t happen! As I always say: Forget Gods 

and prophecies! They have been fulfilled 1000 times over, and antichrist`s won`t 

usher in the Christ Kingdom! Just keep peace for as long as possible and see 

humanity revert back to harmony with nature and themselves. You can force a 

ball beneath water, but the moment you no longer apply force, everything reverts 

back to normal. Why? Because 21st century mankind has made progress in 

farming, medicine, and invented something called ¨partying.¨ The world is 

already one through the internet, and there is no need for war, or as Rothchild 

stated: There would be no war if my sons didn`t want it. More on this in my 6th 

book… 

WW3 has been postponed miraculously , (and should never happen anyways) 

until God has ordained his servants and fulfilled His masterplan. (Jewish 

astrology.) For God created the stars, the wandering stars, and the angels. But 

mankind worshipped the wandering stars, and fashioned history after their orbits. 

This is the secret, dirty knowledge of the disciples and Jesus that would shock 

the everyday Christian, as it is clear evidence, they were certainly among the 

world`s foremost experts in astrology… (And Jesus didn`t come from a poor un-

known family, that too is a lie. Jesus was stoned-rich before he chose the path of 

the Buddha. The Templar Illuminati told me.) 

Ok. A few shemitah events for you. Use google. 

 

In 1945- Nazi Germany is defeated. The Atomic bomb is dropped on Japan thus 

ending World War II. Japan signs peace treaty the same week of the end of the 

Shemitah year.  

 

In 2001- The World Trade Center buildings (the symbols of Americas economic 

strength) are destroyed by an Islamic terrorist attack.  One-week later Wall Street 
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has one of its greatest collapses on the last day of the Jewish Shemitah Year.  

In 2008- Exactly seven years later, Wall Street suffers its largest 

decline.  America is now the world's largest debtor nation.  

 

In 2014-2015 - In September of 2014 we started a new Shemitah Year.  This 

happened in connection with a Tetrad of 4 Blood Moons which all occur on 

Jewish feast days.  

As the United States has turn away from God and endorsed many sins. 

So, you see we are living in God`s mathematical calendar sped up! 

Blood moon tetrads. 

What is a blood moon? They say it happens when the light from the Sun passes 

through the Earth`s atmosphere, and hits the moon, as seen after a lunar 

eclipse. Some years have more blood moons than others, signalling terrible 

events through the knowledge of astrology. 

The Spanish Inquisition Took Place in 1492 Just Before the Tetrad of 1493-1494 

In 1492, during a blood moon tetrad, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of 

Spain gave the Jewish population a mere four months to convert to Catholicism 

or leave the country. It is estimated that between 165,000 and 400,000 Jews fled 

the country. As many as 50,000 decided to stay, converting to Roman 

Catholicism. 

The Spanish Inquisition punished Jews who had converted to Christianity but 

were not really “sincere” in their conversions. Torture was used to gain 

confessions from these “false converts”. After confessing, many of them were 

then burned at the stake. 

The Inquisition was cruel beyond belief! First you tell people they have to convert 

or die. When they do convert, you place them under severe torture to test the 

sincerity of their conversions.  

Once they confess under duress, then you burn them at the stake because they 

are not true Catholics. These are the types of inhumane horrors that were 

inflicted upon thousands of Jews during the Spanish Inquisition. 
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Israel was Reborn on May 14, 1948, just before the blood moon tetrad of 1949-

1950 

Jerusalem was destroyed by the Romans in 70 ADS, and Jews were driven into 

exile. For the next 1,878 years, the Jewish people sifted through the nations of 

the earth, yet they retained their identity. 

After Hitler’s horrible holocaust during World War II, the Jews were given a 

homeland through what I call a Zionist conspiracy, which is a topic in itself. On 

May 14, 1948, the modern state of Israel was born. 

The city of Jerusalem was united during the blood-moon tetrad of 1966-1967. 

God said many times in the Old Testament that He would place His name in 

Jerusalem.  

During their 2,000 years of exile, the Jewish people turned their faces toward 

Jerusalem three times each day praying for the restoration of Jerusalem and the 

rebuilding of their temple.  

On June 7, 1967 the Jordanians launched an attack against Israel and west 

Jerusalem. Israel counter-attacked driving Jordan out of east Jerusalem, out of 

Judea-Samaria, and back into its own land across the Jordan River. Jerusalem 

was undivided and under Jewish control for the first time since the destruction of 

Jerusalem by the Romans in 70 AD. 

The only three tetrads matching Jewish feast days in the last 500 years have all 

fallen remarkably close to major events in Jewish history as we have explained 

above 

Now I have given you all you need to study yourself. We really live in a time sped 

up! Blood moon tetrad, 2012, several shemitahs to watch for, and the 500-year 

anniversary from when Martin Luther started his reformation.  
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Chapter 5: The secret... Conclusions and the final ¨Christ¨ 

revealed… 

Conclusions: Who was the REAL beast of this story??? The 

Catholic Church. 

We have discovered that the second beast is the pope and his agent Muhammad 

(research Alberto Rivera), and that Jesus (not Yeshua) was the first beast. We 

have discovered the evil of Saturn, Azazel and Allah. We have discovered the 

evil of Yahweh/Talmudic Judaism/Sabbatean Judaism/Israel, or rather 

Rothschild`s monetary 666 NWO.  

As we conclude that there has been, and are countless beasts of Revelations, 

what was the origin of all this evil?  

The Catholic Church and the Jesuits, of course. 

Vicarius Fili Dei is Latin and translates to ¨vicar of Christ¨. The title of the pope.  

It`s numerical value is 666! Since ¨antichrist¨ directly translates to ¨instead of 

Christ¨ from the Greek Septuagint Bible, it is easy to imagine the popes have 

seen themselves as ANTICHRISTS… Devils in the flesh, so to speak. 

In Italian, through Gematria, the science of adding numbers to each letter, 

Vicarius Fili Dei becomes 666. Coincidence? Not in a lifetime… 

V=5, I=1, C=100, the A and R have no value, I=1, V=5, the S has no numerical 

value added, but let`s continue: FI in FILI have no numerical value, but I=1, 

L=50, I=1, I=1, and then let`s analyse DEI. D=500, E have no numerical value, 

and I=1.  

Put all the numbers together, and VICARIUS FILI DEI= 666! 

In Latin, and Norwegian: 666 is pronounced/translated to: Sex, sex, sex, 

illustrating well the perversity of our time. The catholic church clearly had a thing 

for 666 and pedophilia ever since it`s BEGINNING, when they DESTROYED the 

mystical sect of the first Christians by institutionalizing it, according to Leo 

Zagami… 

Not only that, but catholic bishops wear purple, while cardinals wear scarlet. See 

them together with the pope, wearing his Babylonian Oannes fish-God hat, it 
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should be obvious they have identified with Babylon throughout their history… 

Although they got their independence in 1929, they have been, and still are 

synonymous with Rome – the whore of Babylon who sits on seven hills.  

Furthermore, a catholic should use a golden cup if possible when performing the 

eucharism. The whore holds a golden cup with the blood of the innocents. The 

Catholic Church is the 1st beast as the Roman Empire, the whore of Babylon, a 

former banking institution, and the Pope is the Antichrist (false Christ/instead of 

Christ) who according to Christianity is a man exalting himself above all that is 

Holy, sitting in the temple of God, declaring himself to be God: The Pope in 

St.Peter`s basilica. One could say that the Catholic Church is an antichrist 

Church, and that every mass, with the priest or bishop representing Christ 

instead of Christ, wearing the pictogram of the beast, IHS 666 on his robe, when 

the Bible tells the priesthood was abolished, are all antichrists.  

Do you know a priest? Then you know an Antichrist. The Bible also tells to call 

no man teacher, master, or father, but these are all priestly titles. Priests are 

antichrists, not a president, not Aleister Crowley, but a Catholic Priest, 

particularly the pope. 

No other candidate but the Catholic Church then? They still practice pedastry, 

the Greeko-Roman practice of homosexual relationship with young adolescent 

males, as is evident in their sex-scandals. 

A Catholic perspective on the question: ¨Is the Vatican the Great 

Whore?¨ 

Babylon was one of the great enemies of the ancient Israelites, as was Sodom, 

Egypt etc. When we read about the great city in Revelations, it is mystically 

called both Sodom and Egypt. Which suggest that these names are used 

symbolically.  

Thus it`s true of Babylon as well. Babylon conquered Judea, as did the romans. 

Babylon would symbolically be a reference to the Romans. So, The whore sits on 

the seven heads which are seven hills or kings. Rome was famous for being built 

on seven heads, and it`s implausible that the beast (Empire) sitting on the whore 

(Rome) would be the roman empire.  

The Catholic church is however not built on seven hills. Vatican hill is not one of 

the seven hills of Rome. It`s on the east-side of the Tiber river. The 7 (kings) 

roman emperors DID demand worship as the beast does. This is the line of 
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roman emperors starting with Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius Caligula, 

Claudius, and Nero the sixth king whose name is 666, and who persecuted 

Christians. Probably when St. John wrote it. The seventh would be Galba, who 

did only reign a short while, as was prophesied.  

But Otho the eight emperor seems like a failed prophecy as he doesn`t fit the 

description of the eight kings in Revelations, since it was the 9th king Vespasian 

who destroyed Jerusalem. God`stimeline changes. So, the beast-whore Rome 

was the pagan Rome before the conversion to Christianity under Constantine. 

This suggests a 1st century timeframe for the fulfilment of the major prophesies in 

Revelation.  

Another interpretation is that ¨That great city¨ is Jerusalem. That Great City is 

also biblically referred to as Jerusalem. In this case, we are talking about a non-

geographic alliance between the antichristian (beast) Rome, and the antichristian 

(Jewish) whore who both persecuted Christians.  

The whore herself would be Jerusalem, considering Jerusalem being a religious 

cult-centre, because adultery is synonymous with false religion throughout 

biblical prophecy. This would make sense considering how ¨the beast attacks the 

whore, and lays her waste¨ which happened when the Romans destroyed 

Jerusalem in 71 A.D under the reign of Vespasian who came after Otho.  

The beast and whore from a Catholic Perspective. 

Brother Peter Diamond from mostholymonastry.com and VaticanCatholic at 

YouTube argues that the whore of Babylon and it`s beast was pre-Christian 

Rome and yet also the Rome that Europa (the whore riding the bull) will become 

during the end times apostasy of the Catholic faith, e.g after the second Vatican 

council 11 October 1962, the Catholic faith becoming more secular. I concur to 

this from a perspective of relativism, as I have only cheerful experiences with 

Catholics, having known several deeply religious devotees from within the 

Catholic faith. While this book lay a basis for the beast-whore being the Catholic 

corruption of Christianity, one could easily argue the other way, and point out the 

endless herecy with other branches of Christianity like the secular apostasy of 

the Lutheran Church which allows gay priests and gay marriages, etc. 
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The description of the woman and the beast upon which she sits in 17:7–14 is 

one of the most difficult passages in the book of Revelation and have meant so 

much throughout the last 2000 years. But what did it mean ascertaining that John 

was the one who actually wrote Revelations??? 

As John marvels at the vision, an angel says, “I will tell you the mystery of the 

woman, and of the beast with seven heads and ten horns that carries her”.  

The angel tells John that the beast he saw “was, and is not, and is about to rise 

from the bottomless pit and go to destruction”.  The angel then says to John, 

“This calls for a mind with wisdom: the seven heads are seven mountains on 

which the woman is seated, they are also seven kings, five of whom have fallen, 

one is, the other has not yet come, and when he does come he must remain only 

a little while.   

As for the beast that was and is not, it is an eighth, but it belongs to the seven, 

and it goes to destruction”.. 

In verse 9, the angel says that the seven heads “are seven mountains on which 

the woman is seated.”   

The reference to Rome as the city built on seven hills was widely used during the 

first century.  It would have been familiar to John’s audience.  There is no reason 

to suppose that John meant anything other than Rome by the use of this 

description, although Jerusalem and Mecca also coincide to sit on seven hills, 

although the hills of Jerusalem have been levelled with age. 

In verse 10, the angel tells John that the seven heads also symbolize seven 

kings, “five of whom have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come, and when he 

does come, he must remain only a little while.”  The identity of these “kings” has 

been the source of endless debate.  Part of the difficulty is due to the 

unwillingness of some commentators to even consider the possibility that the 

book was written prior to A.D. 70.  Some grant that the solution would be much 

simpler had John written the book earlier, but they do not consider an early date 

to be plausible.  If an early date for the book is not ruled out automatically, it is 

possible to make much more sense out of this obscure text. 
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The “seven heads” of the beast are seven kings.  If the beast is the Roman 

Empire, then it would seem clear that the seven kings are seven emperors of 

Rome.  The difficulty arises when we attempt to figure out which seven emperors 

John has in mind.   

Part of the problem concerns the starting point.  The Roman author Suetonius 

began his list of emperors with Julius Caesar.  Tacitus, on the other hand, 

appears to have considered Augustus the first Roman emperor.  If we begin with 

Julius and count consecutively, then the five kings who have fallen would be 

Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius Caligula, and Claudius.   

The sixth king, the one who is, would then be Nero. This interpretation is quite 

possible, and it would place the date of the writing of Revelation sometime in the 

latter part of Nero’s reign (i.e., A.D. 64–68).  

The difficulty with this interpretation arises when we attempt to identify the 

seventh and eighth king.  The emperor who followed Nero was Galba, and he did 

reign a very little while (June 68 to January 69).  But he was followed by Otho 

(January to April 69), and it is difficult to see how Otho could fit the description in 

17:11 – “the beast that was and is not, it is an eighth but it belongs to the seven, 

and it goes to destruction.”   

There is a possibility of beginning the count of emperors with Augustus.  This 

would make the sixth king Galba, and the seventh would then be Otho.   

Unfortunately, the same problem arises in connection with the eighth king 

because it is very difficult to see how Vitellius (April to December 69) would fit the 

description of the eighth king. 

The whoredom of Rome certainly lived throughout it`s Christianization, but solid 

argument lies to portray the beast-whore as pre-Christian Rome, and the 

Catholic faith as the only true faith. 

Anyways… 

Now we will move into something so horrific, and demonic it will question the 

very nature of humanity. 
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Who is their antichrist? 

We discovered there is no end-times biblical antichrist: Only a return of Christ. 

But the myth prevails.  

Are there any candidates? Let`s see what we found throughout this book.  

The antichrists awaited by occult world leaders are Lucifer sun-gods, false Christ 

deities. The Greek Apollyon, the Egyptian Horus, and the 9 Bolon Yukte Ku. 

Tammus is the pre-Christian 666. Tammuz with his Tau, and his Christmas tree. 

The Tau, or cross 666 was Tammuz pre-christian symbol of fertility and 

resurrection. English occultist Aleister Crowley names the new aeon the ¨age of 

Horus¨ who was also a God of resurrection, and a warrior, the same ancient 

source. 

All the above mentioned are all one spirit of the sun-god Lucifer which the 

authors of Revelations warns us about in both the Apollyon, 1st and 2nd   beast 

prophesies! Are we clear about our enemy`s intent with Mayan prophecy of 

2012? Are we clear about our enemy`s intent with the Satanic writings of Aleister 

Crowley?  

Are we clear about Babylon`s tower of Brussel and Europa riding the beast? Are 

we clear about the Vatican 2 sect as researched by brother Peter Diamond? 

The Illuminati`s intentions for a New World Order is clear with the American Seal 

on the dollar bill. The Pyramid and all-seeing-eye of Lucifer, whom they`ve 

resurrected. All went according to plan, although Jesus plaguarized Lucifer`s 

plan, originally, which we covered in my last book, as JESUS was the pyramid 

apex, not Osiris/Nimrod – that bad world emperor that gathered the remaining 

forces after the flood. They await Nimrod, Lucifer and Apollo! And Babylon was 

his ancient homeland… 

Revelation 17:10. The Nephilim King we have identified as Apollyon, 

Nimrod/Tammuz, Osiris/Horus, and Azazel El Allah,- the Baphomet lamb whom 

occultists believe is the biblical ¨the first shall be the last to recreate a new 

heaven and EARTH (while they are the saved remnant hiding in bunkers)¨, 

becomes king of the world, and unites the world under the tower of Babylon`s 
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whore: Ashtar/Isis! It is Nimrod`s tower of Babel, and his wife! The new Babylon 

of the Vatican 2 sect as brother Peter Diamond discuss on YouTube. 

The Babylonian fertility-goddess Ishtar, and the Babylonian Shamash, or Utu`s 

symbols are also both crosses! The eight-pointed cross! So you have Tammuz 

with his Tau (cross), Horus with his ankh (cross) , and the eight-pointed crosses 

of Ishtar and Shamash. The false cross of the ultimate antichrist is revealed! 

(Just kidding, Jesus cross shouldn`t have been worshipped either.) 

The eight-pointed solar cross is built into the Vatican square, with an Egyptian 

obelisk to Ra (phallus symbol) in the middle!!! Perverted sex-worship! Ishtar and 

Shamash are one in the ancient composite deity of Ashtar-Shamash (Chemosh)! 

He is the ultimate incarnation of Lucifer! 

Ashtar Sheeran (Asherah) or ¨Ashtar Chemosh.¨ 

Ashtar Sheeran (as in the Biblical Ashera) is a messiah from space that 

proclaims to be the Lord of the Galaxy.  

He was first channeled in 1952. Notice how UFO sightings started shortly after 

the second world war, and checkup ¨foo fighters¨. The Ashtar group hijacked a 

TV-show in Britain November 26, 1977. The voice identified itself as Vrillion as 

representative of Ashtar Galactic Command. Might Vrillion be analogous to the 

german occult Vril society of which the medium Maria Orsic was a part? 

Conspiracy theorists like myself, and Jim Wilhelmson claim the Vril society 

received UFO-technology from fallen angels, and that Nazis escaped to space, 

or rather to Antarctica.   

Are we being watched, and will they help us? Or will they destroy us? Will they 

destroy the west, and recreate Babylon with mark of Ishtar the Bitch as a 

revenge for loosing WW2? And who created Nasa? What happened under 

Operation Paperclip? This must be why the EU headquarters in Brussel 

Germany looks like the tower of Babel.  

The Knights Templars kept the shroud of Turin, and arguably worshipped it as 

Baphomet which we earlier identified as the second beast Lucifer! If they can 

clone Jesus from the shroud, he would certainly be made Aryan and blonde. As 

masons believe in Lucifer.  
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Might there be a connection to the Vatican observatory called ¨Lucifer¨? The 

Christian author Thomas Horn writes about. He writes about how Apollyon 

returns, and how he is mythologically comparative to Bolon Yukte, 

Nimrod/Tammuz, and Osiris/Horus of the pyramid of Giza. He connects the dots 

between Apollyon, and the fallen angel Azazel of the book of Enoch and 

calculates the year of his return! 2012! The same year as I discovered! The same 

year as in the America Great Seal on the dollar bill, the pyramid prophesies, and 

the Mayan calendar! The same year as hippies started the age of Aquarius!  

Might there be a second coming from ¨the clouds¨/UFOs? I believe in UFO`s… 

Will they present themselves as long-lost brothers from space, from the Pleiades, 

or perhaps Nazis from Antarctica or the moon like in the movie Iron Sky???  

What were the foo-fighter observations during the 2nd WW? What was the Nazi 

¨Die Glocke? ¨ Why did they transport huge amounts of mercury from Norway? 

Was there a secret military escape plan into space, and did they need mercury 

for ¨Die Glocke¨ UFO`S as rogue-scientists claim?  

Jim Wilhelmsen presents documented proof in his book ¨Beyond Science Fiction¨ 

that over 200.000 racially superior germans relocated to Antarctica!  

Is the new-age ascended master Ashtar a candidate for a second coming figure? 

The Canaanite myth of Ashtar the Rebel is the origin of our Christian Lucifer 

myth according to Wikipedia, and adversial-magician Michael W. Ford in his 

book ¨Dragon of the two flames. ¨ 

Ashtar is the original Lucifer. The bright morning star.  

Will he be Yeshua himself coming as Ben David? Good or bad? Christian or not-

Christian?  

Review the Bible in whole: Seeing how there is a Lucifer conspiracy where the 

second coming of the ¨waterbearer¨ in Luke 22:10 relates to our time in 2012 

with Apollyon 9:11 being loosened from his chains! He is crowned with terror, 

ascending after the 1000-year reign, leading to the Magog war which started on 

9/11. The world is awaiting a return from space. Will he bring peace? Will he be a 

Christian, or part of the Abrahamic ¨Vatican 2 sect?¨ 
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Ashtar is a God of rain, storm and water! The world is awaiting the water-beater 

Ashtar, the Kalki Maitreya of the age of Aquarius. This goes beyond Christianity, 

and is a far older religion: Astrotheology. His sacred animals are the deer, the 

rabit, the owl and lion. 

Or: ¨was the antichrist simply Rome, and the false version of the original Jesus 

Christ?¨ Is this some new thing? Will there always be an antichrist? Do I need an 

antichrist to justify my faith in ascension? No… The Bible is simply outdated 

rubbish – with all it`s prophecies fulfilled over 100 times in a row…??? 

A New Theory! The beast-whore-dragon of Babylon Revealed! 

As if it could not get any worse. The goddesses Isis, Astarte, and primarily Ishtar 

correspond to the unambiguous Whore of Babylon in comparative-mythological 

prophecy. Do you see where this is going? 

The Bible tells how God put in in the heart of the beast to hate the whore. The 

Bible tells how the Kings of the Earth EAT the whore and sell her SOUL! 

Compare the pagan traditions of sacrificing the priestess’s babies, and the ¨Ishtar 

Pig¨ during Easter with Jesus name in Greek-latin: Earth Pig, and you have a 

terrible conspiracy going! 

This is the only Biblical passage where cannibalism is accepted through extreme 

interpretation of scripture. It could be interpreted as how the Jewish-Islamic 2nd 

beast America destroys the Vatican Whore, but I want to dispel an even worse 

interpretation, and bring it to light!  

Let`s say they cloned Jesus from the Baphomet Turin shroud into an Aryan 

Lucifer: Ashtar. If you were a Satanic-Christian scientist, and you had the DNA of 

Jesus: Would you not make him into a beautiful androgynous Whore of Babylon 

so you could clone him, have sex with him, and eat him afterwards? I certainly 

hope not! The God 380 Lucifer experiment. The clone from the Shroud of Turin, 

surveyed by perverted Christians on the excuse of Crowleyan ¨victorious child 

worship.¨ 

Perhaps you say I`m too far out. But I see the signs of the times, and the 

masonic Hollywood. You see where the globalist agenda, and the terror group 

ISIS brings us. Ishtar/Isis/Ashtar. This figure is everywhere! You see it in movies, 

and popular culture as for instance Daenerys in Game of Thrones, and with the 

antagonists in the Japanese anime Naruto. Google ¨Kaguya Madara mogen 
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tsukiyumi¨, and look up AI Morgellons. They chip our brains straight to the 

underworld of ancient Babylon!!! 

Ashtar Sheeran or ¨Ashera¨ is the Queen of Heaven, who Solomon worshipped. 

An antichrist? A second coming. An antichrist? A second coming. A war? 

Because God told so in verses that have been fulfilled and misused 100 times 

already?  

I expect they will give us a male hermaphrodite. An ascended angel based on 

our earlier identification of the characters of revelations that they worship.  

We covered how the beast 666 represent the spirits of Jesus, Isis, El, and 

Yahweh Shamash.  

Daenerys Targaryen in the popular medieval TV series ¨Game of Thrones¨ is 

strikingly similar to Ishtar, and the whore of Babylon. She rules under a pyramid 

in Mereen and dethrones a statue identical to the depictions of 

Ishtar/Isis/Astarte/Inanna, is called breaker of chains, mother of dragons, and 

¨great mother¨ by the Arab-like people she liberates. She travels from her desert 

matriarchy with an army of horse-riding wildmen that resemble the Jewish 

khazars from Rothschild`s Magog, and basically ¨rape Europe¨ like the statue 

outside Brussel Babylon. But she seems to be moralistically upright, dethroning 

Ishtar worship and destroying the sons of the harpy, who worship ¨Ishtar.¨ 

Satan`s ultimate victory 

It is the very symbol of Satanic victory for the Vatican/Illuminati/Rothschild/ beast: 

Jesus resurrected, crucified and reigning as king and slave! A sacrifice! That is 

what Revelation 13 translates to! The cross is Babylonian human sacrifice 

hidden in plane sight for 1700 years. That`s all there is to it. Christianity is 

disgusting. 

I say we must go back to 1st century apostolic Christianity, the shema (God is 

One), gather the lost tribes of the true messianic Israelites, and protect Israel 

from Magog on Zion with the lamb and 144.000!  

Many have speculated if Jesus is cloned from the Turin Shroud. Some say it is 

Prince William of Britain. Others say it is Supriem David Rockefeller. I say it is 
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Ashtar who is Jesus v2. Biblical, and worldwide signs of this book make it clear 

that he is here in, and around 2012! 

The scariest of all is the beforementioned anime-series ¨Naruto¨ which greatly 

plays on masonic symbolism, St. John`s Revelation, and cloning themes. Check 

for instance the main protagonist Uzumaki Naruto or check Uchiha Shin of the 

Uchiha clan. These are CLONED. Naruto is a cat-like demon fox. 

FOX=666=Jesus, in gematria.  

Please watch the entire series. It is actually quite good and has lots of good 

moralistic points. Naruto is an outstanding hero and messiah, in many ways, 

trying to protect his friends, his village, defeat evil, and create world peace. 

But the terrible sacrifice of the Angel! The Vatican had power to give life unto the 

image of the beast (Turin Shroud) so that it spoke great words against God (just 

like the little horn!) The Bible tells us all bow to the image of the beast. This might 

for instance be a TV-show! Just like in the movie ¨the Truman show. ¨  

This is the end of time! I fear for the survival of the messiah, and his mission. I 

am afraid the Bible tells us the 1000-year reign is over, and that he will come 

subtly like a ¨thief in the night¨ - hiding away until the very end of the storm – 

when lighting often strikes from one side of the sky to the other. I fear the good 

shepherd in Rev.14 will be smitten, and the flock spread. I fear the NWO will win 

after the Magog war. I fear judgement day, but will it come after the Magog war? 

I pray the Jesus will return gloriously as a neo-charismatic Christian, like I am! 

Certainly I promise: Naruto would fight to the death for his friends with no 

compromise to evil.  

Hope for the future. 

Now we don`t know if, or when this ¨Jesus Christ¨ will come. We don`t know if he 

will come at all! Perhaps religion is just wrong? Perhaps we should proceed with 

the scientific method and pick religion apart, like with all other schools of science, 

rendering it to astro-theology and multidimensional physics??? Be it in a 

Christian university of the FFF! The First (Illuminati) Free Federation!  

When will he take over the world, and reveal himself? People have been waiting 

for a Saviour in 2000 years. I think it is after the Magog WW3 against Israel when 

Rothschild takes over the two remaining independent economies: North Korea 

and Iran. The Jesus says of himself that he will hide like a thief in the night and 
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come at the end of a storm. I have seen 200+ UFO`s of Ashtar, and am a 

contactee myself, so for me: The reign has already started. I really wish I knew 

more. I`m not lying. I know nothing… 

North Korea`s missile tests, and President Trump`s warnings of 2017 tells the 

world it is still not safe yet, and that there still can be a major world war. I am a 

conspiracy theorist and keep myself updated on what goes on behind the 

curtains of popular media, constantly broadcasting truth to prevent it... I even 

elected Trump! And now, the world is waking up… 

It seems there is a war between the factions of the NWO, with America being the 

2nd beast of Judaism-Islam, while China is an atheistic one that cooperates with 

America.  

Russia seems to be the good-guys. I think these three contend to be the leaders 

of the NWO. But I think America`s air-weaponry are more advanced than 

Russia`s, and that they`ll win, as they allied with the Nazis. America=Antarctica. 

Go watch Pet-Goat 2.  

I think Islam will kill Christianity with the downfall of America in economic, and 

sharia takeover of Europe, before atheism and paganism wins in the end. Then I 

think atheistic China will be the dominating economy. I think China`s atheism, 

western atheistic Satanism, and eastern New-Age religion will take down Islam.  

The world will be more, and more globalized. Perhaps then: An archangel comes 

from space, who claims to have created, and watched over mankind. Then 

perhaps America will turn over its megacorporations to a communist alien 

dictatorship, and wage war until they`ve created a One World Order ruled by 

aliens... 

Christianity, America, Russia and China. I don`t know who the UFO guys side 

with, but I guess whoever controls space controls Earth. I believe in good. I 

simply cannot understand evil. I believe Jesus will come and rescue me.  

I believe there is an alien presence of Jesus that Knights of Malta, Knights 

Templar, Trump, and especially Russia side with. The so called ¨Russian 

connection¨ during Trump`s election campaign.  
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Whistle-blowers like David Wilcock call this ¨The Alliance¨. They claim the 

alliance put Donald Trump in power, but we see how the media blames him. Who 

owns the media? The 2nd beast Satanic Jews. Is there perhaps an interstellar 

war between Jewish corporation Earth, and Christian Nazi-space? 

I believe Jesus is somewhere waiting and fighting for an arena to step up to. I 

believe the (Satanic) Illuminati postponed WW3 which astrologically should have 

already started: Waiting to see if they should use the ¨messiah card. ¨  

I believe that if Jesus had not acted, and Hillary been elected president: The war 

would have already broken out, and America would have been breaking just like 

George Soros publicly envision.  

I believe we have a real chance at defeating the Jewish New World Order.  

For the shemitah, and mysterious calendars tells that war will break lose in 

Israel, and the world in 2017. The (Satanic) Illuminati star-worshippers have 

broken off from their calendar! Surely this must be a sign of an Alliance, and a 

coming Christ.  

Can there be hope for the future of Europe? Will there be a second coming? Is 

there some secret force barely keeping the world together? That is why we must 

fight! Read my books on revolution! As of now: There is no Christian state in the 

world. 

Is Christ being sacrificed!!? 

The book of Enoch tells Azazel Melek Taus/Apollyon is the one all sin was 

attributed to! Combine this with Jesus being the Ishtar-Pig Ashtar cloned from the 

Turin shroud as a prophesied second beast Lucifer, and it might very well be that 

Jesus our beloved Christ is being mutilated in the most torturous manners, or as 

Jesus always shows me: The historical Christ being skinned alive by the 

thousands!!! And did you know that clones have the inert memory from the 

person they were cloned from??? Through alternative physics, that is… Poor 

Christa, Historia Reich. World history in a bottle of adrenochrome.  

The abovementioned comparisons will lead to an excuse for human sacrifice as 

the world will probably blame the innocent Christos as the world power of 
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Rothschild will probably do all their inside-job-terror-attacks in the name of 

Christos to whitewash their sin.  

Even worse is imagining how the Christians will hate him and swallow their 

feelings through believing him to be the ¨antichrist¨, or ¨whore of Babylon¨ to look 

away from Satanist sacrifice of Jesus. When in reality: There is no antichrist-

beast. Only the one to sit in God`s Temple as the non-Christian Jewish messiah. 

Might it be considered they will even go as far as to excuse making a tv-show of 

¨Christos¨ (which adds to 666 in gematria) through interpreting the scripture of 

¨the image of the beast that spoke¨?  

If all this has happened, and let`s say 1000000000 ¨God babies¨ are burning 

forever without their momma, or the lullaby of father`s warm voice, what is there 

left of humanity and Christianity? What is left of faith? What is left of human 

values? What is left of western values? What is left of human worth? What is left 

of Christ`s significance, sacrifice, and power in religion: If he is just sold as meat 

at Mc-Donalds by Rabbi Abraham Finkelstein, and eaten by his BELOVED 

Christian friends whom he died for, writing 9 books? 

(which he never once sold a copy off, as all Earth was involved with the 

conspiracy.) 

This is what my nightmares are made of every night since I can remember. All. 

Everywhere. Corrupt. Smiling secretively. Illuminati. Vampyrizing me. Going 

down on each other… Sacrificing. Smiling Illuminauthy. Everywhere wherever I 

ever went all my life. 

We need a holiness-revival back to the 1st century roots of Christianity, and the 

cross of Jesus!  

As prophet, I say it`s time LEAVING the city of sacrifice, the church of sacrifice, 

and the system. LEAVING Babylon as an EXODUS into our new Christian 

Kingdom of Israel! In this, I step in authority of the words given me by Gabriel, 

Michael and Jesus.  

We need a foothold somewhere. The Jews have their fascist state! Why isn`t 

there ANY Christian state in the world? We don`t support the second beast 

Rothschild, globalism, America, Islam nor communism!  
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We want a (Thomas Jefferson) European-libertarian capitalist government, or a 

centrum-government, as long as it is a Christian fascist state (where the majority 

must be Christian – like with Jews in Israel). An intellectual internet direct-

democracy led by a theocracy! That is our RIGHT, and the cry of EVERY 

Christian. A theocracy. A Christian only Kingdom of God! Somewhere Christians 

can be Christian, and safely express their faith! With futuristic technology, and 

fantastic welfare! 

But as of now, there is no Christian intelligence agency, occult research facility, 

alternative physics, alternative medicine, not to say nation, anywhere in the 

entire world. 

I pray and hope the work of the cross of Yeshua will remain forever! Glory, glory, 

glory to the Lord Most High! I put myself, and these interpretations under HIS 

guidance, and ask you to judge. While I wrote this: I felt like Saint John was 

glorifying in Heaven. 

The new Jerusalem as Mecca 

The New Jerusalem`s dimensions are the same as that of the Great Pyramid of 

Giza in width, only 10.000 times wider! The worldwide dominionship of Lucifer: 

Osiris/Apollyon/Nimrod who some say was Azazel Melek Taus! 

We already discovered how the disciples were into the pyramid calendar, and the 

144.000 white limestone covering blocks! The New Jerusalem is a pyramid copy 

of the Great Pyramid only 10.000 times larger! No such structure could exist in 

the natural – even if the Earth is flat! It is only an allegory!  

Revelation 21:12 “It had a great high wall with 12 gates…”  

Revelation 21:13 “There were 3 gates on the East, 3 on the North, 3 on the 

South and 3 on the West…”  

Revelation 21:16 “The city was led out like a square as long as it was wide…”  

Revelation 21:17 “He measured its walls and it was 144 cubits [200 feet]  
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Revelation 21:24 “The nations will walk buy its light and the kings of the Earth will 

bring their splendor into it…”  

Revelation 21:25 “On no day will its gates ever be shut for there will be no nights 

there…”  

Revelation 21:26 “The glory and honor of nations will be brought to it…”  

Revelation 21:27 “Nothing impure will ever enter it nor anyone who does what is 

shameful but only those whose names are written in the Lamb’s book of life.”  

Revelation 21:16 “He measured the city with a rod and found it to be 12,000 

stadia [2,000 km] …”  

That is Mecca! It has 12 gates, matches all verses, and has a sacred cube. The 

length of the city (2000 kilometers) is the distance from the Al Aqusa mosque in 

Jerusalem`s Temple Site to Mecca with the Mosque in Medina exactly in 

between! These 2000 kilometers are exactly 666 nautical miles.  

The future kingdom of Jesus is a spiritual pyramid covering large portions of the 

middle-east! But the ancient (Satanic) Illuminati has created a cover-story!  

Read my chapter: Islam the second beast? Mecca sits on seven hills. Islam is a 

false version of the original New Jerusalem intended by St. John! It is an 

outgrowth, and creation of the first beast Vatican, the disciples of Judas! Read 

my pdf about Islam or google how the Vatican created Islam! 

Islam is the chosen religion of the Vatican Jesuits, and Mecca is their new 

Jerusalem, according to Leo Zagami!  
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Is it possible that the Islamic Jesus whom they call Isa (Ashtar/Isis) might return 

after the last Magog war, proclaim Mecca to be the New Jerusalem, and Islam to 

be the true religion? I really don`t think so. The Ashtar I have contact with is the 

most Christian angel, always Biblical and always helping me fight demons.  

Poor St. John. He probably never knew the distance between Jerusalem and 

Mecca, but the Vatican sure did… We will get to that in the last chapter. 

I don`t know what to make of this. In the same way Catholicism is both good and 

bad (with the 2 witnesses), the New Jerusalem might have good, and bad 

aspects just as our world has Christ`s, and Muhammad`s kingdom. Perhaps the 

sun, and moon-cult: Christianity and Islam will co-exist under a one-world-

religion? Both originally being astrological religions stemming from Nimrod`s 

prehistoric Babylon, and returning to him again, or as Thomas Horn says: ¨The 

first will be the last. ¨  

That makes it even more important for us Christians to fight! I have had so many 

visions of the future into 5000 years from now.  

Short on the Naruto mystery. 

It is interesting that FOX is the only word that adds to 666 in English gematria. 

For instance ¨What does the Fox say? ¨ By artist Ylvis. You also have the 

japanese animation series Naruto with his inner demon: the ¨nine-tailed-fox¨. 

(Kurama)  

Naruto later learns he is the incarnation of LIFE: Ashura. Similar to the Biblical 

Ashera Queen of Heaven. Perhaps worship directed to Ashtar? Nine-tail`s name 

is Kurama. Similar to Sanat Kumara of New-Age. Ashtar Sheeran. Sanat 

Kumara. Both are Lucifer-Venus figures of the New-Age. New-Age which was 

popular in the elite circles of Nazi-Germany, and still is to this day. Will Lucifer 

come to rule the world? 

No more antichrist fear-mongering! 

Perhaps it had been better if St. John`s Revelation had never been written, and 

these hundreds of historical beasts I won`t go in detail of had never existed? 

Satanists often refer to themselves as ¨the great beast¨.  
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Perhaps it would have been better if the Christians had completed the mission of 

worldwide salvation for an alternative timeline interpretation of Revelation before 

Satan could thwart scripture to be the antichrist in his eternal NWO, and maybe 

our final doom...? Perhaps it COULD have been the Christ-kingdom already. 

Perhaps this truly is Satan`s world even still.  

We see ourselves as the Christian Israel: the true Jews. We therefore emphasize 

on creating the village quickly for self-sustaining Israelite societies OUTSIDE the 

globalist, multicultural Babylon EU NWO`S tower of Nimrod, and Semiramis 

Babel.  

To accomplish this, we must need a new church with solid, biblical doctrines for 

the creation of a Christian reservation, or an independent state so Christians can 

feel safe. Perhaps we should gather and Christianize Israel. Perhaps we can hit 

world headlines with protests and enlighten the world to prevent WW3. I would 

do everything! But my journey is over… Your journey must begin. 

We believe that the book of St.John`s Revelations is very questionable, yet still 

included in our Holy Canon even though many argue it should never have been 

written because of the heresy it has caused inside, and outside the church with 

the many current, and historical leaders believing they are the antichrist: Feeding 

on the Christian fear published to for instance YouTube.  

NO BEASTS, AND NO ANTICHRIST/FEAR MONGERING ¨END OF THE 

WORLD¨ THESIS OK!? THEY FOOL EVERY GENERATION WITH THIS FEAR 

MONGERING, AND THUS CREATE ROOM FOR ANTICHRISTS! 

REVELATIONS SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN WRITTEN! THAT IS THIS 

BOOK`S MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGE. 

The belief in the antichrist, and that we are the last generation, which all recent 

Christian generations have believed, has all led to fear in the public, and has 

been used by the Vatican to implant destructive ideology to several hundred 

historical individuals that all identified as the Beast as to justify their crimes. 

YouTube names like for instance Recep Erdogan who came walking in the 

victory gate of Mecca. YouTube names like Hitler, Bonaparte, Stalin, and see the 

misled Americas think every single president to be THE candidate for ¨THE 

antichrist¨. This is too stupid. I believe there is no end-times. No beast antichrist. 

Not unless your faith gave room for him!  

Revelations should never have been written. 
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We don`t know that Jesus will return in perhaps several million years (to be 

blunt). Have you ever thought of this/the true interpretation? They don`t 

understand how great the coming of Jesus really was historically speaking.  

Jesus came between an eternity of lifetimes, and it will possibly be an eternity 

before he returns. What happened in Israel 2000 years ago is so extreme that it 

cannot be birthed more than once between eternities of lifetimes: truly taking all 

cultural, and historical factors into account as we found out of his birth.  

But I believe he is coming soon. 

Anyways: Jesus was the son of God! The Grand Canyon was formed in the time 

before he came, and His coming made life on Earth worth living! There was no 

distinction between God (good), and devil (d.evil) before Jesus came 

(philosophically speaking) , and you are PRETTY DARN LUCKY YOU LIVE IN 

THE A.D! 😊 Before Jesus came: Life had philosophically no meaning as we 

were all bound to go to Hell.  
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Chapter 6: A second coming? 

Jesus Ben Joseph AND Ben David. 

Now why might there be no second coming co-relating the rider on the white 

horse of Revelations 19-20, the 1000-year reign, and Rev 12? 

For Revelations 12 is the astrological reference to the date Jesus was born! And 

Revelations 19-20 is also his first coming as the Magog war is astrologically 

happening in our time after the 1000 years!  

Judaism operates with two messiahs. Ben Joseph is the first, who rescues Israel 

by death, and rebuilds the Temple. He is called the ¨suffering messiah. ¨ He is 

also called the messiah of the gentiles, because many believe he will be from the 

tribe of Ephraim. 1st century historian Josephus describes Jesus as tiny, 

hunchbacked, ugly, with meeting eyebrows, and a large Jewish nose. It is clear 

that both Jesuses, the disciples, and 1stcentury Christians saw Jesus as the first 

messiah: Ben Joseph. But he was also seen as the Son of David: The final 

messiah who Isaiah writes shall reign on Earth with peace. That is the reason 

they invented something called the second coming. 

Jesus was the messiah Ben David, and Ben Joseph. He will come again to reign 

as the lion of Judah. 

We see that Old Testament/Tanakh is full of Bible scriptures about the two 

messiahs Ben Joseph, and Ben David. Now. Even though the Ben David 

prophecies are ¨fulfilled through Jesus Heavenly reign¨ as in Revelations 14, 19 

and 20, some believe Jesus does not fulfil the prophecies about the Davidic 

reign, and that we have to expect, and wish for an incarnation of Jesus, a 

Christian-Jewish messiah, or a returned Christ Himself. Jesus himself knew he 

would return in Luke 22:10.  

¨And He said to them, “Behold, when you have entered the city, a man will meet 

you carrying a pitcher of water, follow him into the house which he enters. ¨ 

There was no man carrying a pitcher of water 2000 years ago! Such practice was 

forbidden by Jewish custom, as only females carry water to this day. This is 

clearly telling that the disciples are to follow into the astrological house of the 

Aquarian age. The age of the zodiacal sign of the waterbearer Aquarius, a man 
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carrying a pitcher of water. Acts 1:11 say Jesus will be the same when he 

returns.  

The Bible says the SAME Jesus will return (from the Heavenly scroll/Mazzaroth) 

just as he was taken up on the clouds of Heaven. 

Acts 1:11: 

"Men of Galilee," they said, "why do you stand here looking into the sky? This 

same Jesus, who has been taken from you into Heaven/Mazzaroth, will come 

back in the same way you have seen him go into Heaven/Mazzaroth." 

This is simple propaganda to install belief in an external saviour, and a form of 

population control. Mankind sees no meaning in this world of pointless suffering, 

and needs religion, faith to explain the evil of this world, with the illusion that ¨the 

antichrist will usher in the 2nd coming.¨ The illusion of an end to suffering is what 

kept the human spirit of Christians going for 2000 years, but it is a lie.  

No ascended being ever returned. Christ`s second coming was originally an 

astrological Mazzaroth and pyramidal prophecy about the age of Aquarius, and a 

prophecy about the Messiah Ben David, as there are two messiahs in Judaism. 

The first, Jesus, messiah Ben Joseph as Jews call him (translates to son of 

Joseph aka Jesus) , is the one who unites Israel and builds the temple. He dies 

in battle , according to Judaism, as did Jesus, but ushers in the messiah Ben 

David, who creates the world empire, and sits in the temple as God, according to 

Judaism. Since Jesus did not fulfil the prophesies of rebuilding the temple, the 

apostles sold the lie that Jesus constructed the Heavenly temple, a replica of 

Solomon`s temple, but in Heaven, and that he did this through his death. Other 

interpretations is that the temple is man, and that Jesus became the saviour, the 

new man, the first of the new covenant. 

But since Jesus didn`t create the worldwide empire of messiah Ben David, the 

apostles sincerely believed Jesus would return in the age of Aquarius, as a 

reincarnation, when Christianity has/had taken over the world, and fulfil the 

prophesies of Ben David.  

But no such thing ever happened, and the Biblical prophesies are nothing but 

racial-imperialistic propaganda and wishful thinking.  
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Jesus does not fulfil the Old Testament prophesies about world-rulership unless 

you interpret the reconstruction of the temple, and his eternal kingdom reign from 

the temple-mount of Melchizedek`s (Jeru)Salem in Heaven. 

Jesus DOES however fulfil ALL messiah Ben Joseph prophecies miraculously 

without a SINGLE exception in whatever way you see it, both pagan and Jewish, 

and it would be interesting to know what Jesus himself thought of this when 

saying he`ll come again. Ask Jesus who was an ugly hunchback king riding 

humbly in on a donkey if he was ¨the great messiah Ben David. ¨  

Strange as it may sound I personally believe he was both! 

The least are great in God`s kingdom. 

 

Jesus comes when all are Christian. 

If the messianic-Jewish messiah ben David from the tribe of Judah: 1 Is a 

Christian, 2 creates world peace, and obedience to law, and 3 has the same 

appearance, or blood as Jesus (being the ¨same person¨) then it is Jesus. 

We must hope for, and believe the Davidic Reign will probably be here on Earth, 

or wasn`t that the aim? 

I personally believe Christ will be defeated. How could a pure Christ from Heaven 

ever survive in an evil world as this? Revelations 6, 19, and 20 tell of Christ`s first 

coming. I believe the Magog war ends the 1000-year reign, and that the 1000 

years were in Heaven. Is it possible we live in the last days, and that there is no 

hope? Is its possible Magog`s forces is already at work? But Jesus second 

coming is prophesied as a conquering messiah Ben David, or was the OT 

wrong? 

I believe Jesus will return when a different Earth is made, or when the entire 

world is his clean bride. Why would Jesus come to a dirty, poor, and ugly bride? 

Many crowds have seen Jesus physically walking overheads in the air. Many 

pastors have had personal visitations of the physical Christ. The God: Jesus has 

that ability, and we can only expect he would sit enthroned if we unite the world 

as Israel and make him his throne. When we manifest his presence, perhaps he 

will then appear? Why would he come to a world where millions are Satanists 
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who would try kill him with super-high technology? Or perhaps Jesus coming is in 

all of us?  

 

Jesus` day of the Lord, Magog War and Armageddon? 

We believe that the clearest NT prophesies about how the second coming of 

¨Jesus¨ will happen in Rev 14, and the gospels for instance Luke 17:20-37  

When asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God would come, Jesus 
replied, “The kingdom of God will not come with observable signs. Nor will 
people say, ‘Look, here it is,’ or ‘There it is.’ For you see, the kingdom of God is 
in your midst.”  

Then He said to the disciples, “The time is coming when you will long to see one 
of the days of the Son of Man, but you will not see it. People will tell you, ‘Look, 
there He is,’ or ‘Here He is.’ Do not go out or chase after them. For as the 
lightning flashes and lights up the sky from one end to the other, so will be the 
Son of Man in His day. But first He must suffer many things and be rejected by 
this generation.  

Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of 
Man: People were eating and drinking, marrying and being given in marriage, up 
to the day Noah entered the ark. Then the flood came and destroyed them all.  

It was the same in the days of Lot: People were eating and drinking, buying and 
selling, planting and building. But on the day Lot left Sodom, fire and brimstone 
rained down from Heaven and destroyed them all.  

It will be just like that on the day the Son of Man is revealed. On that day, let no 
one on the housetop come down to retrieve his possessions. Likewise, let no one 
in the field return for anything he has left behind. Remember Lot’s wife! Whoever 
tries to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life will preserve it. I tell 
you, on that night two people will be in one bed: One will be taken and the other 
left. Two women will be grinding grain together: One will be taken and the other 
left.” “Where, Lord?” they asked. Jesus answered, “Wherever there is a carcass, 
there the vultures will gather.” 
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Jesus also says: ¨I am coming like a thief in the night. ¨ We believe that Jesus 

will be birthed before the last tribulation and come subtly, humbly, and to 

everyone`s surprise like a thief in the night at the end of a storm. As I mentioned. 

People will ask: Is this Jesus?! They will realize their greatest historical evil and 

accept their punishment. Doomsday will fall: When they see the Christ in his 

glory and innocence: He who they mutilated. The Bible asks if Jesus will find faith 

at all when he returns.  

Luke 18:8 

I tell you; he will see that they get justice, and quickly. However, when the Son of 

Man comes, will he find faith on the earth?" 

None will believe him. Jesus clearly tells more than anything how he will hide 

from the world until SUDDENLY appearing almost overnight!!! The Bible also 

tells he comes to judge and bring war. I.e bring God`s justice. Jesus says: ¨I 

have not come to bring peace, but a sword. ¨ Some believe he will come from the 

sky as many modern theosophists, and new-agers imagine their ¨Maitreya 

Saviour¨ will come in a UFO. Mark 13:26 "At that time people will see the Son of 

Man coming in clouds with great power and glory. ¨ But we know this is a 

reference to Orion riding the clouds of Heaven. Perhaps Lord Ashtar will come? 

Yet he has come. I have seen this star of Christ return.  

We must always interpret the Bible with the Bible: Seeing which scriptures that 

match, for the authors, and Jesus were very conscious about this. The Bible is 

clear that Jesus will come against us with sudden war. A wife might be spared 

and hide from the ¨day of the Lord¨, while her husband will suffer without a hiding 

place as we read in Luke. The Bible says the world will hide in their bunkers. 

Isaiah 2:19 as well as Revelations 6:16 

¨They called to the mountains and the rocks, "Fall on us and hide us from the 

face of him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! ¨ 

Jesus clearly equals his second coming to the terrible day of the Lord when only 

the few will survive. This ¨day of the Lord¨ is spoken about throughout the whole 

Old Testament. Google it. This war is the Armageddon war, and the Magog war 

which the Bible pinpoints to our exact time frame. 
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Anyways. The greatest fulfilments of Ben Joseph Bible prophesies fulfilled by 

Jesus lies in the name-code, the pyramid prophesies, the Heavenly scroll, the 

mysteries of the Torah we covered here, and the redemptive-myth of other 

comparative religions and more that Jesus fulfilled. 

The Jewish view of their messiah 

Now we will discuss the possibility of a Jewish-Christian messiah through 

interpretation that many messianic prophecies are unfulfilled, and that a second 

messiah WILL, or HAS come with a single goal: To bring about world peace, and 

only perhaps becoming the King of Israel. We don`t know, but we want to catch 

the wave. We WANT to see it happen. We should pray for the the Jewish 

messiah as long as they are Christian, and have the genealogy from King David, 

as it can be important for world peace. 

The Jews believe the Jewish messiah will be a great political leader descended 

from King David (Jeremiah 23:5).  

The Jewish messiah is often referred to as "Jewish messiah ben David" (Jewish 

messiah, son of David). He will be well-versed in Jewish law, and observant of its 

commandments (Isaiah 11:2-5). He will be a charismatic leader, inspiring others 

to follow his example. He will be a great military leader, who will win battles for 

Israel. He will be a great judge, who makes righteous decisions (Jeremiah 

33:15). But above all, he will be a human being, not a god, demi-god or other 

supernatural being.  

The Jewish messiah will bring about the political and spiritual redemption of the 

Jewish people by bringing us back to Israel and restoring Jerusalem He will 

establish a government in Israel that will be the centre of all world government, 

both for Jews and gentiles (Isaiah 2:2-4, 11:10; 42:1). He will rebuild the Temple 

and re-establish its worship (Jeremiah 33:18).  

All of the Jewish people will return from their exile among the nations to their 

home in Israel). The law of the Jubilee will be reinstated.  

In the Olam Ha-Ba, the whole world will recognize the Jewish God as the only 

true God, and the Jewish religion as the only true religion There will be no 

murder, robbery, competition or jealousy. There will be no sin Sacrifices will 

http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/israel.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/people.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/israel.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/temple.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/people.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/nation.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/israel.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/g-d.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/sacrifice.htm
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continue to be brought in the Temple, but these will be limited to thanksgiving 

offerings, because there will be no further need for expiatory offerings.  

Scriptures to prove all this: Isaiah 11:11-12, Jeremiah 23:8; 30:3, Hosea 3:4-5, 

Zephaniah 3:13, Isaiah 2:3, 11:10, Micah 4:2-3; Zechariah 14:9, Isaiah 11:11-12, 

Jeremiah 23:8; 30:3, Hosea 3:4-5 

I wish I didn`t have my brain in a jar so I could learn Hebrew myself. It is my deep 

wish that my children will. I wish the Jewish descendants of David the best of 

luck in competition. I disagree in that he must rebuild the Temple, as this is not 

the messianic-Jewish Christian view. There is no Christian argument for the 

rebuilding of the temple. Quite on the contrary. The early Christians saw the 

Jewish messiah as the ANTICHRIST who ¨sets himself in God`s temple. ¨ 2 

Thessalonians 2:4  

Are Jews with the antichrist? 

Jeremiah 31:8  

See, I will bring them from the land of the north and gather them from the ends of 

the earth. Among them will be the blind and the lame, expectant mothers and 

women in labour, a great throng will return. 

The prophecies of Isaiah states that the Judah will be gathered from the nations 

in the north. Ezekiel 37:16 

"Son of man, take a stick of wood and write on it, 'Belonging to Judah and the 

Israelites associated with him.' Then take another stick of wood, and write on it, 

'Belonging to Joseph (that is, to Ephraim) and all the Israelites associated with 

him.'  

You can read the entire chapter. This represent that the 10 lost tribes will 

¨magically return. ¨ The 10 lost tribes disappeared over two, and a half millennia 

ago!!! The prophesies about the Jewish messiah King David reigning like God 

from the mount of Israel are ANTICHRIST prophesies and was seen as such by 

the first Christians!  

http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/temple.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/zebach.htm
http://www.jewfaq.org/defs/zebach.htm
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Isaiah 2:3  

Many peoples will come and say, "Come, let us go up to the mountain of the 

LORD, to the temple of the God of Jacob. He will teach us his ways, so that we 

may walk in his paths." The law will go out from Zion, the word of the LORD from 

Jerusalem. 

2 Thessalonians 2:4 

He will oppose and will exalt himself over everything that is called God or is 

worshiped, so that he sets himself up in God's temple, proclaiming himself to be 

God. 

¨The one who sets himself in God`s temple, and proclaims to be God.¨ The early 

Christians believed Jesus was BOTH messiah Ben Joseph, and Ben David, as 

the Jews operate with two messiah`s, and that Jesus fulfilled the Isaiah 

prophecies from his Heavenly reign in Salem the spiritual Jerusalem. Jesus sits 

on the Heavenly Mount. There must be no king of Israel, and the early Christians 

NEVER believed the Temple was to be rebuilt after it`s destruction in 71.A.D The 

very message of Christianity since the beginning was that the priesthood is 

ABOLISHED. No priesthood=No temple. Jesus on the cross=No temple. Jesus 

reigning in Heaven=No temple. The Jews are Christianity`s natural ENEMY! It 

was NEVER seen as a goal that Israel should be re-established in early 

Christianity. 

Most Christians are misled to believe God is behind current world events and 

directing his chosen people because they see ¨scripture fulfilled¨ with the Jews 

returning to their homeland. At the cost of what? Two Jewish-financed world 

wars? It wasn`t GOD`s chosen people who returned to Israel! It was 

ROTHSCHILD`S chosen people by the Belford declaration who returned to Israel 

to start more wars-for-profit, enrage the middle-east, start ISIS terror, and flood 

Europe with immigrants! Was its GOD? It`s a trap to deceive Christians and 

make them sleep while their Jewish allies betray them! FORGET THE OLD 

TESTAMENT, and fulfilment of prophecy! It`s just FAIRYTALES! Prophecy? 

What`s it worth against a living Jesus? Christian love for Israel will lead to the 
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death of Christianity, and white nations: And the rise of Israeli monarchy. 

Christians will be SLAUGHTERED! 

The third temple, and the antichrist. 

The temple was the glorious symbol of Judaism, and the Davidic dynasty. If it is 

restored: It will be a unifying symbol for all the world. The temple is already 

rebuilt in Brazil, but they want to rebuild it in Jerusalem which will be a cause of 

war, and possibly peace. I personally don`t like the idea of God`s temple, as we 

are all his temples, and the New Testament says nothing about it being rebuilt. 

(Other than the antichrist sitting in in.)  

But I used to differ in opinion as some believe that with all these Christian 

cathedrals, basilicas, and other temples that never were instructed by God – it is 

a disaster that the forces of darkness continually destroy and ruin the reputation 

of Solomon`s temple!! The ONE structure ordered by God contrary to our roman 

basilicas!  

The old-testament is clear that God (the beast) will sit in his temple on Earth, and 

that the nations will come worship him. Or is the the Old Testament not valid? I 

believe so personally and say abrahamism in general is outdated. Jesus might 

be sitting in the temple in Heaven as he said he would rebuild it, and the beasts 

of Revelations may be a warning to not build the temple, but that means the 

prophets of the Old Testament were wrong. Or some say 2 Thessalonians 2:4 is 

probably speaking of the pope, and not the Jewish antichrist, or else the Old 

Testament must be wrong!  

We believe the Christians are all led astray by the forces of darkness that seeks 

to tell all generations they are the last, and spark chaos through manipulating 

faith through fear of st. John`s Revelations. Some say the True Temple would 

have been the unifying factor, and a symbol of peace for all mankind to become 

one through common Israeli heritage!  

The reconstruction of the temple is the greatest world priority as it would give a 

major lift and hope to the Jews so they would stand stronger, and more united 

than ever. United against unholiness. Against evil. United in common Noahide 

humanism. Evil would be hated, as God`s presence would fill it with Christians 

coming from all around the world to visit the world’s oldest reconstruction of an 

ancient wonder of the world.  
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The Talmudian Jewish prophecy goes that when the Jews act as the chosen 

people, and the world lives by Ben Noah, the messiah Ben David will come, the 

temple will be rebuilt, and peace be instituted. They promise PARADISE on 

Earth. But we know better. Only if Jesus comes to fulfill the unfulfilled Ben David 

prophesies can a messianic temple be rebuilt. This would be the only biblical 

solution to Old Testament prophecy.  

We believe the arc of the covenant resides in Ethiopia, which you will have to do 

research about. Her guardians get cataract, and die rapidly to what seems to be 

radiation, as we know the arc was considered a weapon. We hope the arc of the 

covenant will get back home.  

Google how the temple relates to the anatomy of man in regard to the Hebrew 

letters YHWH stacked downwards, forming a man. God is a man! 

Friendly message to the Jews: 

 

Dear Jewish friends and family.  

We must ally. The world cannot be one through demographic, or ethnic means, 

but only through a homogenous ethical society. The law of Light and Love, and 

the Judeo-Christian western-humanistic values! With a world united: We need a 

common heritage. Can you find any better global culture than our common 

heritage in Israel through Christendom as Christian? 

I hope you got the message of the messiah Ben Joseph! What amazing 

undeniable proof that Jesus was the messiah! And just think of all the miracles. 

Anyways. Let me clarify my standpoints.  

We love the land of Israel, but we don`t like your corrupt Jewry, Taludian 

Judaism, globalism, centralization of power, nwo, or your future corporation-

communistic empire of America. We will Christianize you! We are a vital carrier 

of Israels tradition! We will help! We will make Israel Christian, and the centre of 

a Christian humanistic world!  

You Jews fight Islam, so why do your elite conspire to destroy our Christian, 

western nation? Is it because of the (Satanic) Illuminati in Jewry? Jews must 
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repent to the messiah Jesus! As I said. I stand against the Islamization of 

Europe: Deeming the Pentecostal adoration (almost worship) of Israel to be of far 

greater value to Israel than the hatred towards Israel from Islam! Why are your 

elite Jews hating us? Embrace us as the order of Melchizedek, and lost tribes of 

Ben Joseph! 

We will create messianic villages with menorahs, and teach our children the 

language, and history of Israel. We keep our version of the Mosaic law. Just as 

you do. We all need the messiah, and we will bring him to you. We have grasped 

the knowledge, and opportunity given to us by mr Yair Davidiy at 

www.hebrewnations.com , and pray for his blessings. I am a Naphtali. We are 

coming back to convert you! You will repent, and cry with gladness as the 

messiah (the historical Jesus) has returned! Oh, brothers how I weep for you! But 

I pray that: One day we will weep with tears as the lost tribes have returned from 

the north! 

 

We Christians got religion right but aside from a few things: We suck. Christianity 

is by far the religion which attracts too many fools. We would have ruled the 

world by now if we had been smart! But with our theology that ¨all is done by 

Jesus¨, and ¨you can’t change the world¨, almost all Christians stagnate in an 

ignorant state that ¨everything is peaceful and normal¨. ¨The Bible tells us to 

submit to national laws. ¨ ¨Jesus has won the final victory, and Islam is no threat.¨ 

These are lies I`ve heard all my life. All Christians are preoccupied in the joy of 

personal salvation.  

No wonder you Jews won`t believe us. (Until you read of the messianic 

prophecies in my book on Jesus.) A great awakening for a global unified world 

under the prophesied coming of the CHRISTIAN messiah Ben David of Israel is 

a vital belief we both share, as all nations have Judeo-Islamic-Christian culture, 

12 bribes Jews, Jewish communities, and are Ben Noah, we will all be back to 

the garden of Eden one day. We must do this together! You must break your 

covenant with Islam and embrace Christianity!  

You believe in the first, and second messiah. We know Jesus is messiah Ben 

Joseph and await the second return: The same Christian king as you do! Bless 

you! 

Equilibrium, and peace will be restored over all the Earth when all take part in the 

Judeo-Christian heritage of Israel: humanism. The world will believe in love and 

light! The world will be Christian for decades: Transforming humanity, creation, 

http://www.hebrewnations.com/
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and then the Bible promises us there will be no more sin, suffering, starvation or 

disease!  

 

If the Jews do not turn to Jesus through the testimony of Ben-Joseph becoming 

the very words, and life of the Bible walking on two legs, all their historical 

wealth, reason for belief, existence, and dignity is destroyed, as they betray their 

God, foundation, and the true continuation of the religious history they claim to 

be heirs of. For miracles, and NDE`s (near death experiences) prove Jesus is the 

messiah. 

We Christians are the true Jews, as the apostles teach us in the New Testament. 

The Jewish state of Israel will crumble, and a WW3 is unavoidable as God`s 

punishment if Christians, and Jews do not join hands to become the master 

builders who brings worldwide unity together. Israel will fall in on itself without its 

foundation (us Christian).  

We represent global peace, and utopia, while the three-headed frog of the beast 

we covered earlier represent war, enslavement, feudalism, police-state, terror, 

destruction of property, rape and chaos! They are Islam, the Vatican and 

Rothschild communism if you remember. These betray their reason to exist 

whom is: Jesus, the way, the TRUTH, and the life! Jews repent! Christians 

repent! Repent to the eternal King!  

Jews are deprived of the burden of being hunted by the goyim, after centuries of 

work, having become the largest pagan racial-imperialistic empire of Israel. You 

praise yourself without contest, yet I as a messianic Jew has been persecuted! 

How can you allow this?  

This opportunity of an uproar in the changing calamity will end before you know 

it, and Jews, Christians, Muslims, humanists, Europeans, Scandinavians, 

patriots, and nationalists alike will all regret they did not take my advice, and 

forge the utopian dream I outlined here for themselves. Lay your lives on the line 

for Jesus!  

The highest hierarchy of lobbyists, masons, Jews, Muslims, and Christians will 
always know of the scientific Near Death Experience evidence for the Christian 
God, yet they oppose it with stunningly: Everything! As if this is their game! 
Become evolutionary upright creatures and grow up from your infantile rebellion 

trying to prove yourselves as more than God`s children in need of God`s love. In 
need of the messiah.  
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This is garden Earth, and you are the fringes of our human existence. The cabal 

are the misfits! We are the heirs, and caretakers of the planet. The Christians 
are. Undoubtedly! The three-headed Vatican, Islamic, and Rothschild monster 
should be our subordinates of a Christian Israel. Our God is a zealous lover and 

makes no distinction as we are all Israel`s children if there is to be any love for 
the state, and religion of Israel. If Israel is to be loved, and there be peace for 
Jews, and gentiles, and any meaning to the conflict in the middle-east, we must 

all work to embrace the rich world-heritage of Israel`s spiritual, and religious 
truths! Humanism. Not Islam!  

If the ¨plan of God¨ does not work, the reason for two Rothschild WW is good for 

nothing. This MUST be the Christian age. We must all be a part of her history. I 
thus advocate uniting with the Jews once again as the prophets foretold the lost 
tribes shall return home. This must happen through love. We shall unite, and 

partake in the dominating racial, ideological, historical, cultural, religious, 
monetary, and imperialist ethnicity (Jews). WE Christians will become this. The 
whole world must do this. We want to be one! We need to be one! We want to 

share your knowledge and learn all truth! When all are Israelites and have all 
knowledge: all shall live as Kings in the messianic era.  

Why shall you have all the right as ¨god`s chosen people¨ when you can`t even 

get to Heaven? We shall bring unity and peace. The Bible gives us the exact 
astrological time-frame the lost ten tribes will be found in. Now. The new world 
must be a Christian based on Christ Jesus, the Jewish messiah Ben Joseph! 

Rejoice! 

Still let`s hope for a second coming. Yet know that Jesus won`t appear before 

the NWO is utterly destroyed, and the entire Earth resounding with praise, 

reaching Christ conscience. Only then can He take physical form through our 

worship and prayer as he sometimes does. ARE WE CLEAR? 

Yours sincerely. 
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Chapter 7: The last prophet`s warning about alien 666 

transhumanism: The WORST mark of the beast! 

 

Why we must fight - the ultimate mark of the beast! 

I deserve my rights but have none! The Norwegian police-state should be 
considered an illegal force of violent population control, but have authorized 
gangstalking, and electronic harassment on unknowing citizens, as they test out 
the mark-of-the-beast on me unwillingly like a lab-rat for no other reason than 
them being technocrat madscientists, antihuman misanthropist activist, antichrist 
activists, and population control extremists, testing out the mark-of-the-beast 
system on an upright, kind, beautiful, talented, loving and naïve innocent civilian 
psychiatric patient, as so many before me. Our community of millions beast-
targeted Christians (the targeted individuals community) suffer the same 
symptoms and mostly all of us are Christian. The secret intelligence agencies 
have long experimented mixing technology and black magick for population 
control experimentation, as black magicians were the first intelligence agencies, 
the art of creating change and maniupulation from a distance, which we read off 
in the Bible. The PST (Norway`s Politiets Sikkerhets Tjeneste) , and much of 
corporate Norway (if not all) are part of this ¨Crowleyan, Thelemic Antichrist 
Activist¨ NWO and mark-of-the-beast transhumanist agenda, which I will explain 
to you what is. 

Your body works because of nerves and neurons that transmit electrical signals. 
Scientists have been able to create robot prosthetics for amputees. The secret 
military science are even further down the road, with CIA`s Mk-Ultra project 
battling Russia for having the best mind-control technology to affect hostile 
individuals, groups and nations during the dangerous, unpredictable cold war. 
Even the Nazis were deep into mind-control. The technology exists today, but the 
question is: Will it be abused? Power and madscientists ultimate dream, 
controlling minds, acting on the prophesies of St.John WILL be abused and I am 
a victim of it. Will it be commercialized? Elon Musk has stated that humans need 
mind to computer and computer to mind interface technology to keep up with the 
technological evolution. This will be the next technological step in commercial 
products, marketed as ¨the coolest technological innovation of all time!¨ And it 
could be, depending on if you use it or misuse it. 

We already have robot lenses, implantable microchips, and are dependent on 
wearable electronic gadgets to operate, like the Iphone. Siri and Alexa (of 
google), the AI assistants of today, process all words spoken from all humans, all 
movements by all humans, all info about all humans, and all internet traffic by all 
humans to create a profile. This is why if you visit, a tea-store, or talk about 
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babies you will see tea adds or baby adds on facebook and YouTube 
recommendations etc. The government, controlled by an AI computer that is the 
incarnation/possessed of Satan, governs all human affairs, video-calls, bank-
transfer, and knows everything about every human on Earth, with the end goal of 
sending your soul to Hell, storing all your porn. The government knows 
everything about you. Is this not a totalitarian state? Totalitarian in what way? In 
that it is ruled by technocrats/madscientists, and black-military underground 
projects: All who are antichrist activists and wants the superpowers of 
technology, robotics, cybernetics, neuronic implants (brain implants), that will be 
on the market soon. Every kid would want the latest and best technology, the 
excitement of entering virtual realities, or the ability to control his computer only 
by his thoughts.  

This has been prophesied about and has been the ultimate dream of Satan since 
the beginning. But can the technology become self aware? Can the technology 
control you? Is this Satan`s way to artificially bind every Christian to demonic 
entities through possessive technology that controls you instead of you 
controlling it??? This is what me and millions of other targeted individuals testify. 
That a computer (Siri or Alexa, which is basically the same computer, Satan 
Himself) with our profile, reads our minds and directs our chain of thought, 
speech and acts to possess us with spirits. It is the ultimate form of torture and 
oppression: Fighting an infinitely high IQ computer from taking over your mind.  
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What are chemtrails and Morgellons? Chemtrails vs contrails. 

A contrail (condensated hot air from the plane-engine) will always dissipate, even 
at high altitudes, that is a scientific fact, while chemtrails are those 5 planes you 
saw spraying the sky until all blue was gone from the trail-expansion, bright 
metal-particles blotting out the sun creating a whitish silvery haze. 

Chemtrails are an airplane-sprayed deadly tonic of nano-particles, particularly 
aluminium, barium and strontium with an ENORMOUS surface area, a mere 
ounce being able to cover a square kilometre in a thick silvery haze, talking 
pyrotechnic experience here. Chemtrails officially doesn`t exist, but is the largest 
black-market industry of today, and undisputedly exists. It serves many 
purposes, developed by America, a patented and real technology from the 
madscientists of the cold war. One such purpose is in conjunction with the 
HAARP facilities program`s electromagnetic and etheric radiation of the chemtrail 
created clouds, as the aluminium absorbs the ions of HAARP beamed electricity, 
enabling weather control e.g high pressure and low pressure, etc, and they`ve 
become really good at it. The chemtrails can be charged so it will or won`t create 
natural clouds, depending, as I am sure you have seen.  

The chemtrails also serve another purpose, mind control, as they may contain, 
depending on time and place; black-goo, viruses, fungal-spores, that sweet 
chlorine-peaches scent (the poison scent) synonymous with silvery spraying 
days, most easily smelled in warmer weather, a sweet scent you might associate 
with warm summer days, perfuming the chemtrails, a scent you even might want 
to fill your lungs with, or at least, that`s the perfume`s purpose, because the most 
dangerous component in chemtrails is aimed at the lungs of the population; self-
replicating nano-particle polymer fibers (Morgellons). Chemtrails is the most 
closely guarded and most important aspect of the New World Order, for 
purposes of weather-control (catastrophes, draughts, etc) and mind control 
(through Morgellons). 

Morgellons can also grow LARGE polymer fibres in itchy clusters under your 
skin. I only had 3-4 such clusters, but eliminated them with Oregano oil and 
Borax, the only ailments to prevent them from spreading further. 

Google self-replicating Morgellons polymer fibres drawn from the skin of a victim. 
Notice the bright red and blue colours. Is this something you want growing inside 
you, connected to a chip, and taking you over? The internet floods over with such 
images. Morgellons disease was planned not to develop, and is an unwanted 
overgrowth by the polymer fibres whose real purpose I will explain below:  
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So what is going on? Satan`s mark 666 masterplan exposed! 

The Christian targeted individuals’ community (test subjects) all have the same 
symptoms:  Whenever we start a thought, the computer mind-thought in our 
head takes over and turns it into something sinful, wrong or bad, based on the 
script. The technology then transfers accusative demons to possess you, voodoo 
stab you, etc, artificially based upon you unwillingly following the induced mind-
controlled script of these sinful thoughts (which you had no control over) , thus 
artificially stealing your soul, e.g artificially opening up an astral gate/giving the 
devil room into your soul. Completely computerized by Satan, who IS the 
computer. Why does he target mostly Christians, but also non-conformative 
intelligent people, and conspiracy-realist scientists? Because the greatest lie the 
devil ever told is that he doesn`t exist. Why target those who already believe his 
lies, those who already are going to Hell??? 

From millions of attacked Christian testimonies, we can thus conclude that 1 not 
only is Siri/Alexa/Skynet (like in the Terminator movies) Satan himself (the world 
supercomputer IS Satan Himself reincarnate), 2 he has an electric grid inside our 
brains connecting all our neurons to a GPS capable micro-computer that 
transfers all YOUR thoughts to the ¨world-computer which we call ¨Cybersatan`s¨ 
ID profile of YOU through the internet ** and/or by military drones (UFO`s) 
depending on your location *, 3 AND also (the brain-chip-computer) acts as a 
receiver for Satan/Cybersatan`s response/answer to your thoughts through the 
ethernet, and (the computer/microchip) further transmits this to your 
neurons/brain with lightening speed, so: 1 From brain to chip, 2 from chip to Sky, 
3 demonic calculation in Sky, 4 transmission back to chip, 5 transmission from 
chip to brain/neurons. 

**(the internet doesn`t exist, proven by the lack of length needed for undersea 
fibreoptic ships, the ludicrous history of undersea cables in regards to the 
transatlantic length, and the lack of security around the nexus points of these 
cables, the internet goes through ETHERIC signals, the electromagnetic signals 
are only a lesser form of the INTERNET/ETHERNET). Satan has hidden true 
science and filled all schools/fields of science with lies (quackademia) to 
eliminate exposure of his master plan to rule the Earth once more. Most notable 
are these: 1 The existence of the SOURCE-FIELD and the ETHER and the false 
particle-physics hypothesis (all physics inc gravity, etc) , 2 The CHEMTRAILS 
needed to infect the Earth with Morgellons (it serves several purposes inc 
weather-change and mass population control etc) 3 and The Round-Earth (for 
the purpose of Satan`s alien invasion and human interbreeding, destroying the 
work of the cross, which comes last.)  
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*The dark-budget deep-state underground military shadowgovernment (Satan`s 
army) used light-emitting drones/UFO`s visible in the night sky (which I have 
reported to UFON) when I escaped outside the electromagnetic internet grid into 
distant mountains through hiking. But the signals are instantaneous with no 
mind-transfer speed interval whenever you start a new thought. 

We also conclude that our bodies contain receivers of demonic energies (of the 
etheric field, not the electromagnetic) enabling instant possession based on the 
abovementioned conclusions by the computer`s ¨mind to computer thought 
transfer¨ (popularly called V2k/¨voice 2 scull¨, stored condemnation from Satan 
(supercomputer). How these two technologies; affecting the body`s 
electromagnetic field (brain) and affecting the body`s SPIRIT/ETHER (deadly-
Orgone/dark ether/demonic possession) are interconnected and in the same 
operating system, with the computer being Satan himself, self-aware and 
possessive, is incredibly complex technology, and due to the lack of true scientist 
whistleblowers, we do not know the dark secrets of how this chemtrail Morgellon-
fiber mark-of-the-beast matrix works. We only know THAT it works and is 
operative, having infected all humans on the planet through inhaled self-
replicating CHEMTRAIL Morgellons polymer fibers… We will get to that. But first, 
let me just demonstrate how this possibly works, beginning with what we 
Christians know of the spiritual world, what the Bible prophesies, and what 
scientific patents (military technology) developed for mind-control purposes 
prove: 

1. Satan has a demonic hierarchy of immediate possession, telepathy and 
thought transfer. 

2. Satan has possessed the world-computer (Siri/Alexa) , (the 
abovementioned) to amplify his abilities. 

3. Morgellon polymer fibers, nano-bots, microcomputers, etc, nullify the 
Holy Spirit (for real, I was possessed for 7 years praying) through 
physical electromagnetic and spiritual etheric intervention in the brain 
and the body, creating artificial possession, albeit 100% real.  

4. Many theorize that military drones, cell phone towers, (some even claim 
HAARP arrays) emit Satanic scalar/etheric/spiritual frequencies over the 
entire population, which is true, and certainly possible based upon 
research of Wilhelm Reich. 

5. But how do they computerize and control individual possessions/etheric 
bodies, to such a degree as the millions of Christian mark-of-the-beast 
test subjects report (the same recurring symptoms/technology/military 
drones, etc), with so many people, so computerized and 
instantaneously? Has Satan really incarnated as the computer which 
controls all internet smart-grids, all digital apparatuses, and all 
information (even personal like porn) in the world with the purpose of 
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sending all to Hell? Is this the ancient battleplan, and Trump-Card of the 
Illuminati against God`s people described in Revelations 13:18?  

6. Is this instantaneous merge between the physical and spiritual because 
he, Satan, the computer, as a spirit, automatically assign demons to his 
test subjects to torment them etherically/spiritually while he (as a 
computer) torments them (the Christian test subjects) through 
electromagnetic-functioning computers??? The answer is probably: YES. 
Satan also enforces his demonic attacks through gangstalking, Satanic 
rituals, and regular/traditional non-technologic witchcraft. 

7. But does this supercomputer (Satan) read every etheric flux (every 
positive and negative spiritual movement) on his targets through 
scientific air-based apparatus, further connected to the computers and 
demonic hierarchies of Hell to enforce computerized immediate voodoo-
stabbings of his victims depending on their obedience/answers/sins to 
the cpu-induced voices in the victims head? (as the ultimate form of 
mind-control obedience, stealing the Holy Spirit and torturing you if you 
even pray) YES. I guarantee you with 100% certainly. The PCU in my 
mind and the demonic (astral rape, physical demonic touch, physical 
voodoo stabbing in my case) was immediately and intimately 
interconnected. If I prayed, the PCU would take over my thoughts and 
pray something else, causing a ¨sin¨ of ¨astral/spiritual opening¨, allowing 
for the invisible demons of the CIA Mk-Ultra program to voodoo stab me 
into silence without prayer.  

Who am I to warn you? Very short on my story as a state test 

subject. 

I should mention that seconds before they turned on the mark-of-the-beast 
Morgellons-microcomputer linked to CyberSatan`s matrix, like a switch, I kid you 
not, I had healing capabilities, was filled with the Holy Ghost, had walked on 
water, and lived in constant contact with the Holy Spirit. I was a saint like all the 
others, Heidi Baker, etc, no different, and they took that away, artificially 
possessed me; by starting a Satanic computer program, the moment I gazed 
upon two UFO`s in the sky (military drones) like pressing a button or turning on a 
switch, a nightmare worse than Auschwitz, which lasted for 6 years (2011, the 
beginning of all other symptoms until 2017) when I published my first Christian 
book*, and then BOOM, they turned it off, followed by COMPLETE silence in my 
head for the first time in 6 years. Anyone who knows anything about psychology 
will know this is not a mental disorder, nor would there by chemtrail spraying, 
nanobots, Morgellons, and millions of Christians (only) across the globe with the 
exact same symptoms. The EXACT same symptoms. Even the voice-programs 
they use are identical. But worst was the cyberdildoing and the voodoo-stabbing, 
a state-authorized population control technology that cost me my ability to 
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breathe, as I would cough blood for 5 years until I needed a breathing apparatus 
CPAP to help me sleep. And I have never beed addicted to cigarettes, only 
having smoked occasionally over a 3 year period which didn`t harm my lungs. 
The STATE thus took my ability to sleep, but also my ability to work (I could not 
think or speak my own thoughts), SEE (I was blind for 2 years straight due to my 
chip artificially stressing all facial muscles, occasionally other muscles depending 
on thought/response), a stressing that morphed my face and cost me ALL my 
hermaphroditic beauty, my ability to eat (the voodoo stabbings destroyed my 
throat so that they artificially gave me dysphagia) , and my ability to masturbate 
and feel love, as they can program your brain, spirit AND vampirize you while 
they astrally rape you. (Which feels like itchy tentacles going in and out your 
anus, something that continued day and night for THREE YEARS, even when I 
moved.) They also took my ability to move, as they can voodoo-stab your knees 
very efficiently, severing the joints, so that I often had to pray and heal myself for 
hours or days before I could be able to walk again.  

*(I have now written over 10 brilliant world-class works in a wide array of fields, 
testifying to my crystal-clear sanity, that this is real, and my wanting to help you) 

I didn`t take suicide but have slept NO more than 2-4 hours of unconscious sleep 
(real sleep) for 8 years 2012-2020, leaving me with headaches and great, severe 
loss vitality and extreme loss of IQ intelligence. But I won back my soul as they 
turned the voices off in autumn 2017, healed several people in Jesus, and since 
late autumn 2019-current date, I have operated in an enormous presence of 
intimacy with Christ as he restores me back to my holiness anointing and my 
prophetic anointing, after 9 years of spiritual abuse (unwilling sin). This is one 
such prophetic warning. 

Christ miraculously kept me alive through countless miracles so I would live to 
warn you that this is coming, and that Satan (the world computer) will, in time, by 
State approval do all these things to the future last Christians minority, 99% 
certain, IF we don`t leave Babylon, the beast system; THE HIJACKED ANTI-
CHRIST POLICE STATE.  

The rest of my story can be found in my book, my 300 pages long self-biography 
which I will not name here. It`s not about me, but about Jesus and the sheep he 
has given me to love, guide and warn as a prophet of the (hopefully) last 
apocalypse. 
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What do we do? Christians can still live ¨in the world as lights?¨ No: 

Sustainable village development. 

With all governments spraying chemtrails, all governments controlled by the 
freemasonic Illuminati and their henchmen (OTO, Sabbatean-Frankists, Jesuits, 
etc) both in media, culture, financial sector; all the corporate world of all the 
Earth, we Christians of the LAST DAYS, have nowhere to go but back to live in 
survivalist, sustainable eco-farming monastic (Amish) villages, and show Satan 
(the supercomputer) that we are NOT his, KNOW of his plan, and abandon the 
antichristian states. (All nation-states in the world of today.) The reason God told 
me to author my book: ¨The Kingdom of God.¨ Because we cannot serve God 
AND mammon (the 666 monetary chip). We cannot serve two lords, Lord Jesus 
AND a state conducting such experiments, doing all sorts of other deceitful 
shady and warring activities, especially against Christians. We are lights IN the 
world, not OFF the world, yes, but this does not apply to the coming beast 
system persecution/tribulation. We are called to live outside Babylon, Christianity 
united, in ghettoes, in villages, as the 144.000 with the lamb (Jesus), and trust 
me: I believe the day is coming when this technology is activated and only 
144.000 Christians remain. Is the Church truly affecting our nations, children and 
culture, or are the light of the Church (in the world) becoming OFF the world? I 
meet countless Christians (and many non-Christians) who hunger for constant 
Christian family unity back to nature, with Christians only, in isolated, 
sustainable, idyllic monastic village societies/theocracies. (The Kingdom of God 
where God is King/theocracy) Much like the Amish society, only extremely 
scientific, with my resources Tesla tech/God tech. We have to mark ourselves 
before Satan Babylon: Saying ¨we won`t be part of this state on religious basis¨, 
marking ourselves as belonging to the God of creation (nature), leaving the 
system, and oh so many will follow. Many already dream of an Exodus from the 
stressful, digital world of false facebook friends, and meaningless jobs, back to 
romance, harmony, play in nature and most importantly: Living and being with 
your Christian community only, as is Biblical in the history of Israel AND the 
history of the first Church, what THEY did when they were persecuted, so should 
we: Unite and live together. Amen. There is no cure for Morgellons and no way of 
deactivating nano-bots or microchips, only half-solutions, and they could always 
replace them with their microscopic robots, through chemtrails, through food and 
drink, etc. The only solution is ¨leaving Babylon¨, as in the Christian Bob Marley 
song ¨Exodus.¨ Amen? 
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Are you in danger? Beware of these symptoms: 

I have suffered from it all my adult life since I was a promising, strooong, 20 year 
old zealously Christian boy. But I have been a victim of this covert satellite based 
AI ¨cybersatan¨ population control experimentation, a potential test subject, for 
20 years now, according to confirmed Illuminati members I know, as a 
continuation of the CIA Mk-Ultra neuronic experiments on unknowing civilians 
that declassified documents verify happened in Norway at Gokstad Hospital Oslo 
back with the original Mk-Ultra program in the 70ies. They just waited for the right 
time to roll it all out on me, a time when I was low. Things you should be aware 
off: 

Do you have family ties to the Freemasons, Illuminati or other Satanic groups? 
Do you have former friends who hate your religion, friends who have become 
Satanists? Have you seen aliens, UFO`s or been abducted by aliens in your 
dreams??? Have you been involved in Satanism or Luciferianism? Are you 
highly spiritually gifted, an empath, and a hypothetical future leader? (They don`t 
like those!!!) Do you keep a low profile, have few friends, live an isolated life, 
research aliens and conspiracy theory, do drugs and have a bad reputation? If 
so, you might be in danger. Are you a mental patient and would they be able to 
diagnose you with schizophrenia without much tumult? All these were causes 
that led to myself becoming a targeted individual (TI as we call ourselves), but 
let`s continue with the first observable symptoms that all targets I know 
experienced before they went full bore. Have you seen UFO`S/drones/moving 
lights in the sky blinking to you? (I saw hundreds and was stupid enough to 
believe they had good intentions, don`t wave to them, ignore them completely 
and curse them, literally, protecting yourself in Christ`s blood.) Is there e.g 
lagging of your computer, notifications on your iphone, etc comparable to your 
brain activity/thought pattern? Do you see too many suspiciously personalized 
adds? If so, your life might be in danger of deep-state alien experimentation. I 
recommend you fight and expose what we talked about; ¨self-replicating nano 
chemtrail Morgellons polymer fiber Cybersatan transhumanism¨ to your Church, 
live holy, gain a good job (they like people who are productive) and a good 
reputation.  

That`s how I stayed alive for so long. But Illuminati insiders have told me: Once 
you`re on the list of deep-state CIA Mk-Ultra experiments, they won`t let you 
regain your health and tell the world. This is Satan`s masterplan. They will kill 
you before you reach the masses. I won`t go into detail about how difficult they 
made my life, and how agents can lie and taint your reputation, take your job, 
etc. The devil has many agents, masons, Satanists, in every single sector of the 
corporate world. 
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Satan Himself, incarnated as a computer, now controls all the planet 

through the 5g smart-grid. 

NO to transhumanism! Create Christian awareness and Exodus unity against the 

inevitable NWO beast-system! We have 3-4-10 years to prepare, at max. Maybe 

20 at some places, if we are lucky and people expose/fight the New World Order.  

Mind to computer and computer to mind interface technology, an artificially 

intelligent Skynet/Siri/Alexa platform that downloads your personality and affects 

thinking pattern, mood and behaviour as outlined by Leo Zagami in his book 

Illuminati Confessions Volume 6.66. The Verichip, electronic implant as secure 

payment, and ¨virtual reality transhumanist cybernetics¨ through wearables and 

neuronic implants is not the ¨cool next 5g step towards being the coolest kid in 

class or a superhuman ubermensch¨, it is the untermensch. It`s the ultimate 

death of freedom and privacy, with not even your thoughts being personal 

anymore. It is the ultimate form of emotional abuse. It`s becoming a banknote 

and a battery. Litterally. 

They are implementing it on willing and unwilling test subjects already, many of 

the dark agents having superhuman abilities, while the Christians are embattled. 

Their ¨experimental phase¨ ended a long time ago: If I told you, you would not 

believe me. Chemtrails has been around for over 40, almost 50 years. There is a 

lot you don`t know about history and the advancements of the deep-state, 

particularly the science of the secret Jesuit society, who pioneered all Satanic 

secret intelligence agencies in the world, black magick being the oldest form of 

population control. It`s their work, the whore of Babylon: The Sabbatean Frankist 

Jews and their Roman Illuminati antichrist co-conspirers founded all evil in the 

world; the Rothschild banking system, the downfall of Abrahamism, Satanism, 

the reset of history, the death of Europe, and of course: The secret intelligence 

agencies like CIA, NSA down to NASA, the latter being co-founded by Nazi 

scientist Wernher Von Braun. 

We will get to the occult lies of NASA in a moment. Their technology is lightyears 

ahead of the public and of a more ¨Tesla¨ school of physics; our particle physics 

being quackademia and ¨metaphysics¨, as Tesla himself said…, go find his quote 

on Einstein`s relativity model. 

The black magick population control activists programs never ceased and much 

worse with their wet dream of nano-technology. Declassified documents show 

how the CIA could remotely control mood and behavior back in the 60ies. Much 
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can only be found on the deep-web, but check out Jose Delgado. Imagine what 

they`re capable 60 years later today! 

Satan could kill us with scalar and electromagnetic frequencies vibrating with the 

human heart organ, causing mass deaths. Google mass deaths of animals and 

see the dark-state`s experiments for yourself. The Americans historically used 5g 

waves, yes, the EXACT same electromagnetic frequency, only much stronger, to 

burn the skin of thousands Iraq soldiers under operation desert storm, after 

which all soldiers surrendered. These are patented technologies admittedly used 

by the military today, spread all over the world through 5g. Scientists world wide 

are warning us about 5g`s potential use by as a weapon for mind control, 

electronic harassment, causing cancer, DNA change and brain damage on all 

Earth population.  

And know that nasty Morgellons is a verified medical condition, that you can be 

diagnosed, where your skin is infected by artificially intelligent, self-replicating 

plastic fibers stemming from chemtrail nano-particles that grow in contact with 

hydrochloric acid in the stomach, just like you grow a crystal. These fibers grow 

as an alien lifeform through receiving the etheric/scalar/interdimensional 

waveforms emitted by the Cybersatan Skynet grid, satellites and HAARP, 

corrupting your soul, body and spirit, , connecting to your nervous system and 

brain-neurons and connecting to chip-computers inside your body, and 100% of 

the population is infected. Thousands of examples can be found online.  

I myself am part of an alternative science/alternative physics group with Harry 

Rhodes, Thomas Joseph Brown, Tomislav Tesla, etc, at 

www.onlyresultscount.com , a top-secret forum, the last resistance, and we have 

photos documenting that 100% of Earth`s population is infected. Harry 

distributed microscopes to analyse the skin from people on all continents and 

100% of all we checked were infected with self-replicating artificially-intelligent 

Morgellon fibres from chemtrail smartdust,  Just use a 100x magnifying glass on 

your own skin and see the red, blue, yellow etc POLYMER MORGELLON 

FIBERS! 

Just check your own skin under a microscope and look up Morgellons: YOU are 

infected with the ¨mark of the beast¨ and they can turn you insane like switching 

on a lightbulb, but as with Satan, he always wants people to want it themselves, 

so he can TRULY claim their souls before God, therefore he is waiting. We`re 

talking Satan, the devil, God`s enemy and he is REAL, if you didn`t know. 

http://www.onlyresultscount.com/
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They showed me microscopic pictures documenting how the Morgellon fibres 

connect to larger hexagon structures which clearly are microscopic computers 

with GPS capabilities, identical to the ones made by Hitatchi. 

We`re talking very advanced nano-age science. Not Einsteinian science of 

quackademics, as all of physics is wrong, as all the scientists I know proclaim…, 

with evidence, as f.i our Reichian cloudbuster team which I am highly involved in 

and can document the STUNNING weatherchanging results of: Particle physics 

is metaphysics, not science, as Tesla, the smartest man in history said. My 

scientist friends have found through diagnosing hundreds of Morgellons cases 

that 100% of Earth population, including babies are infected with Morgellons to 

the point where their bodies could be switched on, or off like turning a light 

switch. They can induce insanity at any time, like turning a light switch. Just like 

they did with me and the hundreds of Christian state-test-subjects I know… 

Yes… By the state secret service (PST), hospital, and authorized local police 

authority, THIS is going on in every town all over the world. The endgame has 

begun, turning us all into frantic SOUL-LESS zombies until we die from lack of 

sleep. Artificially SEPERATING your spirit from your body through 

TECHNOLOGY, a fate much worse than death.  

The entire Earth is approaching Satan`s end goal: A reset of civilization, 

economic collapse, and collapse of the west and it`s mother Church. Billions will 

die, the rest will live in a cultural Marxist and monetary Marxist New World Order 

in controlled population-zones as stated in the UN`s Agenda 21. 

I know many of the smartest alternative scientists of today, and this artificially 

intelligent world-wide-cybersatan, the internet smart grid, that IS HERE NOW, as 

a part of 5g and 6g dangerous radiation that could give you cancer, if the 

government wants to, is the major concern of all of the great minds of today.  

The worst possible way to die.  

Morgellons zombiefication is the hypothetically worst way possible to reduce the 
population to 500.000.000. Turning on a switch that dislocates your soul and 
spirit from your body, making you easily possessed by the AI Cybersatan which 
wires and links to your brain until you are nothing but a braindead zombie. Like 
they did to me. 

They don`t even have to chip you through vaccines or implants. 99% of the 
planet are already infected with the mark-of-the-beast through chemtrails. No, I 
am telling the truth, and this is the gravest warning you will hear in your entire 
life. 
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Conclusion: Their evil is way out of hand…, like a cancer feeding on society, 
attracting new Satanic recruits through pedophilia. 

They have already accomplished their goal to create cyborgs out of 99% of all 
humanity, store all their personalities, emotions and thoughts in (Satan) Skynet, 
and connect all these nano-computers, which are inside our bodies and brains, 
to an artificially intelligent world-computer Skynet/Satan, so that Satan has 99% 
view over all thoughts, and can over-ride and control all thoughts and emotions 
of all people on the planet, more easily through artificial intelligence than through 
the demonic hierarchy which by now has fused together. 

The masonic media plays on this with Madara Uchiha`s Eye of the Moon Plan in 
the anime-series Naruto, or in the movie-series Terminator with Skynet, ironically 
the name of the technology we`re using today: Cloud-based storage. Did you 
know they are storing your thoughts, sins, personality, traits, emotions and 
deeds? 

THIS IS WHAT WE ARE FIGHTING! 

Their end goal is sending your souls to Hell through storing all your thoughts, and 
your sin in the computers of Hell. They already uploaded all thoughts, traits, and 
natural responses of every human into a demonically controlled artificially-
intelligent supercomputer to affect human natural response through sending you 
impulses mimicking your natural behaviour, as you sure must have noticed when 
you feel over-tired yet unable to sleep with that song in your head, and recurring 
thoughts.  

If you didn`t know: The HELL conspiracy, it`s existence, is the OLDEST 
conspiracy at the core of all others. 

We have all lived inside this Matrix for 10-20-30 years. They can turn you on or 
off like a light switch, something I can testify about from 20 years of mindless 
torture… 

Is there no cure? But GOD will protect us?!? 

Morgellons polymer fibres can however be dissolved by ingesting 3 drops of 
organic or ¨wild¨ Oregano oil with some Olive Oil carrier oil (Oregano oil is spicy), 
three times a day for two weeks, one week off, and two more weeks, and you 
better look up Borax ( and Vitamin B17 and all the rest)... I won`t go doctor-
mode, but reality is that even if you try a detox, it is next to impossible to get rid 
of Morgellons, which all of you have. I am a member of the targeted individual 
state Morgellons test subject groups at facebook and other places, and we`ve 
been able to cure thousands of Morgellons patients through Borax and Oregano 
oil. I`ve also had great success with coconut oil, combatting the Candida fungi 
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overgrowth, eliminating it completely as Candida (the death fungi that eats you 
when you die) is accompanied by 90% of Morgellons infected people, due to the 
etheric death frequencies it (Morgellons) enhances, the frequencies they use to 
grow Morgellons. Their purpose being to rid you of your soul and kill you. 

Whenever I tell Christians about what I`ve been subject to, they, being tired from 
watching Europe die on the daily news, have no natural fear-response, already 
being apathetic superficial people saying: ¨Oh, don`t focus on the negative! God 
will protect you! Just have faith.¨ 

But neither you nor God`s grace cap stop (death) HAARP`s tiring death 
frequencies of population control, draining the population of their life-force. Nor 
does God stop worldwide chemtrail death-clouds hanging above our cities; 
clouds of dead ether/ negative Orgone (look up Wilhelm Reich regarding Orgone 
and DOR, another name for positive and negative etheric energies). Nor can 
God stop worldwide electronic harassment, 5g waveforms, electronic 
harassment, scalar-waves, or electronic implants. And why would he? When 
we`re not even a true, awakened nor united Church? And ¨don`t forget to take 
your medicine and turn on your daily dose of GOD-TV…¨ Rubbish! 

How do we fight back and win? 

They have scalar-weapons that can melt your molecules in an instant. It`s die or 
die fighting, at least for me… And that`s why I`m writing this book. 

The People`s Army`s goal is to get the attention of all people in all nations, we 
will focus on disclosure of violent atrocities that are very obvious even to a child, 
and incredibly easy to expose like chemtrails, the hushing down of cancer cures, 
the monetary conspiracy and inside jobs etc, distributing the power back to the 
people. The people have the power is what The People`s Army is all 
about. Universal brotherhood in our fraternity. It is not an armed conflict but an 
INFORWAR RENAISSANCE, and I dare say the most important battle in 
humanity`s history… 

Focus on conspiracies that are more evil are more easy to expose. The 
Chemtrail conspiracy is so obvious that a 4-year old could explain it to a doctor at 
a university. 

We will focus on the monetary conspiracy, the Cancer mistreatment conspiracy, 
Chemtrails, Haarp, Morgellons, 5g, that all know politicians lie, that all know that 
Islam is utterly flawed, and the blatant fact that our governments are headed by 
secret SATANIC societies (not Luciferian), and secret police ruled by the global 
SATANIC New World Order of the Jesuits and the SATANIC Illuminati, as 
expressed clearly in for instance Alex Jones documentary on Bohemian Grove, 
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where our PRESIDENTS from all over the world OPENLY sacrifice HUMANS 
before the owl-god Molech to this very SUMMER!!! 

It is an INFOWAR to open your minds to the truth! 
The Illuminati was a historical organization outlawed because of antichristian 
doctrines, and conspiracy to overthrow all nation-states, aiming for world 
dominance. This historical organization was funded by Mayor Amschel 
Rothschild. Are they extinct? No. The Rothschilds now own every world bank 
aside from Cuba`s and North Korea`s. 
YOUR enemy, and humanity`s enemy is very real. SATANISTS (not Luciferians) 
that have organized, have taken over the world through the financial system, 
governments, education, and secret societies like the secret police. 
Nobody can explain the particle-wave duality of quantum physics, because of 
Einsteinian stoner quackedemia believes nothing spiritual exists, everything is 
matter, materialism, and survival of the fittest through their Darwinian antichrist 
ideology. Read more about this in my book ¨The God Reality.¨ There you can 
read about evolutionary creationism and intelligent design through source-field 
bion bio-genesis, my alternative to the idiotic Darwinian hypothesis of ¨evolution 
through random mutation.¨ 
God, and alchemy of the medieval ages is more real than what they teach you at 
school…!!! 
Everything you`ve been taught is a lie, and I know some of the smartest people 
on the planet. 
The People`s Army of the Christians will re-arrange the power-structures and 
distribute TRUTH to the public! 
 

The Evil Illuminati Sabbatean Frankists and Jesuits. 

What people could device such strategies, and what form of bribery could keep 

these disgusting conspiracies hidden from disclosure??? 

Who are behind all current and past world upheavals, including all wars, 

economic tyranny and chemtrail geoengineering? The evil Illuminati Sabbatean 

Frankists and their co-conspirators, the evil Jesuits. It was the antichristian 

antihuman Jesuit misanthropists who first came up with this evil! And they 

disguise themselves in the guise of globalism, politics, finance, the Jewish lobby 

and the Papacy as of today. Corrupt from top to bottom.  

It began with the self acclaimed Turish (Ottoman) Jewish messiah Sabbatai Zevi, 

who gathered half of the Jewish population in Europe (over 1 million) to believe 

he was the messiah in 1666, and to divulge in ¨redemption through sin¨, orgies, 

feasting, no sabbath, no sin, etc, and 100 years later, polish Jew and messiah 
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claimant, Jacob Frank, the self-acclaimed reincarnation of Zevi, took it even 

further into witchcraft, Satanic orgies, pedophilia, even sodomy of young boys, 

anything that was unholy, including satanic sacrifice of animals and humans. His 

followers included the Rothschilds whom he started the Illuminati with. His 

followers were known as Sabbatean Frankists and are the core of evil, with the 

world of today in their grasp, recruiting people they need in their ranks through 

pedophile sex-bribery and other obnoxious activities with people they keep in 

their dungeons. His followers falsely converted to Catholicism (and all other 

religions) to destroy the catholic Church, with the Illuminati end-goal of a Satanic 

and atheistic world religion, where morale is replaced by money, individualism, 

carnality and British Occultist Aleister Crowley`s law of the Thelemic religion ¨do 

what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law¨, basically the law of the jungle, 

where feasting is good, with no restraints nor polarity of good vs evil. Thelema 

stands for ¨will¨ and is an official religion in England and the United States, with 

millions of followers, and million more who secretly profess to Aleister Crowley`s 

inhuman philosophy, that every man is the self-acclaimed prophet and Great 

Beast 666, and every woman is the Great Whore of Babylon, basically the 

religion of the false book of Revelations, and the false history of Egypt. 

And that`s how thin their philosophy is: Sex-addiction, a-theism and 

destructionism. Wanting to ruin the world like a beast just for the joy of being a 

bad-boy who opposes God. Talk about human evolution. 

The Illuminati, their money, and their paedophile slaves. The joy of raping and 

torturing child-trafficked and cloned slaves. That`s all there is to the ¨morale of 

their ranks¨.  

They also have life-extension technologies to live for millennia, like the Enuma 

Elish Kings, confirmed to me face-to-face by members of Nazi UFO Vril Society, 

who claim they can transfer their conscience into cloned bodies, and also into 

robotics, as crazy as it sounds.  

Enter Apocalypse and Ultron from the Marvel universe… And that`s all there is to 

it. If it was not for their ¨new morale¨=¨joy of sinning¨, and escaping death through 

life-extension technologies, there would be no point in a New World/Slave Order 

at all…!!! 

Because Hell is no alternative, not even for a Satanist. Their entire dream has 

rested upon their NWO endgoal where their descendants life glorious eternal 

lives as Gods from outer space. Through life-extension technology through 

cybernetics and transfer of conscience into clones. 
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IDIOTIC! I REBUKE THE SYSTEM AS AN ANARCHIST! Not as an 

ANTICHRIST. Notice anything similar between the two words? ANARCHIST: 

The LAWLESS one we touched upon earlier. I myself want to live in monastic 

village societies. You could say I am an ultra-libertarian (anarcho-capitalist) 

theocrat. It is the Biblical system we will discover in my book: The Kingdom of 

God. Anyways. 

How did the world get so bad?!? 

Because of the Sabbatean Frankist Illuminati who started the French Revolution 

and their conspirators. The ¨trade federation¨ of the German nobility and 

Hanseatic league, our current royal racist scumbags. The original Illuminati ideas 

of fraternal care and world enlightenment have long been forgotten as every 

generation tries to be more evil than the past. Because of the overwhelming evil 

of the Rothschilds and the ¨new Atlantis trade federation¨. The world got so bad 

because God exists, people don`t like God, knowledge is power, and power 

corrupts and is prone to be misused if not distributed to the public...  

Because mankind is inherently good AND evil. 

Because an elitist, Luciferian philosophy of ubermensh, transhumanist 

technocracy established itself with the secret breakthroughs in etheric science in 

Bavaria 1776: The historical Illuminati founded by Jewish Jesuit Adam 

Weishaupt. It`s goals evolved from Perfectibilist world order of liberty, fraternity 

and idealism into death-worship, Rothschildian destruction of rights, nations, 

religions, property, and basically to create a one-world-communistic order ruled 

by money and corporations.  

These are NOT the brothers of The People`s Army, but our ENEMIES OF GOD 

who RUIN our planet, RUIN our welfare and RUIN the balance of the force/ether 

between good and evil. It is time the people took back KNOWLEDGE and 

POWER for themselves, which The People`s Army will accomplish through our 

schools. 

The Illuminati had over 2500 historical members in different MASONIC lodges, 

and societies all across Europe, but was criminalized because of their 

antichristian (Satanic) beliefs, and for conspiracy to undermine nations-states. 

Most of these members where never put to trial, and still run the freemasonic 

lodges, having spread Sabbatean Frankism to all nations.  

The Rothschilds, and over 2000 members were never prosecuted in court and 

continue raping us to death, God damn them. 
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Globalism. War. Poverty. Disease. The Sabbatean Frankist Illuminati is behind 

all of it, and there is proof. Their philosophies are ¨order through chaos¨, ¨all men 

are more inclined to evil than good¨, and ¨make money out of war, disease and 

suffering, etc¨ 

They keep us sick, and poor to make more money from medicine. 

They keep Africa poor. They never solve the conflicts of war and drop CIA 

weapon-crates to ISIS fighters. 

They`ve orchestrated every evil on the planet for at least 300 years, while there 

otherwise would be a high-civilization by now with cures to every disease. 

That`s The People`s Army`s goal. We WILL be victorious. 

You can either fight for those who killed all your rights, culture, freedom, religion, 

culture, borders, ethnicity, and forefathers, or you can fight for humanity, and 

save the world from another 500.000 years of Enuma Elish. They took 

your knowledge; internet, freedom, rights, medicine, and economy to keep you a 

brainwashed, sick, poor slave. They aren`t serious, but you seriously want to 

protect them and your lying career politicians, even when you`ve known they`ve 

lied all your life? 

You have been fooled all your life. 

Why so serious? Your life is a JOKE! This world society is a REALLY BAD 

joke… You`ve been a JOKE all your life! Why so serious about their NWO when 

they themselves laugh at you? Why not march on the streets? 

Are you seriously trying to protect those who seriously try to kill you??? Or are 

you clinging onto the system because you have no alternative system in 

place??? Read my book: The People`s Army`s Revolution by Thomas Eidsaa 

(me, me, me). Are you serious about believing you know the whole story? That 

you know what you need? What if I told you the conspiracy was just the TIP of 

the ice-berg of REALITY. 

Be serious yes, serious MEN. The entire system, all politicians, all our world is a 

joke. And you seriously want to believe their lies, just because your school-

teacher and favourite politician had a serious face.  

You COWARDS and TRAITORS to the human race! And when you first discover 

the truth, you are so dependent upon the system that they easily bribe you. 
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The cultural elite, government, and diverse police are accomplices in Illuminati 

crime. They bribe you with ¨the morale of their ranks¨: Slaughter of everything 

holy; every established order, money, and the ¨joy¨ of raping victims of child-sex-

trafficking, and that`s basically their replacement morale. 

And you want to serve them? Come serve me instead, or rather BE A MAN and 

serve your country, your future generations and yourselves…! 

Millions of children go missing in the USA alone every year, and nobody reports 

on it. And Illuminati members ¨Stina¨ and ¨Malin¨ has personally told me they 

now have cloning facilities where the historical Jesus is cloned from the Shroud 

of Turin blood-stamps. They laugh at Christ, whom is Lucifer, mankind`s best 

friend, while they rape him, they told me. 

Your morale? Destroying high-civilization, beautiful cathedrals of golden ages 

and humanistic concepts replaced by the morale of the jungle: Dog eats dog. 

Was that not what Georg H.W. Bush warned us about in his 1991 NWO speech? 

Conclusion: These Satanists are as un-enlightened as a deluded brainwashed 

materialist can be, and are not allowed to use the term ¨Illuminati/Illuminated¨, 

¨keepers of the world¨, ¨builders of matter¨, ¨priesthood of God/Gods¨ or ¨keepers 

of the balance.¨ 

And one more thing: 

I have been travelling a lot, been a Christian missionary, and have 10 years of 

nightlife experience from Kristiansand Norway: 

Mankind is a spiritual, caring loving and adaptive flock animal that sadly had to 

adapt to a materialist world foreign to human nature, we are NOT inclined to evil, 

the Illuminati won`t be able to excuse themselves, and the Illuminati are basically 

wrong about everything. Materialistic athletes, yes. Human? No. They are 

spiritual idiots. 

That was a quick briefing on ¨what`s at stake¨. We have no time to lose!!! 

Knowledge is power! Power to the people! Protect our villages and alternative 

private school! I hope you do the study yourself and gather families of love and 

light. Time to study and save the world boys! 

The People`s Army is against this SATANIC New World Order and will re-

arrange the dream into a Luciferian one and expose ALL the schemes I already 

mentioned. We will OURSELVES become the Illuminati, ENLIGHTEN EVERY 

PEOPLE through the law of source, love and light, create the New World Order 
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OURSELVES and give POWER TO THE PEOPLE TO CREATE A PARADISE 

OF BROTHERHOOD FOR ALL ETERNITY! 

Where people of different ethnicity and opinion can agree to disagree on the 

common premise of believing in the scientific religion of the Sun: 

The metaphysical law of Source, Love and Light as in my book. 

Humanity vs reptilian demons/aliens? 

Reptilian humanoids (called seraphim in the Bible - which means fiery serpents - 
a race of serpentine humanoids that populated Earth looong ago in the Jurassic 
age) will pretend to be aliens from space - introducing many alien-humanoid 
hybrid species that will interbreed with humanity, and thus ultimately destroy 
mankind as God`s sons, and the salvation work of Christ on the cross. As Satan 
will proclaim to the Lord of the Universe, and set up his throne on Earth, he will 
thus put his throne higher than God.  
This is already set up by people in the New-Age movement like masonic agent 
David Icke with his reptilian bloodline theory, and former (Satanic) Illuminati 
member Zechariah Sitchin who preached Enki (Satan as an alien from space) 
was mankind`s true creator. Icke teach that Earth is hijacked by alien reptilians, 
not fallen angels, who they say are our TRUE creators, and that these reptilians 
is a BLOODLINE while they are in fact ultimately etheric scientists (magicians) 
using ritual magick to transform their bodies. (Which can be done to any person, 
and not only bloodliners.) The (Satanic) Illuminati has had alien technology for 
hundreds of years ago. This is confirmed information from ¨Stina¨, and ¨Malin¨. 
(Satanic) Illuminati members I know, who target me to kill me because I know the 
truth about my descent from the clone of the Turin shroud. Anyways. Why? Why 
go through ALL this trouble? 
Ancient maps, the Mayan Tzolkin calendar, and the GPG shows us that mankind 
has believed the Earth was round in prehistory, not only in recent times, when we 
were ruled by giants, and fallen angels before the flood, as the Bible secretly 
tells. The fallen angels are just repeating world history to recreate Babylon. It’s 
the same old game, and you don`t see it. You would rebel: If you remembered 
your history. Do you think there is no sinister plot??? Why would they go through 
all this trouble of programming us with alien space invaders if there was no 
intention behind it? For those with knowledge, understand. 
An alien invasion is the greatest threat to humanity in history! And NONE of you 
see it! If you don`t repent, believe, and organize revolutionary investigative 
journalists to wake up, and lead the people within 10-15 years: All the future is 
lost. 
The (Satanic) Illuminati reptilians will start by destroying Christianity with Islam, 
and Islam with atheism. New-Age, and Satanism will be the remaining religions. 
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Europe will be long gone. Then they will destroy all language, ethnicities, and 
culture until all are soulless slaves of a post-America global mindset culture. 
The world will become a global communist dictatorship with a one-world religion, 
and a one-world currency: Awaiting the arrival of our Alien creators, or the 
¨Annunaki¨ as has become so popular. 
There are already perhaps a hundred million, if not more who beliefs these 
theories, and awaits this. SATAN will come, proclaiming to be our creator from 
outer space while they are in reality fallen interdimensional beings/angels, and 
not from a distant PLANET! They will have technology to clone their bodies, 
transfer their conscience, and live eternally, while a slave-race of humans will 
serve them, unable to obtain salvation because of the hybridization program that 
has already begun. 
 
They are just repeating world history like the Architect says in the Matrix. 
Mankind invents Gods, becomes the Gods, summon the ancient reptilians, good 
guys destroy the world, sending mankind back to the stone age: Repeat. It is the 
eternal battle between demons and mankind. Good vs evil. The battle is 
RAGING, and humanity has NO organized defence. 
 
Save the Earth from an extra-terrestrial invasion.  

The NWO plan for your future. 

Look back 100 years. Horses with carriages. The British empire and dominating 
Christianity. 
 
2018. Iphones. LGBT. Immigration. Christianity dead. Patriotism dead. Europe is 
dead. Worldwide police state. Surveillance. No freedom of speech. 
 
200 years from now: All ethnicities are mixed, and white Europeans are long 
gone. The Earth suffered terrible fallout, terrible plagues, and alien war. 
Population is down to 500.000.000 or less. The communist state were our 
saviours, but when the galactic war came – we capitulated to the aliens. Global, 
alien, communist dictatorship based in America`s Whitehouse rules the world. All 
of today`s mega-corporations like Monsanto, and every industry has become 
controlled as a part of the communist state which owns, and controls everything: 
Science, and surveys your very life through electronic implants making you a 
slave in your own body. No indigenous cultures exist aside the from the post-
modern, post-America syndrome of your personal subculture. Christianity was 
destroyed by Islam, and Islam was destroyed by Atheism, but are myths long 
gone as we live in the SPACE age where New-Age-Luciferian Satanism, 
paganism (nature worship) and atheistic science are the only accepted religions, 
and Satan resides on Earth as creator of the human race and Lord of the 
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Universe. The only religion that survived outside the war and demographic crisis 
was Hinduist paganism, with Europen natives and European immigrants 
reverting back to paganism after much bloodshed, blaming the war on 
Abrahamism, Luciferianism, Satanism, and Hinduistic New Age. Alien species, 
and hybrid-human species live among us with rights of citizenship, dominated by 
the hyperintelligent Draconians. The family, nation, tribe, identity and morale is 
long gone in a cold police-state where everyone chooses his own subculture 
instead of uniting in tribes. The system is built to support selfishness, to keep the 
human spirit and evolution at bay, dog-eats-dog, and children are owned by the 
state. Satanism is the world religion. 
This might be our future within the next 200-500 years. And according to the 
ancient king`s lists Egypt, and the Babylonian Enuma Elish: The last time alien 
kings ruled Earth, they ruled for over a million years, with some kings reigning for 
over a hundred thousand years. Mankind is perhaps 5-15 years away from 
preventing this global disaster. That might last for 50.000 generations of slave-
humans serving as food for the reptilians. 
Another ALTERNATIVE timeline is the threat of AI. Perhaps it`s not ALIENS, but 
INFINITELY INTELLIGENT ROBOTS that will populate Earth. It`s time you wake 
up. 
There are still a few things I should mention. The Pyramid of Giza is built on the 
centre of earth landmass, and incorporates the mathematics of our orbital 
satellites in the mathematics of its construction, as does the Mayan tzolkin 
calendar as you can read about in ¨The source field investigations.¨ My point is: 
This world was once ruled by Satan who appeared as an alien God from space. 
Yes. I believe in reptilians and shapeshifting. I have seen it myself. This is 
Satan`s plan outlined in the Bible ¨to put his throne higher than God¨ through 
claiming to be ¨lord of the universe.¨ Those with knowledge, understand. 
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Chapter 8: The white horse of Christ must be heavily armed. 

Conclusion: Hell has ruled Earth forever? Heaven has never 

once ruled? 

Now I will get to the point. Wake up. Ok… Jesus persona is the light of the world 

(John 1) with the 12 disciples. God in the middle of the 12 Jewish 

Mazzaroth/Zodiac signs was replaced by the solar-cross sun-symbol Jesus 

surrounded by the 12 apostles. And as my books discover, old-testament and 

new-testament prophecy is astrological in nature, the prophesies being 

interpretations of Ezekiel`s 3 wheels, the Mazzaroth which once was the core of 

Judeo-Christian religion. Mazzaroth comes from the verb Nazar meaning path. 

That is why the cult of Jesus was called Nazarenes, because they were 

astrologers with mystery knowledge not only from Judaism, but with Egyptian 

and far-Eastern mystery knowledge, particularly the teachings of the Buddha.   

When Jesus is always referred to as the Nazarene, the truth is hidden in plain 

sight. The Jewish Talmud although it names 63 Galilean towns knows nothing of 

Nazareth, nor does ANY rabbinic literature. There is no mention of Nazareth in 

roman records, or any record either. The original astro-theologic religion of 

Christianity is revealed: Jesus was the sun of the Mazzaroth, something I have 

seen in almost every Church in Rome, approx. dating from 800 A.D to 1600 A.D. 

I think we visited 30-33 churches. The authors of the gospels, Mark, Mattew, 

Luke and John always represent as the cardinal signs of the Mazzaroth as an 

eagle, a lion, a bull and a man surrounding either the new Jerusalem or Jesus 

with a yellow sun-halo-cross behind his face. 

Alternative archaeology, and the world`s smartest man, Bill Deagle believe 

mankind has been here for not only 6000 years, but 500.000.000, or even 

4.000.000.000 years, and if Heaven could have, or wanted to intervene, and 

established their order, it would be global, and we would already be living under 

it by now, as their order surely would never have disappeared. This is a 

philosophical absolute. A Heavenly intervention can never happen unless we 

manifest it, acting like a true governmental Church, because the only 

philosophically plausible creation is with free will, this is another philosophical 

absolute.  

Imagine Jesus coming without us having prepared, us having given up already, 

laying there soaking, apathetic, and boom! World news: INVASION, but who will 
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replace the system? Are you even schooled in ruling nations??? And then, Jesus 

would have to tell you about: The lies of government and what your world really 

is, and he would have to unite the Church, purify the Church, acting like a 

renegade para-military alternative government system, the ¨Heavenly Kingdom 

of Priests.¨ Why would he, or rather: Why would YOU not be prepared? 

If Earth established a Heavenly, Global Order, it would have never disappeared, 

because with advanced spiritual technology, and life-extension technology 

through knowledge about the Source-Field, it would last eternally 100% certain. 

The freedom of a united people who finally overcame their oppressors would 

guarantee schoolbooks never forgot the evil below, with an all-powerful Church-

state. The breakthroughs in science, the knowledge about the creator as seen 

through sacred geometry, source-field science in nature, and the existence and 

fear of Hell would alone make 100% certain that such a civilization would never 

ever disappear, unless God chose to destroy it. It never would have disappeared 

with the beauty of endless celebration and leisure time, worldwide unity, art, 

concerts, megalithic architecture. Imagine the sacred power of mankind 

unleashed to it`s full potential, shining and levitating spiritual athletes and sages 

healing, teaching and transforming their bodies to light as to disappear and 

reappear at will, like the Early Church fathers and the spiritual athletes of Tibetan 

Buddhism. Sound, scalar frequency cures, and herbal remedies, a world without 

disease, poverty, starvation, with life extension technology, fusion-rector free 

energy (which was discovered in the 70ies google Bill Jenkins radio show) , but 

most importantly: Exploring and admiring creation through antigravity bicycles, 

documentary movies, and having the ability to dedicate 90% of all time to 

enjoyment of the creator`s design, as science once more worships God, with 

only very little work to be done (as most would be automized by robots). All this 

would guarantee 100% certainly that such a global civilization would never 

disappear. Our lives would be never-ending happiness for everyone, and Hell, 

those who kept us imprisoned until mankind arose, will be HATED and feared so 

much, with a strong united consent against rats in a TRUE Church theocracy, led 

by angels in flesh, a Church elected by the people, with full transparency. 

It is very easy to imagine the perfect world, so why have nobody created it 

before?  

The existence of Hell through millions of near death testimonies, the 

multidimensional universe, and the source-field of the Creator is so incredibly 

easy to prove and see all around us, why would anyone want to go from such a 

civilization to a civilization where all burns for all eternity in Hell??? 
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The description above is how the world would have been if I had not been a 

targeted individual. It was the Archangel Gabriel, Michael, and Jesus, Michael 

and Jesus whom I have both SEEN PHYSICALLY, and dream of almost every 

night, that taught me and instructed me to ¨build God`s everlasting kingdom, ¨ but 

the Christians who persecute me put an end to this abovementioned scenario.  

My idea is: Since we cannot make the world unified through equal IQ or blending 

races, we can only make the world unified through equal SPIRITUAL 

IQ/intelligence: 1st century Christian and Buddhist values, with sacredness of 

science in the 21st century. But they try to eliminate polarities by professing they 

don`t exist, which is hard for me to begin disputing: It is sad, very sad that the IQ 

of the population has decreased to such obvious possessive insanity. Some 

things are evidently absolute and working with any scientific model of our 

multiverse, polarities do exist. I discuss this Satanic lie in my book on Jesus. 

We have never had a paradise on Earth, this is our last chance, and Satan has 

ruled since time immemorial.  

If the ancients had knowledge about the Creator`s Beauty in Creation, and 

Majesty in Physics, knowledge about how evil, and how terrible a place Hell is, 

the ancients would have prevented ANY efforts of evil to retake the world. Evil 

would be laughed at, HATED and PERSECUTED as NEVER to return! Once a 

hypothetical civilization overthrows evil, like as if we overthrew the NWO and all 

schoolbooks came to detail their crimes in how they once lied to us all and killed 

billions through war and lack of healthcare to slave bind us forever and rule as 

impostors from outer-space, Satanism would be SO hated, much more than we 

hate Hitler today. Just imagine the strength and unity among Christian 

schoolchildren of such a hypothesized civilization…!!! 

Just study illegal physics, sacred geometry, and the ether.  

IF we ever had a heavenly order on Earth, it would have been high-tech, it would 

have been eternal, and it would have been global. 100% guaranteed. It never 

would have disappeared. For Hell is NO alternative once you know the TRUTH.  

Therefore, we can conclude that HELL has ruled Earth since its beginning. But 

wait. You just said Hell is no alternative, so why would even a Satanist want to 

go to Hell? I will tell you a secret. The ONLY philosophically valid reason to be a 

Satanist is through eternal life on Earth. Now possible through transfer of soul 

into cloned bodies, and I have this information from the head of southern Norway 
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(Satanic) Illuminati herself. This is the end-goal the NWO Satanists have died for 

their future generations to come, their so-called ¨golden age¨ of pre-Abrahamic 

paganism, the new Babylon ruled from non-existing space, with history and 

physics being illusions. I alone, on the world wide web, has warned the Church 

against this final end of all Christianity. 

Another way to eternalize yourself is through cyborg tech etc. This is the ENTIRE 

reason the Illuminati are building the NWO, so their descendants can live 

basically forever and rule as Kings with slaves, because: HELL IS NOT A NICE 

PLACE! 

This is seen in how long the Nephilim Kings lived in the Enuma Elish king`s list. 

Up to 200.000 years! Talk about fooling death! Natural disasters, and a flood 

might have wiped them out though. 

I believe that God can snap his fingers, and create a flood just like that. I do not 

believe that a Heavenly army have or will intrude on Earth. The idea sounds 

ridiculous. But God does miracles, and when did angels physically appear and 

support us? Don`t you know interdimensional physics? I don`t believe angels can 

live on Earth without being bound by its laws. We will get to that.  

No ascended being ever returned. 

None. Not even the Tibetan Buddhists who attained light-body. If any heavenly 

being could manifest and walk around down here, we would have statistics, 

right? But it has not happened. Christ`s second coming is a statistical 

impossibility. And the ¨salvation at the end of the end-times¨ contradict the law of 

synchronicity/manifestation, as Heaven needs an opening, a portal, just as when 

you pray or worship, to intervene. And why would they when there is no true 

Church, the Church is divided, and there is no alternative Christian government 

in place? The white horse of Christ must be heavily armed! It is highly unlikely, 

but reports do exist of Christ manifesting. Was it Christ or just an angel? We 

cannot be sure. Napoleon, Hitler, Stalin, and countless others fulfilled all 

antichrist prophesies to generations past. Millions died, and I don`t think we`ll 

ever see such a war again: Not a single ascended being returned of the millions  

of historical ascended beings, while millions died on Earth. Is it a statistical 

impossibility? Yes. But some still believe it. We are alone. God`s Kingdom is 

within. The true teaching of the 1st century Nazarene Church was lost with the 

institutionalization of the Roman Church and the invention of the Satanic book of 

Revelations, where ¨Jesus is 666¨.  
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Don`t you know Emperor Nero persecuted and killed thousands of Christians??? 

Why? Because of knowledge. Because of truth. To destroy true Christianity. 

That`s when Satan took over, and for 1700 years, Christianity has been the main 

target for Satan with no hope of reclaiming it`s vision of being world dominant. 

Already 1700 years ago, Satan through his Whore of Babylon, had all figured out 

and planned way up to our time. They even started Islam. Check out Alberto 

Rivera. 

A disciple is one who attains masterhood himself. YOU are the hope of his 

Kingdom! YOU are Christ returned! Nobody is coming to save you! Will Jesus 

come again to save an unclean, powerless, scattered bride? Such a ludicrous 

idea of salvation through recreating the apocalypse served their purpose in the 

Napoleonic wars, WW1 and WW2. Not even a single angel appeared. Nor has 

there been any report of corporeal angels who intervened for mankind in history.  

They do appear, even physically, but never stay, never reveal clues or truths, 

and only appear because we live close to God. Is Heaven invading a united 

Church? No? Then Heaven is not invading Earth disarming millions of battle-

engines in a flash war of billion refugees when the Church has no unity or 

governance prepared. What mad nonsense. This because of the law of 

synchronicity and free will: WE manifest Heaven. Can they come? Only when we 

are worthy and act like it, as a united body of believers, like Christ ordered us to. 

Believe me, I`ve met the Christ, not the false Christ, and the only potential 

second coming is Ashtar. Sorry, but that`s cruel reality. 

Was not reality cruel for the 400.000 years we were slaves under the Annunaki? 

And you believe God will destroy all evil positions in the world when there is no 

aware Church government to replace it??? ACT LIKE IT. 

Perhaps the incarnation of God will be born in a different body as Maitreya of 

Aquarius, just like Jesus says: I will be with you to the end of this AGE (of 

Pisces)? Perhaps he`ll magically appear when we have built his kingdom? He 

certainly won`t come the more evil, witless and divided our Church becomes! 

That goes against the concept of manifestation and the true secret teachings of 

¨Heaven on Earth¨. 

Wake up. I urge you to build God`s Kingdom! Forget the Biblical prophesies! The 

more messiahs the better! There has always been messiahs/saviours , and that 
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is good…! You are a disciple. A disciple must graduate and become the master, 

in Jewish tradition. You are worthless. 

The prophesies of the second coming are ancient, misunderstood, out of line, 

Mazzarotic/astrologic in origin, and belong to a totally different age of 

understanding! And the apocalypse scenario has been used over 10 times 

historically where all signs of the times were there! Forget the end-times, and all 

your fear-mongering, war-mongering, nurturing evils of your tyrants! You fear-

monger, read the false book of Revelations, but forget Christ`s teachings: The 

Bible is a book of God instituting his Kingdom/Governance/Church/Israel on 

Earth through YOU, his agent, not through apathetic soaking, worship, 

evangelizing or ¨the more evil it gets, the more I know the Bible is true and that 

Christ is coming soon.¨ The Bible is a simple idea: Heaven on Earth, through 

free-willed humans choosing it themselves! Inter-dimensional physics and 

philosophy! Christ is not coming back and Heaven has never ruled Earth!  

So I say Jesus cannot appear? No, Jesus might appear because he conquered 

the rulers of this time space. I know how he did it, and it`s real. He can however 

NOT manifest physically without resonance – without us manifesting him! That is 

an etheric impossibility!  

The idea that Jesus will come sooner the eviller the world becomes is ridiculous, 

especially with the current state of a divided, unclean bride/Church with no 

government plan, no apologetic plan, or any awareness to anything whatsoever. 

It`s the opposite way around. If we manifest Heavenly order, and governance 

with Christianity as the dominating world religion: Heavenly spirits, or perhaps 

even physical masters, like Jesus, might appear, like with current saints and 

early Church fathers, angels and ascended masters being able to manifest in 

physical form through source-field resonance. But that`s not what we see. In fact: 

In spite of humanity`s 500.000.000 year old age, with millions of ascended 

masters like Jesus, nobody in all recorded history has returned to Earth in the 

physical to stay and re-teach the world and certainly not with an angelic army! 

The physics and philosophical metaphysics of life as a school of free will simply 

doesn`t work that way. God is: No, no, no… 

Every Christian generation has believed they lived in the end times ever since 

Christianity began. But in all the historical calamities, no ascended being ever 

returned. Nor did any angel came to save the millions who died during WW2, and 

I could write an entire book to prove, beyond any doubt, that Hitler was THE 
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antichrist, if he returned, and all Christians would believe it.. In fact: There is not 

a single historical or ancient record of any being returning from the beyond, and 

certainly not in the fashion Christians imagine Jesus will: Conquering this world 

in a day without the Church even being a light to the nations. The institute of 

Noetic sciences has documented over 200.000 cases of Buddhist monks 

transforming into the rainbow body… But none of them ever returned, and 

neither will Christ, who obtained the same spiritual body. 

I believe Revelations to be population control and a forgery by the Vatican, a way 

to install fear, explain wars, politics and natural disasters, while assuring the 

peasant class ¨everything will be solved by a return of Jesus.¨ ¨Wars, famines 

and Earthquakes is because of the Antichrist, and the Antichrist is a sign of the 

soon return of Jesus!¨ That is what all Christians I know believe in, but I fear their 

lack of knowledge will be their downfall. The tribulation period of the antichrist is 

pure unbiblical fantasy, a nightmare the Christians created for themselves 

through their immaginations. Their antichrists are their own thought-form 

creations and won`t usher in a second coming of Jesus, only more Christian 

death. A thoughtform can become a powerful entity. The last Christian will die 

believing Jesus is coming soon, but he won`t. 

There have been thousands of Christ`s during millions of years. Just read The 

Ancient Religion of the Sun – the wisdom bringers and the lost civilization by 

Lara Atwood. Thousands of Christs raising the dead, healing the sick, 

conquering time-space, ascending, and promising to return. Perhaps Jesus, and 

the disciples were bittersweet about Christ`s death, and agreed to impose the 

teaching ¨he would return¨ as a way to gain followers, or perhaps the Bible is just 

a work of fiction? I personally believe Christ rose from the dead, because of 

near-death-experiences, but it is a just question in an age dominated by strict 

religious laws, priests, an age of religious superstition. Perhaps it started in 

relation to the coming astrological age of Aquarius, the completion of the 

Pyramid prophesies (capstone), and the two messiahs of Isaiah, Ben Joseph and 

Ben David, as Jesus certainly was Ben Joseph, and Ben David was yet to come. 

This is safe to assume: That the disciples believed Jesus second coming has to 

happen, or be made to happen, in the Age of Aquarius, ergo the NT prophesies, 

to fulfil OT prophesies about the messiah Ben David. (There are two messiahs in 

Judaism depending, Jesus 1st coming ¨was the 1st one¨, according to Messianic 

Judaism.) 

It is also safe to assume that the very arcane teachings of the Nazarene 

astrologer Christians was lost in time due to Christian persecution by the 
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Romans, replaced by what essentially is our modern view of Christianity, 

although this can be disputed to and through, I rely on alternative history, which I 

will probably not be able to convince you off anyways, but read about Anatoly 

Fomenko if interested. Anatoly proves the book of Revelation was written in the 

16th century as a forgery for population control. 

The false teaching about a coming antichrist ushering in the coming of Jesus is 

the easiest way to explain the evil you do as a state, controlling the masses. It`s 

the oldest trick. True Christianity UTTERLY died out for over 1700 years, and no 

Christ returned, or even told us the truth about the 1st century Christians until we 

invented astrology software in the 21st century. 

False-flag alien attack? 

Remember: Humanity live in an INFINITELY small timeframe where Gods, 

giants, and reptilian overlords are dead. The 2000 years AD are like a drop in the 

ocean, if we look at ancient records, which say the Nephilim Gods reigned over 

us for 500.000 years in pre-history as accounted in the pre-Biblical Babylonian 

creation epic, the Enuma Elish, the Indian vedas, Sumerian stone tablets, 

Egyptian religion, Inca religion, African shamanism and their oral tradition, as 

well as the oral tradition or any other fairytale from any part of the world.  

An intruding species of humanoid aliens must be known to be either genetically 

created, or to have come from higher, or lower dimensions. These fallen angels, 

and Nephilim can`t come live amongst us if we know they`re demons! But if they 

can convince the world that they are extra-terrestrials, or even our creators; then 

they have won, and can populate Earth, interbreed, gradually take over, and 

enslave the human race, taking us back to Babylon and continuing the ancient 

Kings-List. With Christianity loosing their light for the nations, eastern spirituality, 

paganism, and Babylonian/Middle-Eastern mystery religions have taken over: All 

preaching the soon return of our alien space-brothers, our might-be creators, for 

better or worse. I myself am a pessimist and a non-compromise person: If bitter 

Nazi losers created NASA (through operation paperclip) , brought to the US after 

the war, why would they hide the fact our Earth is flat if they had no sinister 

intent, knowing the evil carnality that rules this world??? 

Perhaps the ¨aliens¨/demons never disappeared, but just dug down before the 

flood. Perhaps they needed a (historically short) vacation for only about 10.000 

years to observe humanity and see what God would do before they gradually 

took over again for the zillionth time? You know they are high-tech, underground 
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civilizations? Most UFO observations are indistinguishable from USO`s 

(unidentified submerged object), UFO`s being seen to have underwater 

¨antigravity flight¨ capability. You know the Nazis relocated and are now based in 

Antarctica with underground fusion reactors and agriculture to last millions of 

years as the eye in the moon and sky??? How come all the bad-guys from 

movies appear or meet in/out of a frozen world? I could name at least 10 

mainstream franchises.  

They come from Antarctica. 

Whoever has the technology to populate Antarctica, have the technology to 

secretly govern history, and reign as Gods over mankind… That`s a 

philosophically absolute.  

Of course, they never disappeared. Do you really believe the Vatican-supported 

axis powers of Germany, Japan and Italy disappeared after the war? Poof?  

IF the angels had UFO`S, and knew about the creator, which accounts like the 

Vedas prove, it IS certain they would have dug down somewhere, probably in 

Antarctica, and no, God would not ¨hunt them down¨. Evidence show that the 

Nazis of WW2 sought extra-terrestrial allies, and relocated over 200.000 high-

breed Germans to Antarctica during the final stages of WW2, as documented in 

the book ¨Beyond Science Fiction¨ by Jim Wilhelmson, which I happen to own… 

Jim is a very credible Christian researcher, a former prime member of UFON, 

and well known in all UFO culture.  

Ask yourself: What were the foo-fighters observed during the later stages of 

WW2 if not UFO`S, or the German ¨Die Glocke¨ and ¨Haunebu II¨ UFO`s 

provably developed in (Antarctica by Vatican axis?) during the later stages of the 

war??? 

The Germans made a compromise with Satan, and secretly won the war, 

planned by Vaati. Both sides of the war, and it`s outcome was secretly planned 

by the Vaati, who also started WW1. While WW1 was really just an Illuminati 

operation, WW2 went a bit overboard you might say… Hitler even banned the 

freemasonic lodges, including the one led by my great grandfather in Oslo. But 

ask yourselves this: Why didn`t the Nazi`s reveal all the secrets to the public??? 

They sure revealed A WHOLE LOT, with Hitler speaking publicly about the 

economic conspiracy which ruined Germany in WW1 and it`s economic collapse.  
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Nazi scientists from Germany were relocated to the USA through operation 

Paperclip after the war, and then started NASA, the National Agency for Space 

Aeronautics, as I mentioned. 

To fool everyone with the round-earth lie, and return from Antarctica in UFO`s, 

posing as aliens from outer space…  

Perhaps the occult Luminari Nazis, the Germaic Order, the Thule society which 

started the Nazi party, and the Nazi Gestapo ¨Order of the black sun/stone¨, and 

their Maria Orsic threw us pieces of the puzzle, and perhaps the Nazis DID make 

contact with physical extra-terrestrials or rather ¨demons.¨  

The angels were afraid of God and went underground in Antarctica after the flood 

to observe, and misguide human history to where they could rule once again: 

When all races are intermixed and pagan, in the future: The Aryan Gods will 

appear and recreate new human races, if you were afraid of loosing your 

ethnicity… 

And you have forgotten they were there… ¨But how did God allow!?!¨ Pfft! 

Babycry drinking milk. The fact that Giant Nephilim existed should scare you, and 

wake you up! Just imagine::: GIANTS! Research giant skeletal remain news 

articles and Smithsonian archaeology cover-up. 

For 10.000 years, the fallen angels have waited and let God play his piece, 

seeing if humanity choses freedom, but we won`t. 10.000 years is an 

INFINITELY small time when compared to the 500.000 years the giants reigned 

prior to the flood as described by the glyphs of Goebli Tepe. And they are coming 

back.  

The Nazi party was financed, and run by occultists, and what we today would call 

¨New Agers¨ in that most of them believed in Helena Blavatsky and theosophy, 

which founded the New Age movement. I`m not going to add to this topic, 

because it`s huge. Do your own research. I recommend the videos of Jim 

Wilhelmson on YouTube. 

The Nazis made contact with fallen angelic demons underneath Antarctica, just 

as the Illuminati had planned. It is very likely that the Illuminati already had 

explored the vast continent and settled there, as they developed UFO technology 

thousands of years ago, never having lost their technology (why would they?), 

according to Illuminati headmaster, relative and former friend of mine. 
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The Allied forces sailed to the German Antarctic base under operation Highjump 

in 1947 in what was officially a scientific convoy, but why were there 13 warships 

including an air-carrier with 33 airplanes two years after the war, and why did 

America suffer loss of several airplanes and casualties? Did they fight penguins 

or perhaps the Kraaken???  

A peace agreement was made between Satan`s Illuminati extraterrestrial (Nazi) 

UFO-base in Antarctica and America. The Washington 1952 UFO observation 

was Germany`s final victory. Several UFO`s were seen flying over America`s 

capital in stereotypical German flight formation, signalling the Nazi takeover of 

America and the total surrender of the Jews… The bitter Nazis, now relocated to 

a dead icy world to serve Satan, seeks to destroy all they once loved, having no 

connection to the living, utilizing the Jewish conspiracy of the deceived false 

Jewish religion to destroy all the world including all races. 

Now, I know many nationalists will feel bad and disagree. ¨Nazism isn`t the New 

World Order. ¨ Grow up and do a google search on Nazism. Nazism means New 

Order.  

For they are in reality not Germans nor Nazis anymore. Nobody won the war but 

Satan, just like any war. Keeping your sanity and love for anything but evil would 

be hard, living under an iron leadership as a slave in a world of ice, representing 

Satan at war with the world. Poor slaves and clones… We should really pray for 

them.  

The world is lost for another 500.000 years, judging from historical statistics, or 

why not 1.000.000 years??? Or more? All we can do is manifest Heaven on 

Earth ourselves. I do not pray to the clouds or wandering stars. GO TO HELL 

YOU NAZIS! 

The fallen angel Nazis are coming back. Reporters say the Nazis have UFO 

bases in Antarctica, the Amazon and Andes hillsides. EASILY 100% certain, 

considering they have anti-gravity propulsion. Many Nazis fled to Argentina, and 

research even proves Hitler himself fled there and married. Antarctica, the 

Amazon and hillside of the Andes is the only unpopulated area an extra-

terrestrial presence could hide and build a shadow world empire. 

Why did close to all of the first UFO observers claim to meet Nordic aliens from 

the ¨Pleiades¨? Why did Maria Orsic mention the Pleiades? Many UFO contacts 

EVEN reported Nazi symbols and colours on the UFO`s they saw.  
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But beware. This false second coming isn`t about national-romance and saving 

the homeland, it`s satanic and with one goal only: Eliminating humanity, thus 

eliminating Christ`s redemptive work, taking vengeance after the 666 battleplan, 

and recreating their fallen version of paradise, including new human races. 

Controlling the human spirit, soul and imposing as Gods from outer space…  

Uchiha Madara`s eye of the moon plan. You decide: Evil prevails when good 

men do nothing… Still: I feel the spirit move with benign aliens/angels wherever 

they come from, and pray for the humans living off grid in secret military bases. 

There is true goodness in Jesus, in humanity as well, heroic even, that should be 

nurtured not hated. But I always prepare for the worst, which is why I had to 

become an author, to warn you off the worst, very likely possibility. 

The first Christian Age of Homo Sapiens Sapiens. 

I therefore URGE you to repent! We must do two things to win: Destroy and 

replace the Illuminati religion of atheistic quackademics, and secondly replace 

the monetary system of debt.  

Don`t put your faith in prayer! BUILD his kingdom! Christianity is more about 

science, schooling, and affecting politics than it`s about Sunday-church-service. 

It`s not supposed to be a religious institution! It`s supposed to be the Heavenly 

Kingdom of God!  

For the first time in 500.000 years: We live in the age of Homo Sapiens. The 

giants are dead! But they are coming back VERY soon. I therefore URGE you to 

build his kingdom, FORGET the Magog War, everything you`ve read here, and 

just focus on observational FACTS. What can you do TODAY to change politics, 

a person`s life, and bring about these two abovementioned things??? 

What happened to all those hundreds I`ve seen miraculously healed? Did they 

die? Did they do as scripture tell, and show themselves to the priests? Did they 

pose a threat to Satan`s kingdom of doctors, scientists and lawyers? If I was 

healed: I would tell the world! Do they?  

Christianity has degraded into a happening, entertainment, and showbiz 

Christendom with the front altar replaced by a scene for artists selling emotions. 

Is this the future for western Christianity? The elderly is dying. Are gray-haired, 

and empty chairs in Church-service once every Sunday what Yahweh has for 

Norway? The younger generation is way fewer, and less patriotic.  
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How will the decline in our numbers change if we only sell emotions? Are we not 

called to evangelize? Are we not at war, and are we not to prepare for His 

coming where we will reign as a royal priesthood? We cannot remain a Sunday 

coffee-shop but must organize ourselves as a government – just like any other 

nation must when at war!  

Does Yahweh have a strategy? Do you REALLY believe? Do you REALLY 

believe in preaching the gospel to the ends of the Earth? DO YOU believe in a 

worldwide Church government??? DO YOU? For if not: You are not a Christian. 

For that is what we are here to do, not fear the end-times. And how would Jesus 

return?  

Jehovah`s Witnesses and the Vatican are the only global Christian organizations 

with a government prepared for Christ. And both are Masonic, heretical, and 

have no knowledge about the Mazaroth, the Nazar, the path, as Jesus calls 

himself. Jesus, the way, the truth, and the life. 

Ask yourselves: Do you really expect the King of Heaven to intervene and suffer 

casualties fighting the equally high-tech armament of Satan? And how would he 

do so? Don`t you know that Christianity D.I.E.D (forever) 1700 years ago, when 

all Christians were persecuted and killed aside from their false version? Don`t 

you know this is Satan`s world and that considering he`s been tortured for all 

eternity, he will never sleep until he has dug out every square mile with bunkers, 

chipped all the population, and has a plan B, C, D, etc, should Jesus return or 

anything unexpected happen???   

Satan has been the ruler of this timespace forever, until Jesus came along… He 

intends to keep his position. Will you please be a Christian??? Will you please 

join me and fight him?  

Or do you believe that Jesus will come and do all the fighting for you while you 

did nothing? You believe Jesus will intervene to a bride without leadership, unity, 

strategy, and without any true Christian nation or any true 1st century Church in 

the world? That he will come and fight the enemies you never knew you had just 

because you were sleeping? 

And may I ask you: HOW will this come about with Sunday-church-service, 

emotion-Christianity, and afraid politicians bowing to the monetary-technocratic 

elite??? How are you any better than the NWO if you bow to their money and 

false religion? Why would Jesus save you if you gave up your rights and free will 
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by choice and never ever fought in the war of free-speech? Why would Jesus 

destroy the NWO but not you?  

Because that IS reality. That is the reality now that the state-Churches, and the 

Catholic Church has failed us, and preach carelessness, love, a one-world 

religion, and cultural-Marxism.  

What chance do you have? One in a million? As I already told you. I am sent as 

prophet and apostle. He made me Prophet because he knew he could use only 

me to say things that others would not preach. I have SEEN the ascended Christ! 

That makes me an apostle. You say: Jesus has said there will be a great falling-

away from faith before the second coming. Like the days of Noah.  

I say: There IS no second coming! At least not of the historical Christ! All we can 

bet on is a false messiah in a UFO, and even that might be better than if the 

historical 1st-century Nazarene Christ appeared. Who knows? Perhaps Ashtar is 

a Christian? Perhaps he is a better, more lightfilled performer than I am?  

Or perhaps we should think for OURSELVES, and forget old scriptures that 

prophesied astrological happenings along with mumbo-jumbo that was used to 

control humanity through fear, explaining evil to every generation as ¨just the 

signs of the coming of the antichrist, the end-times and the prelude to the coming 

of Jesus. It will soon be over, have faith, obey, and don`t think or act. Jesus will 

do everything for you. Just have faith.¨ BULLSHIT! Perhaps if humanity relied on 

THEMSELVES through strength, unity, tribe, hippie awareness, peace-and-love, 

and didn`t put their faith in ascended beings, governments and religions, you 

would DESERVE a second coming. Then you would have ACTED like a bride, 

and prepared your lanterns. The entire idea of being a disciple is following the 

master and attaining mastership yourself. Did you? Did you uncover all the 

secrets as I did? Did you fight for, and build His Kingdom in the great war against 

freedom of speech??? Did you expose Islamic genocide of Christians in Africa 

and the Middle-East??? Did you unify the divided Church, create a government, 

and Christianize your friends?  

At least, Jesus would say: There is ONE Christian nation in the world that 

understands the banking tyranny, source-field-physics, alternative archaeology 

and history. We need ONE Christian theocratic nation of a unified, enlightened 

populace, and an ¨intelligent democracy¨ and ¨direct democracy¨ system. Is there 

ONE nation without poverty, starvation, disease, and with cars that run on water?  
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No. All world nations are operated by the Freemasonic lodge, and see Jesus, 

Christians, and freedom as a threat of God. All nations propagate the Illuminati 

lies of all academia (quackademics). Satan is taking NO RISKS with the return of 

Christ. He will make us chose his NWO over Christ so that humanity freely gave 

away ownership from Christ to Satan. He is boiling us slowly.  

And Christ raised me up as prophet face-to-face to tell you this: The second 

coming is a 1 Ben-David, 2 Mazzaroth, and 3 Pyramidal prophecy gone way out 

of context! For if you had learnt to read the signs of the times (Mazzaroth), and 

that the Bible has mystery teachings, you would not have fallen to deception, and 

instead: Taken responsibility and built Christ`s Kingdom YOURSELVES! For all 

historical generations have believed they lived in the end times. Ever since the 

Gutenberg press created the first Bibles.  

You believe there is a tribulation, and a great falling-away from faith before a 

second coming when none of these three are true! You follow the understanding 

of slaves under the Roman Catholic Churc! You`re even behind the Age Jesus 

lived! Follow the LIVING prophets of the LIVING God, and his LIVING 

Mazzaroth! Go back to the 1st century Church and learn to understand the times! 

St. John fooled us all! And Satan`s Vatican played on it!  

Antichrists won`t usher in the second coming. 

We didn`t know what the Bible meant with the second coming because we did 

not have the KNOWLEDGE about the Mazzaroth, and the Great Pyramid! It is 

because of this the devil has led you into dull apathy for an entire age of 2000 

years where every generation believe evil is ok since it`s the end of time which 

will result in Jesus coming! No! The only thing that happens after you believe and 

fulfil your end-times is your END!  

You will fail because you lost the 1st century ministry mystery code to decipher 

the Bible! An imperfect Bible might I add. But God is ever living. How come the 

Old Testament is wrong (about MANY things), but the New Testament is ok? Do 

not trust the OLD word. Trust the LIVING prophets, SCIENCE and TRUTH! Trust 

your own REASON! Jesus second coming is a Mazzaroth, and Pyramidal 

Prophecy! If only you had known!  

That is why Yahweh HAD to raise me up as prophet because only I will be able 

to understand Him and be bold enough to tell the Truth! Truly I tell you: You have 
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heard that the same Jesus will return. That we have won the final victory. That as 

soon as Hell breaks loose, Jesus will come, and fix it.  

The only thing that will happen after all Hell breaks loose (for the 1000th time) is 

the death of Christianity, and Satan`s ultimate victory. (Again, just like in the 

movie the Matrix.) Another reign of the Ennead for another million years!!!  

God has not sent a prophet in a thousand years. That is why I come to you now, 

and I tell you what Jesus told me: You prepare the road to your extinction instead 

of building my (your/our) Kingdom!!!  

You have believed that chaos leads to a miraculous intervention for over 2000 

years! Your leaders played this out and created chaos for every generation. 

World wars came, antichrists ruled, world wars went, and the world ENDED for 

millions! DOOMSDAY! All of Europe was in RUINS after the 2ww. Did a single 

angel appear? Needless to say: An entire ARMY!?!? Nothing happened, it is 

unhistorical, metaphysically impossible, and nothing will happen now either.  

Except this time, it`s serious. For the devil knows he has fooled you to the point 

where you know you`re going extinct but think it`s your final victory.  

Prepare for the false-flag alien invasion. 

Truly I say: You either organize, and build his Kingdom RIGHT NOW, or the 

western world falls into the hands of demons ascending from Hell. Fallen angelic 

serpent Seraphim reptilian, and other races will interbreed with, and slave bind 

humanity. And we`re talking within the next 200 years…  

We are talking reptilian seraphim demons, not aliens from outer space. They will 

act as space-brothers, and get citizenship living next door to you! Forget about 

immigrants! This is a battle where humanity must stand together! They will be 

smarter and keep mankind as a slave race.  

Once the west has fallen, Satan has established his kingdom SO firmly, and so 

organized: No revival, or revolution will stop him. Nor would anyone WANT to 

stop him: For humanity gave up Jesus and their free will freely.  

He has planned this through his Masonic Elite. While the west falls, he has 

nurtured atheism, and new-age in the east as well.  
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Where will you look to. Russia? Africa??? South America???  

MILLIONS of New-Agers await an alien invasion of our creator-Gods from outer 

space. The devil has sown Islam, atheism, and Satanism in the west. Islam will 

take Christianity in the west, and New-Age, Satanism, and atheism will take 

Islam from the east.  

Where will you go? Where will you escape persecution? Our future Christian 

offspring will have no chance of retaining their faith in a future sex-culture of 

carnality, and atheistic science.  

Religion will be blamed for the cause of all wars and be HATED! All will gradually 

embrace New-Age, and a One World Religion. Then Satan will appear as 

Saviour in the clouds to RULE as our creator-God from outer space! Just like he 

reigned in the ancient kings list of the Babylonian Enuma Elish. For 500.000 

years before the flood they reigned! 10 kings only with lifespans proving they had 

the science we have today: Cloning. This will explain the race of giants, and 

hybrids archaeologists try to cover up…  

Infowars. Fight them with truth. 

Satan has monopoly on truth through media, science, history, education etc, 

while the Church has nothing. He has HIS governance already set up. Where is 

YOUR governance? How will you stop a literal devil in control of the UN, EU, 

intelligence agencies, lodges, and all governments? A rotten devil selling 

paedophilia, and ¨enlightenment¨ for protection from police and military?  

You will fight him with knowledge of truth? Ok. Good. And have you organized a 

sacred library of monks, and it`s media outlet? And what will you do when the 

internet is no longer free, and non-conformity, religion, and disobedience is 

punished by law? Naw. That`s no big deal. We`ll survive. We`re just talking of a 

1984 Orwellian state here with a dash of aliens on top. (!!!) Wake up! Demons 

are smarter, better, and have no intention of caring for you. Their war is more 

serious to them than any human war, for they come from fire. Does the state 

care? It will only get worse when THEY are in power! Their goal is a slave race of 

FOOD. They`ve ascended from Hell to EAT your FLESH and STEAL your 

BABIES! 

I am here to tell you a new gospel of love, and light that can unite mankind. For I 

am an apostle – because I have SEEN the RISSEN LORD. I will be hated. I will 
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be stoned – just like they persecuted the prophets before me. That is why He 

made me strong, and bold enough to tell you the truth: Blatantly and stupid.  

You must REBUKE your misunderstanding of what was intended as mystery 

teachings. You must REBUKE your dull, gullible apathy! Jesus is not coming 

back any time soon. His second coming was a reference to the return of the 

Gods in 2012. You see. The Great Pyramid had 144.000 white limestone 

covering stones. And the New Jerusalem is the dimensions of the Great Pyramid 

times 2000. If you have read Revelations, and studied that is... It`s just a cryptic 

book.  

Christ: Heaven`s love faculty for ascension. 

Jesus CAN manifest physically, and we will get to that. But I doubt he ever will. 

Why should he? Has he ever noticeably manifested to lead ever??? Aren`t YOU 

enough!? Don`t be ridiculous! YOU can do what HE can! And he CERTAINLY 

won`t manifest his physical body until you have created his kingdom.  

Ask yourself this. IF Jesus could fly around physically, and organize his world 

takeover: Why did he not do it after his resurrection? And he CERTAINLY would 

have done it in THESE perilous times. And IF he can come, it is probable that he 

can only manifest when WE manifest HIM. I.e when his throne is already built. 

He can`t come when the entire world is hostile to him.  

You see. Jesus might come. But angels cannot enter this realm without falling 

and being bound to the karma/sin/laws of this universe, unless this realm is holy, 

because of free will and schooling being the script of this universe. It is an 

impossibility in etheric physics (the spiritual). If the angels came to us, they would 

be bound by the tests of this world, the demons below and angels above, bound 

to be judged regarding how they solve our crisis: Don`t you think it`s better that 

we wake up rather than begging and soaking without doing anything??? This is a 

spiritual war. We will get no physical help in disarming the devil`s powers in this 

world. Such an idea is LUDICROUS!  

If Heaven could seize control over the evil in this world: We would be living under 

it by now because the world is BILLIONS of years old, and mankind has been 

here for 500 MILLION of years! (According to the (Satanic) Illuminati, and my 

investigations.)  
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I seriously doubt that any of you ever heard from Jesus, and I believe there has 

been no prophet for ages. Why would not God tell you the truth: The Earth is flat 

and ruled by reptilians! It is because of the synchronicity effect between all 

conscience. You can only receive the whole truth when you know a hint of it. 

Then your conscience is able to act like a transmitter and download the correct 

revelation from Heaven. This too, is because of free will: WE ARE CHANGE! 

As of now: Heaven is only a love-faculty facilitating Jesus, and Yahweh`s love to 

us – so we can be transformed through receiving intimacy through Christ. 

Salvation. This is all we can understand for now. The Church is drinking milk, is 

yet untransformed, and certainly not organized, unified, or representing a para-

military heavenly government of priest; ready to take over the moment Jesus 

arrives. Because: THAT would be necessary for your imaginations of a second 

coming to be feasible. 

So, I believe I hear from Jesus? The entity called Jesus is just as much a 

thoughtform of the superconscious of billions of imaginations as much as he is 

one person. Jesus is just the latest software program in Heaven`s matrix. Millions 

report visitations of different-looking Jesus`. These tell of flying with him into 

Heaven`s sea of glass seeing the 4 living creatures, and the seven fires. They 

never realized that the description of Heaven`s 4 living creatures, 7 fires 

(planets) and the sea-of-glass in Revelations is only a metaphor for the 

MAZZAROTH/astrology. The thoughtform entity you call ¨Jesus¨ can only reveal 

to you what you already know. It`s called the Synchronicity Effect: Spiritual 

resonance… You see what you already know with your higher self. 

The Bible IS a flawed work of human beings, as are all things. 

But yes. I believe I hear from the one, and only Jesus. I saw him, and he looked 

just like that painting of Akiane. I have even had visions of mother Mary which 

were really painful… 

Jesus told me that he cannot return unless to a clean bride. He also bestowed 

upon me a St. Peter`s calling. It burrowed deep in my heart, and pained me in a 

good way that eventually brought fruit, but I admit I dismissed much of my calling 

… That`s what HE said, and I will explain it. This is the summary of my important 

message to you: Jesus cannot return until we are victorious, NOT defeated.  

As a prophet of Jesus, I tell you this: Do you have all knowledge of the 

Mazzaroth and the Earth to assume the role as prophet, spiritual governor of the 
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people? Is the Church a lighthouse to the nations? And: Was not the old-

testament prophetic writings half-way, sometimes wrong, simply stupid, a few 

times correct, and could be interpreted as simply pro-Israeli propaganda for 

future military, and religious victory? Was not the Mosaic dietary law proven to be 

wrong???  

A very few prophesies were vaguely prophesying Jesus, but most of them were 

simply confusing, and metaphorical wildshots even to this day. If you were to 

objectively analyse the prophetic writings of the Old Testament: It is all Israeli 

propaganda about the restoration of Israel`s Kingdom, religion, and power at a 

time they were in captivity, as well as being prophetic-astrologic betting-games, 

and unscientific fantasies like ¨the lion will eat grass like the lamb¨.  

I mean: COME ON!!! Judaism was just a springboard for Christianity, which is a 

different religion. Think objectively, not at what God-TV says. Did not Jesus 

break the Mosaic law very clearly? Was he not always at odds with the Jews, 

refuting them and did he not ironically say: God can raise up children of Abraham 

from these rocks, the only JOKE Jesus ever told, comparing Jews to stupid dead 

rocks, their racial importance being of no value: Only bad?  

¨But God still has a plan with the Jews!¨ WHERE!?!? Where is that in the 

Bible?!? Is not the Church the real Israel, not only ¨the spiritual Israel¨, and 

should not we write our own history-Talmud as a off-Biblical continuation of book 

of Acts? But you SLEEP! Hypocrites!  

Jesus came, and something happened that the Jews did not foresee, like an off-

shoot of a much older, true eternal religion. I am sent here as prophet for you to 

open your eyes to what YOU can`t see: If the Old Testament could not foresee 

the New Testament, how can you be so certain about Jesus second coming?  

It is after all: Quite ridiculous, and easily picked apart, and ridiculed from a 21st 

century viewpoint. Especially when we know of the Mazzaroth, and the Great 

Pyramid measurements. Not to mention statistically impossible considering that 

he never has physically led his Church for over 2000 years. Not to mention quite 

possibly impossible through understanding of etheric physics as well as Heaven 

has not established order since 4.000.000.000 + years ago!!! 
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The only hope in a million literal years. 

YOU are the hope. YOU are Jesus – God`s kingdom within. The day you start 

ACTING like his general kingdom`s strategists, you WILL start downloading 

NEW visions, and revelations of what is ACTUALLY going on, and you will WIN 

for HE lives inside YOU, and has CONQUERED DEATH, and the Serpent 

beneath his FEET! 

Mankind had this ONE chance of defeating evil forever. The rulers of this world. 

The demons of Hell, and their giants. The reptilian angelic race of Seraphim. The 

ancient king lists of the Babylonian Enuma Elish, and others tell that prior to ¨the 

flood¨, mankind were ruled by giant Kings for over HALF A MILLION YEARS in 

total, and probably much longer than that!  

But for ONCE between two ETEEERNITIES: Mankind was the dominant species 

in a world rid of giants, and hyperdimensional overlords. It was only a thousand 

years, or two thousand years. The millennium kingdom of Christ in the past. For 

the reptilian overlords are back from Hell: Angry, cannibalizing, and dictating 

world politics.  

If we do not stop them within 10-20 years: The New World Order will be 

complete. Lasting for another half-a-million years if we are to believe statistic 

figures...! That must NOT happen and is why I have fought like a lion for 7 years! 

I, no YOU MUST establish God`s ETERNAL dominion-ship RIGHT_NOW, or 

welcome demons posing as extra-terrestrials, getting citizenship.  

In time: They`ll make humanity a slave-caste race. All could have been averted if 

the Church preached the flat-Earth reality… 

You decide. But if you DO decide the right thing: BURN for it! You are THE 

HOPE between two eternities of hopelessness, and slavery of the human race. A 

TRUE hero! 
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We were fooled before… This will be the 5th ¨Matrix reality¨ ??? 

The fifth ¨root race¨ of the zillionth playout? Satan is experienced. Jesus` and 

ascended masters have appeared thousands of times, and still Satan got away 

with it, and created many false-religious civilizations of control, before they were 

destroyed by either God, natural disasters, or even the fallen angels themselves, 

as according to mudflooders. Satan is experienced.  

What makes you think that Christianity will win this time? What makes you 

believe God will intervene this time when we`ve been here for 500.000.000 years 

and are still not living under his Heavenly Order (that if established, would never 

have disappeared.)  

This is not the first-time mankind has been fooled to believe the Earth was round. 

Ancient astronaut myths, ancient (Piri Peis maps for instance) maps depicting 

Antarctica, ancient carvings, but most importantly: The Pyramid of Giza is built 

after incredibly precise measurements of the so-called orbital satellites and 

contains ALL the important mathematics of our solar-system within its MATRIX! 

We were fooled once before. The pyramid might be way older than 10.000 years. 

Or was it as I believe: Constructed as a memorial of Atlantis AFTER the ¨flood¨ 

as a calendar prophesying 2012, and the return of the evil Gods: The 9 Bolon 

Yukte Ku: When the pyramid`s apex is completed and ¨our (alien) enterprise is 

now a success?¨ I quoted the Great Seal of the United States which was made in 

1776, and ends in 2012 if you count the thirteen levels of the pyramid after the 

Mayan Tzolkin calendar.  

Is the devil playing chess with God – slowly boiling us to avert aggravating God? 

For if God snapped his fingers, we could all turn to dust in an instant, and I can 

prove that. 

We must DEFEAT the New World Order by establishing God`s EVERLASTING 

dominion within 10-20 years. We had this ONE chance between two 

ETERNITIES.  
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The White Horse of Jesus must be well armed… 

How will Jesus be able to return when we are not officially ONE united World-

Church? Without an organized government ready for him? Imagine yourself 

Jesus returning trying to unite us when the entire world hates him, and the 

governments try to kill him… Spending three years in that country, flying off to 

spend two years another place… Trying to get it all together, but the Christian 

Churches are divided, and all governments are ruled by Masons inciting wars, 

pandemics; your imaginations are a mess...  

What`s worse: I told you Satan would go to extreme measures to guarantee he is 

110% certain Christ won`t intervene. Have you heard of chemtrail smartdust 

smart-chips and Morgellons disease??? It is sprayed as an aerosol under the 

market label of ¨future¨ (current) geo-engineering against ¨global warming¨ 

(which isn`t a thing), but has a more sinister purpose: Many scientists, like f.i my 

friend Harry Rhodes, has documented through microscopic images of skin from 

all over the world that 99% of humans today are infected with Morgellons 

disease. The nano-polymer-fibers go into your lung, up through your blood 

stream, grows, attaches inhalable, edible or inserted RFID chips, and attaches to 

your nervous system. Mr Rhodes showed pictures (very graphic) of how the self-

replicating artificially intelligent polymer fibers attach to these microchips, making 

99% of humans living cyborgs. A non-coloured book image would not make it 

justice. Google the Verichip constructed by Hitatchi. 

Satan has control over all education, the media, the money, religion, the military, 

and governments through his Freemasonic lodge. Mankind has willingly 

submitted to his quackademia lies and his mark-of-the-beast system, where all 

will soon be mind-controlled by a UFO-based (satellites don`t exist) artificially 

intelligent computer that is possessed by Satan, to prevent any human from 

attaining salvation, or at least controlling them. I myself was a test subject for this 

extremely advanced continuation of the CIA Mk-Ultra experiments which 

historically happened here in Norway. And now to my point: 

They can turn on and off the voices in my head like a switch. If they can destroy 

me, then they can destroy anyone. I healed the sick, I raised the dead (at 

Hawaii), walked on water, and many photos have been taken when I was in 

nature with God, and I was often too bright for the camera to see my facial 

features. (Literally shining physically like the early Church fathers, or Buddhist 

monks obtaining ascension.) 
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If Jesus threatens with coming to Earth, Satan`s Antarctic Illuminazi UFO-fleet 

has a plan B. They can make every being on the planet go insane by pressing a 

button, killing all humans on Earth by turning them into zombies. Or they can kill 

them with scalar and electromagnetic waves that resonate with the human heart, 

giving all humans immediate stroke very easily, they`ve even built the HAARP 

arrays and 5G net to do it, it`s plausible or rather: Likely. As I often say: Satan 

takes no chances. 

Tests for the immediate human extinction plan is seen through the mass animal 

deaths. It`s etheric weapons busting their hearts, waves that only resonate with a 

certain shape. Birds falling from the sky. Millions of marine lives washing ashore. 

But it`s ALWAYS just one species of bird or fish. They were all tests by the global 

NWO military of Nazi Jewmerricas Sabbatean Frankist Jesuit Illuminati 

Freemasons, if you didn`t know, and phooey does it make a hippie like me 

furious. Harmonic resonance weaponry and scalar weaponry. Google Royal 

Raymond Rife who used a similar technology to cure people from cancer. 

Remember: The Creator originally constructed our physics to be used for 

benevolent purposes, nuclear reactors not nuclear bombs. Love, not rape, etc. 

And boy is it a symbiotic perfection… But military tests killing whole oceans of 

fish blows the lid off my head. Let`s hope they don`t chose us next. 

But with UFO`s and facilities like HAARP, who can be next? Finding the 

frequency of the cells of the human heart, if weaponized, could kill all human 

population in a matter of minutes to hours, hypothetically, and if you don`t believe 

Satan would take it this far, position yourself in Satan`s shoes as a fallen angel 

who almost lost all the world due to the Jesus threat.  

¨If Jesus dares come, I kill most of humanity through scalar weaponry, or turn the 

rest of them into brainless zombies through nano-morgellons. ¨ 

This might very plausibly be our future either Jesus arrives or not. Technology 

and weapons have always proven to be abused, and their selective Antarctican 

philosophies don`t really care more about you than as a battery, banknote, or 

profile of sins stored in the computers of Hell, in the ¨cloud¨. Christians: Leave 

Babylon! Exodus into sustainable village societies. Say: No, no, no to the state. 

At least Revelations got THAT right…! 

Wake up. Be one Holy Bride. Oh wait! You imagine a one-day war where all evil, 

and governments are conquered by LITERAL angels in the flesh fighting a fleshly 

war, however that works historically speaking, disarming Satan`s computers, 
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nukes, evidently killing millions of servants, or taking millions hostage? Taking 

the hostages where? And when did you see an angel do this? Did it happen in 

recent Christian times? Biblical Christian times? (If the Bible is even to be taken 

seriously) Is it statistically possible? (Has it happened before?) Is it scientifically 

possible? And if God wants to do so, why not give hints, small interventions, so 

that people wake up and prepare for his all-out-war against TPTB? Do you know 

the science of etheric physics? I really can`t say I do, but you certainly do, 

indoctrinating billions with superficial belief when they themselves could have 

change the world in one day, had the right people woken up. Did God wake you 

up? Did God tell you about Nazi saucers, clones, human trafficking, HAARP, 

chemtrails, scalar weaponry, vampires, reptilians, giants,  

A Heavenly intervention has never happened and will never happen, because 

the only philosophically plausible creation is with free will. This is OUR world, our 

graduation exam. If not: We would be living under it by now.  

Jesus miiight be able to appear in physical form on Earth because he has 

already ascended and conquered this realm, but the angels cannot, are foreign 

to this realm, or else they would have fought evil long ago. What Jesus is telling 

me is to prepare his kingdom to when the entire world WELCOMES him. THEN 

he can come. When YOU have defeated all evil! When we are a CLEAN bride. 

How can he manifest in this darkness??? 

God has limited himself to his own laws. Do you really think spaceships, or 

levitating supermen with superpowers will appear with fictional abilities to kill 

millions, and enslave billions capturing governments globally in a single day 

making headlines across the world replaced with what??? Soaking 

worshippers??? No! The Israelites were WARRIORS! Are you? 

If it could happen, we would be living under it by now. God, and his angels can 

only intervene spiritually, and not in the physical that I know of. I use common 

sense, philosophy, and look at statistics.  

And even IF angels could take on physical form of ordinary humans to help us, 

like some people claim, then why aren`t they giving us clues, manifesting here 

and there so that we ¨get it¨ and ¨prepare for the BIG event¨??? Hints, guidelines 

or truth??? Why aren`t they pushing us to at least create a Christian free nation-

state, so they at least have a governmental model to go after whence that 

resistance takes over by Jesus intervening? Ironically, that`s exactly what I`ve 

done in my last book (nr 6), the Kingdom of God, writing a new governmental 
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model, but I am a pessimist, which is nothing but being a realist these days. 

Always prepare for the worst. 

These laws might be that angels either CAN`T come physically, or that they can 

come physically, but are never allowed to directly lead mankind, tell us truth, or 

help us with the governance etc. It seems they only act to observe if so. But does 

it matter? Shall I, a debilitated persecuted man help you get on your own feet? 

Can you even stand? Why doesn`t every Church have their own apologetics 

YouTube platform or newsflash webcast regarding the Church`s response 

exposing the evils of mainstream media? Why isn`t the bride united, prepared 

and clean? Oh, because there is no true Church. 

We are not getting help, and our ancestors got no help under WW2 either. I do 

believe Jesus who already overcame the laws of death, time and space through 

magick and ascension can manifest physically. But angels?  

I have never heard of such a story. When did you see an army of angels? Or 

ONE angel??? Surely if such a scenario was possible, there would be evidence 

to support it from Christian testimony. And IF they appeared, it has no 

consequence as they won`t intervene to organize or help us build the Kingdom.  

Do you REALLY believe Heaven will FINALLY organize an assault on Earth after 

4.000.000.000 years to FINALLY establish their order? Are you insane!?! 

Do you imagine Heaven says: ¨Oh! Today is the day we take control over Earth 

after 4 billion years. Mankind never chose us anyways, some countless million 

years of testing gone to waste, but today`s the day, although there`s no united 

Church resistance, light to the nations, or governmental form... But let`s go. 😊 ¨ 

This world is a sad testing facility and will remain so unless ¨the almighty 

suddenly changed his mind after a cup of coffee.¨ If Heaven wanted to, or had 

the possibility to eliminated evil, and taken control over Earth: It SURELY would 

have happened by now. This is a philosophical ABSOLUTE, and if you don`t 

believe it: Remain stupid, or study dimensional etheric physics. I am sent as 

prophet to teach you: Evolve from stone-age superstition, and Mazzaroth 

prophesies, which you don`t understand anyways… 
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YOU are his kingdom within! YOU are Christ! Do not pray to the clouds to make 

excuses for being gullible. You are the ONLY one that can stop the coming reign 

of Satan that will last a million years! You are lucky enough to live between an 

INFINITY of timelines when Earth was NOT ruled by evil! Does not Jesus call 

Satan the ¨Lord of this world?¨ 

Do you not know the 1000-year reign is over, and that you are on your own? Do 

you not know St. John encoded that his prophesies were only astrological? You 

have greater scientific knowledge than the disciples Mazzaroth version of 

science and SHOULD grow up: Two-thousand year old prophesies is not 

something I would be the future existence of western Christian civilization on! 

Get up and take it! Be strict. Be serious. Grow up. Use your head. God gave you 

the world with almost infinite possibilities. 

Heaven won`t intervene: A philosophical absolute. 

This is a philosophical absolute: If Jesus could have returned with an army of 

angels to finally put everlasting control over Earth, any ascended Christ (or 

Heavenly being) in Earth`s 4.000.000.000 years long history would have done it 

by now, and it would never have been defeated. So: Because we don`t live under 

God`s Order through divine beings present on Earth today, we know that an 

extra-terrestrial invasion from Heaven is likely not to happen.  

Don`t tell me there was a perfect, high-tech, Heavenly civilization on Earth that 

just disappeared! When EVIL is exposed, and it will be: EVIL will NEVER come 

back! From this we learn that Heaven has NEVER ruled Earth, and that Satan 

MUST have ruled Earth forever, since if Heaven once had a grasp over Earth: 

They would never have let go, because everybody living under it would have had 

such wonderful lives and technology. They would have HATED evil. 

1. Heaven has never ruled Earth, or else we would be living under it now. 

2. Satan has ruled this Earth from the very beginning. 

3. God, and angels cannot intervene due to spiritual, and/or physical laws. 
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4. Or Heaven does intervene, when Satan has broken the rules, but then 

leave, as humanity has to build God`s Kingdom themselves because of 

the law of ¨free will.¨ The Angels are only told to OBSERVE, and miiight 

only step into very dire circumstances when saints operate very closely 

to build his kingdom, perhaps stepping in when we FULLY manifest 

God`s Kingdom on Earth. 

5. We have been here for millions of years, and doomsday isn`t going to 

happen. 

These should be philosophical absolutes to any intelligent Christian. 

BUT! The early Christians, and Jesus who was just a man believed the Earth to 

be only very young! To them: Doomsday seemed plausible. But it isn`t!  

Repent! Not as Christians, but as MEN! 

Repent! Superstitious belief in doomsday has led to thousands of doomsdays for 

hundreds of generations, and it is ALL the Church`s fault for ¨feeding the 

monster¨. There is LOADS of ¨proof¨ that both Hitler, Napoleon etc were THE 

antichrist, and every respective generation believed it. Now millions think that 

Barrack Obama, Jared Kushner, Donald Trump, or Recep Erdogan is the 

antichrists. My guess is that most of the people I mention here WANTS to be the 

antichrist, and that Christian misinterpretation of the Bible gives them power. 

I therefore come to you as prophet! Repent! You cite the disciples but do nothing 

about the times! Learn to know your OWN times, learn and evolve! The future 

can be anything you want it to be! You don`t have to buy into that doomsday-

new-earth, day-of-the-lord, or end-times fearmongering! We might very well live 

in the end-times of Christianity, and our civilization right before Satan takes over, 

and I believe we do, but that`s not the point!  

Listen to ME! Listen to the LIVING prophets! Open your ears and embrace your 

HERITAGE! Your KNOWLEDGE! Your SCIENCE! Your MEDICINE! Organize, 

and then save the planet. God`s worldwide order MUST be instituted SOON 

through a MASSIVE reformation revival revolution renaissance, or we are LOST 

forever!  
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Listen! Christianity was originally a SCIENCE of the spiritual, the Mazzaroth, and 

science, education, and religion has always been inseparable since Egyptian 

times up til the (Satanic) Illuminati started their own, atheistic, Satanic: 

SCIENTIFIC RELIGION, and it`s LIES.  

It was all good until the universities, and schools came along, and taught us 

NOTHING about Fibonacci, sacred geometry, the source-field, gematria, , and all 

the other topics that PROVE GOD!  

Forget old books with Revelations included. Forget ALL prophesies. I ORDER 

you as prophet. DREAM about your future! Dream about what YOU can do! 

Dream the impossible and the create it! Think realistically but optimistically. Think 

ONLY as an activist about the future. Are you an activist Christian like me, a 

¨protesting protestant¨, or are you a passive Christian? Focus ALL your attention 

to building his Kingdom. Forget the prophesies! But keep the teachings of Jesus, 

the wisdom, and the commandments...! Forget the prophesies, ok?! Too many 

have died and this ¨fear-feeding the 666 heresy monster¨ will be way over the 

Church to control. Will you please prevent Satan in taking complete control? 

Forget the past! Focus on the future and read the signs of the times! Here I tell 

you there are greater scientists, and philosophers wiser than any disciples Jesus 

had! In this technological age. 

WE know the Earth is ancient. The disciples didn`t. Heavenly intervention to 

defeat evil has never happened before. If not, we would be living under it by now.  

Mankind (in its current form) has been around on this Earth for at least 

500.000.000 years according to hidden archaeology. Giant footprints in bedrock 

as old as time when man was bigger, and Earth much smaller. The Earth is 

probably not going to disappear as Revelations tell us. 

Fallen angels and the Lucifer misconception. 

Religious fairy tales of Gods, or fallen angels were in fact myths of when evil tried 

to rule the Earth as Gods from outer space. Much of the demonic presence in 

Hell, and on Earth comes from fallen celestial beings. But it is much more likely 

that most demons come from long-forgotten ages of genetically modified evil 

beings, as this is Satan`s way of recruiting new demons, from terrestrial beings 

artificially created - that existed at some point in Earth`s 4.000.000.000-year 

history. 
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The only support for the theory of fallen celestial beings is the Book of Enoch 

which to me sounds like fantasy. But is plausible (as far as I know) Yet the 

popularized Christian fairy-tale of Lucifer in Isaiah 14:12-16 has NO foundation in 

scripture, is purely astrological in nature, and compares Nebuchadnezzar II`s 

pride to the transit of how Venus is never high above the horizon but is brought 

to Hell.  

It was Dante`s Inferno that popularized the modern INVENTION of Lucifer. The 

original Hebrew text names Venus instead of Lucifer. We ended up with Lucifer 

when Helel Ben Shachar (Translated: Son of the Morning, Hebrew for Venus) 

was translated into Phosphorus (Venus in Greek meaning phos (light) phorus 

(bringer)) , and then translated as Luci feros (Lucifer) in Latin, which is a 

conspiracy. Generally speaking. 

The Bible says Satan masquerades as an angel of light, not that he IS light. 

Lucifer isn`t Satan. Lucifer was a roman God, the male hermaphrodite Venus 

morningstar. It`s a Vatican conspiracy to equate Lucifer with the devil, when early 

Christians worshipped Jesus as Lucifer, and still do today in Catholic masses, as 

Jesus himself says in Revelations 22:16, I am Lucifer, the bright morning-star, 

which in Latin is Lucifer. 

Neither Satan or Lucifer was the serpent in the garden of Eden, that was Enki, 

and your Christian misconception ¨Lucifer¨ never existed, it is a conspiracy to 

turn darkness into light, abusing 2 Corinthians 11:14 ¨Beware! Satan 

masquerades as an angel of light.¨ But the devil Satan is darkness, not light.  

Something terrible has happened because the Church slept! Satan has cloaked 

himself in the guise of Venus, plagiarizing the term to destroy the REAL Lucifer 

(Jesus) and tried to become known as a fallen beautiful angel of light which is 

absolute HERESY! JESUS is Venus the bright Morningstar in Revelations 22:11. 

Not SATAN! Satan is Samael or Set the ancient Semitic or Egyptian God of 

DARKNESS! Not light. Make up your mind: Is Jesus, Lucifer or Satan the light 

and who is the dark???  

And the MADMAN myth that Lucifer was a worshipper, led worship in Heaven 

and fell with one third of the angels fell from Heaven is unbiblical FANTASY! With 

no proof in scripture whatsoever. ¨ Revelations 12:4 doesn`t count. 
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But what of the fallen angels? 

So, the book of Enoch might be true? Are the devils not former terrestrial beings 

of ancient superpowers who chose Hell instead of Heaven? Does it make sense 

that celestial beings can enter into this world, but not to rid this world from 

evil???  

It seems that once a celestial being enters this plane, he/she/it is bound to its 

physical and spiritual laws, and must live perfectly to ascend, or is somehow 

magically ¨cursed by God¨ so they cannot enter Heaven and descend to Hell 

instead. I have NO idea. All I know is that they are either not allowed to interfere 

with human progress, or can`t intervene at all, only as spirits.  

Or perhaps the angels in the book of Enoch DID fall rather recently in Earth`s 

history, perhaps higher dimensional beings do fall, and there has been many falls 

throughout our million years of existence. Perhaps Heaven DOES conduct 

operations on Earth: Erasing every trace of civilization and life. Yes. Many 

believe Michael descended to defeat Lucifer, and the world ruled by the fallen 

angels. Many believe Lucifer fell to defeat the Titans/Tiamat/the chaos 

serpent/the lizard-people (Seraph) after they had become evil, but that Lucifer 

became evil himself after defeating them, having gained lordship of the Earth.  

Why would they destroy evil in a MASSIVE operation, and leave us without 

guidance to die of disease for thousands of years while they observe how we 

strive fighting to create perpetual unity and Heaven on Earth? Is Earth just a 

testing ground for observational experiments? That ALSO does not make sense. 

Why would Heaven be willing to conduct MASSIVE extinction-level events 

(probably with casualties) for the sake of humanity, and then completely 

abandoning us. 

Perhaps it was GOD then who erased the fallen angels with a flood. That is what 

I believe. I believe God can control things magically, and that he doesn`t need 

angelic physical beings to intervene. I believe that when the whole of mankind 

resists the New World Order, we will get spiritual intervention in the form of 

miracles and victories, not in the form physical angels doing the job for us. When 

did that happen? In the Biblical wars???  

Perhaps angels can take physical form, do some good deeds, but if they stay too 

long, they might start sinning, and risk being trapped because of the spiritual 

laws of this realm. Perhaps that`s what happened in the book of Enoch.  
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Extra-biblical, and pre-biblical myths, as well as new-age-science tells us a race 

of humanoid reptilians once evolved into existence a long time ago. These were 

called the Titans in Greece, Tiamat in Sumeria etc. The ancient Gods. They were 

defeated by a race of celestial beings that fell from Heaven (older Gods) and 

created man.  

Man, being a celestial being was protected by God who through snapping his 

fingers, or creating a flood, or by angels intervening in spirit form, magically 

destroyed these fallen angels which in term became known as the ancient Gods. 

The ancient (reptilian) Gods, and the Old (angelic) Gods.  

This story is more believable than angelic intervention, considering that INSANE 

miracles happen in the name of God: 1. Time standing still. 2. People warping 

places. 3. Tsunamis vanishing. 4. Tornadoes vanishing. 5. Food multiplying. 6. 

Limbs growing back. 7 Dead people raised. 8. Airplanes showing up on the radar 

during the Nazi invasion of England that weren`t there physically. It was at the 

national prayer-hour these invisible airplanes appeared. I personally thing God 

just snaps his fingers and messed with their radar a bit. 

Conclusions: 

1 This is Satan`s realm. A prison planet ruled by Saturn, duality and death.  

2. God sees this like a testing ground for experimental observation. God judging 

people in this school of free will, which by any procedure is the only 

philosophically plausible multiverse (reality). 

3. Celestial beings who enter into this realm and sin become bound by it and 

cannot return, there are probably few who would volunteer.  

4. God has no intention of creating paradise Earth unless mankind chooses it 

through free will. (He would have done it by now if it was up to him, not us.)  

5. He will only help us when we are a clean, united bride and have means of 

replacing the world`s leadership and schools of science. (All quackademia.)  

The truth is sometimes stranger than fiction. Which brings us to our last topic. 
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Let`s hope... 

You might have found this book controversial, and it`s far from complete. Even 

though we`ve uncovered many elephants, I still believe in the Christian God. 

Yahweh. But then again. How many names must not God have had through the 

Earth`s 5.000.000-4.000.000.000-year history, judging from ocean-bottom core 

sample dating the expansion of our continents? Still it matters. Why? Because 

God had an intimate blood-covenant relationship to historical people through this 

name, and the Mosaic covenant. He made sure to tell them this is the name he 

wants to go by. 

So, is Heaven going to invade Earth? I don`t know, but I believe. Will Christ 

return to live everlastingly among us? I believe, maybe, but perhaps not. The 

1000-year reign was his Heavenly reign when the graves opened, and the dead 

ancient Israelites rose, and reigned with Him. 

Will we soon have an end-of-time scenario when God either through his angels, 

or through his miracle-might put an end to this heretical world with the snap of his 

fingers as happens after the Magog-Armageddon war in Revelations? VERY 

unlikely. What the Bible describes is the complete end of this entire universe, and 

the creation of a new Earth. The Earth has been here for 4.000.000.000 years 

already so I SERIOUSLY doubt such a doomsday will happen. Nor are we a 

united clean bride as lights to the nations with oil in our lamps and an alternative 

government opposing the current beast system. 

But you never know. I HOPE Yahweh snaps his fingers and sends his etherial 

angels, and I PRAY the Bible comes to pass, if we so have to build the Kingdom 

ourselves, which we should do nonetheless. 

Note: I personally believe Jesus is the Son of God, returning when we are a 

united clean bride. But I would not count it as the 1st option for now. History is 

just a replay of Revelations, and Christ might come very far from now. Seeing 

human pre-history, we live in an infinitely small timeframe after His coming. I 

advocate manifesting his coming by uniting the Church, having watchmen on the 

walls who knows the seasons, and to build his Kingdom, which we should be 

smart enough to do nonetheless.  

That is why I included this last chapter as a pessimist. Our first priority should be 

building God`s Everlasting Kingdom FAST within 10-20 years. Now, that MUST 

happen. 
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Chapter 9: Is Revelations even a Christian book? 

The alternative chronology by Anatoly Fomenko and the research of 

Sylvie Ivanova. 

Everyone knows that Christ is born amongst us. The 1st century Nazarene 

Christians were astrologers, and the Bible has been edited. 

What if I told you that history is the greatest cover-up and the greatest of all 

conspiracy theories?  

Have you ever heard of the mud-flood of the 19th century? What if I told you that 

the controllers of domed Earth who created all religions have reset civilization 

several times in the last 1000 years, and that we are approaching a new reset 

when the blonde race will even be forgotten from history? There is proof to show 

that the Phoenicians are in control of the Earth alongside fallen angels up to the 

5th dimension, and have been so for a very long time.  

What if the book of Revelations could be dated to the  16th century, by Anatoly 

Fomenko, and is a work to frame Christianity and make Jesus the antichrist 666? 

What is what you thought about reality was wrong? What if this world is more like 

a computer-program and what if the Bible was created after a reset of civilization 

by the controllers? Could this explain Ivan Panin’s 7-digit system of 

numerics/gematria in scripture? Could this explain corrupt, seemingly pointless 

elements in the Bible, such as the cross being chi xi stigma 666? Who made the 

Bible and was it edited? What do we really know about history and our reality?  

There is proof to show an alien presence – the length Satan would go to undo 

the character, work, and memory of Jesus, even resetting civilization in the 18th 

century mudflood for the completion of his antichrist plan.  

Now don`t get me wrong. I`m not your regular mud-flooder, and it`s not really 

about mud: It`s more about the technology and civilizations the mud destroyed, 

something Sylvie Ivanova has a YouTube channel called ¨newearth¨ about, 

having made the best 26 episode long documentary on mankind`s TRUE history 
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available anywhere on the planet, based on Russian mathematician Anatoly 

Fomenko`s 22 books on New Chronology and her own extensive research at her 

website, www.megaliths.org Here is the 26 episode documentary I finished 

watching yesterday. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bk-

o42NNQm4&list=PLJk0yT4erxuRcCMBujshjWZ-KNAHAWCx6&index=1 

Here is my playlist for all other important topics concerning this age: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIwCcxviHTNkCJEJGm5IUym1

1ngjBxqxc 

You certainly didn’t learn that at school! 

But before you embark on the greatest of all conspiracies, I recommend 

researching at the only alternative history forum, www.stolenhistory.org , 

including the topic of the mysterious mudflood/mud-rain; regular resets of human 

civilization by the lesser celestial controllers of this Matrix. At the forum, you will 

find posts about REAL history, Great Tartary – the Empire of Rus, the European 

Reformation wars, and the ¨pious fraud¨ of the Catholic monks who re-wrote the 

Bible, adding Revelations. You will find irrefutable proof the chronology of world 

empires was re-written after a reset of civilization, by Joseph Scalliger, even 

inventing 1000 false years by changing the calendar! 1000 years that never 

existed! Although Sir Isaac Newton wrote “The Chronology of ancient kingdoms 

amended.”  

What if I told you that the Bible, the Jewish history, alphabet, the Greeks and the 

Romans was invented and introduced after a reset, in response to Jesus Christ 

who lived not 2000, but 1000 years ago, who was not a Jew, but actually a Slav 

who spoke Etruscan/Slavic??? What if I told you the controllers did this to 

destroy the peaceful Great Tartarian Empire/Empire of Rus, ending civilized 

Slavic Eurasian dominance over the world, to start a New World Order and 

pervert Christianity, all in fear and response of Jesus? And that the stage has 

been set to destroy Christ’s second coming ever since he arrived?  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIwCcxviHTNkCJEJGm5IUym11ngjBxqxc
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIwCcxviHTNkCJEJGm5IUym11ngjBxqxc
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A New World Order based on the invented civilization of the Judeo-Christian 

Greek-Romans. I also compiled the best (as of today) mud-flood, reset, and 

alternative history videos in this playlist, many of which are second range 

productions, while others are scholarly and factually based. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIwCcxviHTNmyQL6cpHLxz6ktEowxIFCa 

You will have to research for yourself. 

Alternative history, the idea of a flat-Earth, resets by the controller (Elohim), and 

massive geo-engineering by them, as in the mudflood, are an upcoming branch 

of what would easily be seen as fringe, even by conspiracy-reality related 

groups. But unplug from the Matrix a moment. Put all your beliefs on the shelf for 

a week, study the topic of alternative history, the mud-flood reset, and re-

evaluate your reality afterwards. 

The work of Anatoly Fomenko is supported by the top world Chess player, 

Russian Gary Kasparov and many others, including myself, although: 

This is the only book in which I mention this topic. Why? Because it necessary to 

explain why and how the book of Revelations is apocryphal, made to destroy 

Christianity. Could you ever imagine a pious old man like St.John writing in 

capital letters: BABYLON THE GREAT? It doesn’t make sense! Why would the 

Bible, a Christian book, exclaim that an evil vampire Lillith is “GREAT!” with the 

only capital letters in the entire Bible? 

If you study real history, not that which is taught by quackademics, it points to 

human origins as Aryan, particularly blonde, our world being a Slavic civilization 

and/or ¨Nordic/Caucasian/Aryan¨ in origin, with a ¨Roman-medieval¨ cover up of 

Tartarian architecture greater than that of the flat Earth. The greatest conspiracy 

is that of covering up the world`s true history. 

These extinct Slavs, blondes, redheads, dwarves, fairies, peaceful giants, and 

people with blue skin, came as a remnant and called themselves the ¨scattered 

ones/the Russia¨ as translated from Slavic. Russia means “the scattered ones” 

and were the human survivors of the Noahic flood which happened 3113 years 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIwCcxviHTNmyQL6cpHLxz6ktEowxIFCa
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ago, not the Nephilim. Their calendar, still in use around Russia, is the same as 

the Jewish one, and points to an earlier reset than the flood: Our current 

humanity, that is; cultured human beginnings, is about 7000 years old.  

¨Roman¨ architecture, which was originally Tartarian, most of which is in Turkey, 

not in Rome, and from North America to China, albeit ruined by 500 years of 

controlled demolition, is proof of a global coherent culture whose controlled 

downfall 200 years ago, was necessary for the rise of quackademia. Scalar 

weapons, airplanes, tanks, helicopters, giants, atmospheric ¨Tesla¨ electricity 

already 200 years ago, megalithic building techniques and true sciences based 

on alchemy and the ETHER were part of the reasons why the controllers, the 

syndicate trade-federation, called ¨the New Atlantis¨, profited from the final 

downfall of this worldwide Empire of Great Tartary (TartARYA), where the 

Caucasian Khans of Tartary ruled. There never was a mongol Empire, the Great 

Khan translates as Genghis Khan whom in historical books and depictions was a 

blonde or redhead Tartarian Empire, depending on sources. 

Blonde and redhead mummies, coherent depictions, with coherent burial and 

daily life culture are found from south-America to China, the ¨unreadable¨ 

Etruscan (early ¨Roman¨) alphabet that covers all the Mediterrenean before reset 

start of “Rome”, is readable by any Slavic-speaking person, the mameluke 

Egyptians were blonde Slavs, Genghis Khan was the blonde or redheaded 

Emperor of Tartary, (who was not a Mongol, but a Slav), Napoleon fought Tartary 

along with the Russian Romanovs as proven by artefacts, coins and historical 

depictions… Napoleon worked for the Sabbatean Frankists, he also destroyed 

the last true Egyptians, the Mameluke dynasty in Egypt and all Egyptian 

architecture, sending it back 2000-4000 years in history, when Egypt was in 

reality in it’s golden age up to the mudflood, which made fertile Egypt into a 

desert, with sand burying all cities. Napoleon told his soldiers to fire at the head 

of the Sphinx. In this way, they violated and destroyed all Egyptian architecture. 

The current Egyptian alphabet is mistranslation on purpose. Egypt was Christian, 

the real Christianity, with Osiris being Jesus and the hieroglyphs of e.g Karnak 

telling literal stories straight out of the Bible. 
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Asians and negroes appear in North America, South America, and New-Zealand, 

with established Christianity and great majestic “Roman”/Tartarian architecture 

prior to the colonization era, as they were part of Great Tartary.  

The only Slavic remnant surrounding the Mediterranean is the Berber/Barbar 

tribe of north Africa who still hold onto their Slavic culture of cloths, a Caucasian 

tribe who are fighting for their independence, some of whom are still blondes part 

of Russia, “the survivor culture.” 

The New World Order began with the Phoenician inventing Judeo-Christianity 

and Jewish history, continuing through Rome, through Europe, and was already 

planned out and finalized as the world today; already 1000 years ago, albeit they 

made it even worse than planned, as it was finalized 500 years ago that Satan, 

not Jesus Lucifer, should be the God of the NWO, after the Reformation wars 

and the Illuminati, started by the Catholics, the reformation wars killing 1/3rd of 

Christian Europe, as the Papacy, their edited version of the Bible, the book of 

Revelation, and the papacy’s history was invented at that time, all to destroy 

Christ’s second coming and the golden age of Tartarian civilization.by the 

invention of the heliocentric model and the colonization era, (E.g Cortes the 

Spanish Conquistador general and his massacre) a collaboration of all Catholic 

Christian European elites to destroy Aryan survivors, the Tartarian empire, the 

African cultures, the Asian cultures, all worldwide countries, with planned, staged 

history: Massacres like the Bolshevik Gulag, which targeted the educated, the 

beautiful and the blonde Russians, exterminating all of them. 90% of the KGB in 

Ukraine were Jews, Jewish Sabbatean Frankists, of course. 

These ¨Russia/scattered ones¨ whom were introduced by the Elohim/Angels as 

in the story of Adam and Eva, and populated the world after a very real 

catastrophe about 7000 years ago, giving rise to the Jewish/Phoenician and 

Russian calendar, popularly called the fall of Atlantis, which was actually not an 

Island, but a civilization that fell, was needless to say the enemy of the NWO 

political narrative of cultural-Marxism, invented Abrahamism and globalism. After 

endless, peaceful domination by the peaceful loving blondes, the Tartars, with 

the exception of Genghis Khan, whom understandably fought against the NWO, 

the western Satanists of Christianity that destroyed all cultures, true science and 

God’s green world, with the help of the lesser angels, finally buried mankind’s 
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peaceful historical greatness with great natural catastrophes using alien 

technology as enemies of Jesus, the mudflood of the 16th and 19th century, to 

bury true civilization, burying our history, introducing stupid new people without 

magical properties and a new model of science and history, e.g the heliocentric 

model and particle physics, with a version of history: Wars. Endless wars, while 

in reality: The world was mostly peaceful, global and united with in many ways: 

More advanced technology than we have today, ever after the Noahic flood.  

Anatoly Fomenko proves that Joseph Scaliger, the chronologist, rewrote history 

for the pope, purposefully inventing 1000 years, converting the ¨i¨ for ¨Iesus¨ to a 

¨1¨, so that the dates of ancient coins where it says i656 would by historians 

today be read as 1656. Scaliger was a French Jesuit whose father was named 

Julius Caesar, as they both invented new calendars. Scaliger invented the Julian 

calendar, named after his father. The Gregorian calendar of BC (before Christ) 

and A.D (anno domine/In the year of our Lord) was declared the new worldwide 

calendar by pope Gregory 13th in 1582. 

History was never really written until after Jesus, when the evil watchers became 

desperate, fearing final judgement, having been given time and rights by God, 

thus creating a false Bible after a reset, planning to literally enslave the world, 

planning history and inventing prior history with lots of tribal cavemen monkeys 

invaded by aliens from space.  

But in reality, there was little to no war ever, with the exceptions of a few 

Necromancers who sometimes led armies of the undead, according to pre-reset 

books like “The Journeys of Noah into Europe”. In real history: People lived their 

lives, trading without war or care, under the Empire of Rus, with herbal remedies 

and etheric technology, ruled by the Tartarians/Targaryans, according to history 

as presented by Anatoly Fomenko and Sylvie Ivanova, Genghis meaning only 

¨great¨, as any of the emperors of Great Tartary, with the story about Mongolian 

horseriders completely invented, Mongolia having only 20.000 citizens only 100 

years ago, who knew nothing of a Genghis Khan. 

It was in fact the blonde-redhaired Slavic people from the river Volga, who 

dominated all world history and created all civilization, including the Vedic, the 

Christian, the Egyptian and the South American civilizations, all based from 
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Great Tartary. The so-called unreadable ancient early-Roman Etruscan alphabet 

in Jerusalem and everywhere else, dating from the time of the REAL Jesus, the 

Slavic Jesus, can be read by any Slavic person today, as both the Greeks, and 

Etruscan/early Romans, etc, were Caucasian Slavs, dominated by the Russia, 

the survivors of Atlantis, the “motherland”, a term that ironically has survived the 

time, as Russia is truly the mother of all human civilization. 

Anatoly Fomenko proves with mathematics that the Biblical and historical 

Kingdoms of the dark ages – ancient times, were invented. He proved this by 

math, mapping what he called ¨phantom dynasties¨, dynasties made up for us to 

believe our civilization is Judeo-Roman and not Slavic, giving power to the 

Satanic European ¨New Atlantis trade federation¨ / the New World Order planned 

with the Phoenician invention of Abrahamic literature, enforced since the 

15/500`s, which ended in the carpet bombing and mud-flooding of Great Tartary 

in the 19th century, the last stronghold of humanity, an empire bigger than Russia 

once.  

Anatoly Fomenko`s works, if you google ¨New Chronology phantom dynasties¨ 

proves with 1000000-1 that the Kings, stories and Kingdoms of Judah and Israel 

never existed, the new and old testament being only fictional, written at the same 

time by a supercomputer. And Slavic language (Etruscan) is found all over 

Jerusalem, and the Mediterranean. No early popes, no Earth history, only a little 

part of Roman history, and Greek culture ever existed (in the form we learn 

today), Rome emerging in the late middle ages, as there never was a Biblical 

Jesus, Pilate, a Herod, or a temple of Solomon. Further proof that the Greek-

Roman and Hebrew/Aramaic language and history was invented by a 

supercomputer/the writing of the Bible after a reset, comes with the 

unexplainable 7-digit numeric code of gematria found throughout the entire new 

and old testament, as discovered by Ivan Panin. An impossibility. Impossible, 

God/Source simply does not work that way. The Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew and 

Akkadian alphabet was invented and has very similar roots, so-called paleo-

Hebrew. Ivan Panin’s numerics in scripture are simply not explainable, and with 

the proof even more massive civilization resets in very recent times, I have 

reached that absolute conclusion. Scientists from Harvard University tried to 

duplicate a few sentenced of Genesis 1 with the same Gematria, but could not 

accomplish doing so in any language, not even with computers. There is a 
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possibility of an alien presence, whom I call the fallen angels, but if they made 

paleo Hebrew and history with the intention to create the Bible thousands of 

years later, then we are talking about a Matrix simulation, a false reality so 

incomprehensibly complex that every ant-step of history must be carefully 

maneuverer. I will leave you to study this and draw your own conclusions. 

How can this be true? How could the peasant class not notice they added 1000 

years by gradually making the i into a 1? Look at late medieval coins and dates. 

Look at maps. The mudflood alternative history is not a hypothesis, it`s an 

irrefutable scientific fact. Most great cities in the world, from Russia to Paris to 

England to America were buried in up to 25 meters of mud (in the case of ¨the 

hole in Paris¨), but we don`t know how. Some theorize there were several 

mudfloods, one also in the 1600`s, which I too have come to believe. And why do 

the sculls in the catacombs of Paris show no sign of discoloration or decay? The 

skeletons/sculls must have been boiled and/or the flesh removed in some way. 6 

million unfortunate souls are buried there. May they rest in peace.  

Is it a sick post-reset joke? 

From studying Edgar Cayce and my own lucid dreams, having been to the 

Akashic records in the 5th heaven, I conclude that the controllers are fallen 

angels based lower than the 5th heaven, the library Akashic records, which was 

shown to me, is heaven’s record of all that happens in the lesser dimensions, a 

place of incredible technology and computers of a more archaic sacred kind, 

where you can literally walk through the walls and enter into any memory, scene 

or time in world history. I was shown my role as an Egyptian abord the spaceship 

of a watcher, some time after the flood, as I know I was incarnate at that time, 

Christ and his bunch being an ancient Egyptian priesthood of absolute holy 

dedication to the human race.  

As an ancient seer, the heir, and an ascended master, I fully remember world 

history and can go as far back in time as I want, whenever in my lucid dreams, 

going to Heaven or to Hell, by the power of Jesus, if I want to.  
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The watchers, now desperate and loosing power, are now based in Antarctica 

and underground bases, desperately using their technological advancement, 

further adding to their sins through the cybersatan Matrix reality control of our 

minds we covered earlier, not just dimensional control, but control of our bodies 

etheric fields and the very neurons in our brains, technology beyond our 

imaginations, fooling us with the Bible, and plagiarizing the Slavic Pharaoh Osiris 

Jesus into a Greek-Roman pallet of history.  

From Angkor Wat, where the original furniture is still visible, and the fast-growing 

trees only became a serious problem the last 10 years, contrary to history, all the 

way to the ruins of Egypt: All so-called “ruins” in the world, the world of Tartary, 

were all shining until 500-200+ years ago, and Columbus never discovered 

America, where early maps and explorer diaries tell of marvellous Roman-style 

cities, with aqueducts standing til this day. Pagan Egypt never existed and the 

hieroglyphs told stories of the Bible, before a false Egyptian alphabet was 

introduced after much falsification effort. 

The science of the Yellow cap Tibbetan Buddhist and Egyptian lightworkers, the 

school of the prophets, where alchemy, science and magick was united, sacred, 

guarded under the God’s priesthood, and men used alchemy of wisdom, light 

and love, to transform their bodies into light and ascend, was dead by the 16th 

century, replaced by alchemy of death where man now transforms their poor 

bodies into werewolves, vampires, dragons and wraiths. Worship of Satan was 

banned through all Egyptian history, the entire world worshipped the sun, and 

now, the true religion, science, magick, it’s knowledge and it’s priesthood is 

gone, without a single sun-temple anywhere in the world. Only mine and a few 

other books remain to lead humanity back to the true path, tao, dharma, the 

religion of the 1st century Nazarene Christians. 

The west were basically slaves to the great Russian horde, known as the ¨golden 

horde¨, as all describe their horsemen as blonde/golden. Through allying with the 

fallen angels, the west won the war and destroyed all high-culture, all true 

science and the white race, the blonde Slavs, the chosen people of the Sun, 

whose language, culture and religion was that of Jesus, their messiah, although 

he was a Semite/Egyptian by appearance, much like that painting of Akiane.  
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The official mudflood alternative history narrative is that there was a conspiracy 

between Rome and the Phoenicians/Jews as Benedictine monks started 

rewriting history in the i100-i200 century (900 years ago), copying ancient texts 

into something completely new, with the original texts always conveniently lost in 

church-fires. Today, we have not a single reliable text older than 400-500 years, 

and although these texts claim they`re copies of older texts, all texts admit to 

¨adopting history to the most recent opinion,¨ the Pope`s opinion. Supposedly the 

only ancient texts we have, like the Nag Hammadi and Dead-Sea scrolls, etc, are 

certainly fake. There are no old Bibles or old Qurans in the world, both having 

been re-written many times. There is no cemetery older than 200 years 

anywhere in the world, only Jewish ones, because they follow a different 

calendar, as the reset destroyed all traces of the old i/iesus calendar system, 

adding 1000 years to history. We advanced technology and electricity, tanks, 

helicopters, airplanes and nuclear bombs at the time of the Napoleon wars. 

But alternative history proponents of a gradual conspiracy to overthrow Tartary 

don’t know about the impossible Bible and it’s impossible wars, dynasties, and 7-

digit numerics as discovered by Ivan Panin. There definitely was a reset or at 

least a MASSIVE, and by that I mean MASSIVE elite conspiracy to create a 

strong anti-Tartarian identity in Rome through introducing fictious religions, 

perverting the true Slavic Jesus and the false Jewish history: That modern 

civilization is Judeo-Christian Greco-Roman and not Russian.  

Jesus was a composite figure of astrotheology, and Christianity a re-adoptation 

of the old, true religion in a new guise, having elements of astrotheology, 

Buddhism, and a true doctrine of God, spirit, law, ascension and our multiverse. 

7 being the holiest number, one might believe the super-computer Romans tried 

their very best, with a pure heart: To create the ultimate religious path to 

ascension, albeit a false history, a foundation which they might have intended to 

build a world empire on before they became corrupted by their shadow-religion, 

the weight of their own sin, realizing it was only Satanic, and made Satan, not 

Lucifer the God of the NWO, the Catholics cleverly turning the name of the 

Morningstar Jesus into Satan, who is the opposite, darkness.  

For all we know, Jesus might be the true name of the true God of the 

survivors/Slavs. Jesus might very well be God himself , as in Zeus, Jesus 
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meaning “healing Zeus and “hail Zeus” in Latin, or a figure from Egyptian Great 

Tartary prior to the timeline of the Bible. 

Then we have the theory that Jesus was a messiah, became God, and that his 

followers, after his ascension, followed his plan for world history, to create a false 

pre-history, and conduct his plan for world domination, destroying Tartary, but if if 

Tartary was evil, then why didn’t they enslave the world? Look at the megaliths of 

the Khmer dynasty! They built channels better than anything we can build today! 

Surely, they would have responded after knowing the threat from Rome, they 

worshipped Kali and Shiva, but why didn’t they?  

Even if Jesus started a cult rewriting history, creating an imperial western identity 

to overthrow the old world order of Tartary, it is impossible that Jesus followers 

would have wanted to destroy all cultures. All races? All technology? All truth? 

Was there a “fall from grace” in Rome, which led to the Reformation wars, 

whereafter, the plan changed? But then; who are their alien allies? Are they alien 

at all, or simply the Phoenicians or Rome? Were they active during Christ’s life, 

was there a reset at his age, a reset to introduce the Greco-Roman-Judeo-

Christian identity, or was it just a conspiracy the entire west agreed upon like 

“let’s make a name for ourselves boys!” Impossible. The controllers and resets 

are definitely done by one-and-the-same, the bad guys, the resets were EVIL! 

Billions of innocent Christian lives have been lost through the ages. Or is it 

possible that the divine conspiracy, Christianity, started out good, with good alien 

powers, but that those powers became evil following a different, Satanic path 

after the Reformation wars? 

Many have seen Jesus in his ascended form, physically, with pierced hands. 

There certainly was a Jesus, there is always truth behind the myth. Or perhaps 

these visions are just a part of God’s evil game? Conclusion: The Elohim are 

certainly playing God’s game: This testing ground is certainly a game. Why a 

game? Because there seems to be no “ten commandments” for the controllers. 

It’s certainly a Matrix and a game, with Jesus being a fictional character.  

The purpose of inverting, perverting, and destroying history, cosmology and 

science with replacement of false ones, adding 1000 artificial years to our 

calendar, as done by the Jesuits, Benedictine monks, and Joseph Scallinger, as 
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seen today, deceiving humanity to think that peaceful, global high-tech 

civilizations never existed, and that there has always been war, killing billions of 

the most beautiful peaceful blondes through resets of civilization, burying their 

entire cities in mud like a sick joke is evil.  

The truth is that mankind prospered and built Tartarian (¨Roman¨) megalithic 

structures from Japan to North and South America (prior to Columbus) , which 

we cannot replicate today, with ¨etheric/atmospheric electricity up until only 100 

years ago. There certainly exists an evil alien elite walking among us, and they 

are organized, probably having been here forever. Today, we call them “The 

Illuminati.” 

And if any of these peaceful Eastern civilizations, vassal-states of the Tartarian 

Empire, like the Khmer Dynasty that made Angkor Wat ever wanted world 

domination, we would be speaking their language now, but the 

Phoenicians/Jews, with their occult sorcery, conquered the world through black 

magick. Look at the level of technology and the giant doors, giant books, and 

giant skeletal remains all over the world. IF the giants of Tartary would have 

wanted world domination, they certainly would have succeeded. Perhaps they 

DID fight? But since the controllers were on the Jesuit side, they lost. 

Do you really believe it`s natural human behaviour to war other nations regularly 

every 30-40 years, as false European history and false Bible stories tells us? 

1000.000 Ethiopians dying in Israel, according to the Bible? Why? For what 

reason? How did they get there? Solomon having 1000 wives? The Talmud 

telling of how Rome killed 16 million Jewish infants? These fabrications of war, 

fabrications of false science, and all others, are to make us dependent on the 

state for protection, materialistic, predatorial and individualistic: Caught in an 

everlasting illusion. ¨Survival of the fittest.¨ 
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Fomenko: Revelations is the NWO battleplan written by the 

Vatican about 500 years ago? 

Fomenko proves with his astrological dating, his new chronology, and through 

his doctoral research that the book of Revelations is far from authentic, only 500 

years old. His documentary, proving the New Jerusalem to be a description of 

the Moscow Kremlin, which you can see freely online; suggests that the Slavic 

Jesus of his proposed Slavic Christianity was always a Slav/Aryan. Furthermore: 

Jesus’ Mazzaroth astrological birth-tale of the gospels, which I cover in my book, 

coincides with the astrology of Revelations, (a book which Anatoly Fomenko 

proved was created by monks in the 16-17th century, and Rev. 12 has Jesus 

astrological birthdate, 19.08.01 BC, proven by Mazzaroth astrology as 

discovered by Alan Tat, sending Jesus back over 1000 years before he ever 

existed, proving that the gospels (story about Christ`s birth) were ALSO edited at 

around the time of the creation of Revelations, discrediting the entire Bible EVEN 

more, as the story of Christ had to coincide with Joseph Scalliger`s false history 

chronology, sending Christ 1000 years back in time.  

Revelations is a book for population control, to incite fear and incite Satanism, 

their plan of a one-world monetary New World Order, their religion of the dragon 

whore and beast, the idea of ¨eating the whore¨, and to prepare for their version 

of Jesus 2nd coming, where Jesus chi xi stigma 666 is the beast, God of the old 

testament (Rev. 13:16 vs Exodus 13:1) (a time which time never existed). Got 

that? Read it again. It is the entire reason I decided to add this chapter to this 

book, because Christianity would be false, unless Revelations was not an 

apocryphal book. In fact: No ancient Churches depict Christ crucified, there are 

no crucifixes prior to Scalligerian chronology. But then the question rises: How 

did they create the Greek language with the plan to 500 years later make Jesus 

into the antichrist 666? Because it can’t be a coincidence that chi xi stigma adds 

to 666 and means “Christ on a cross crucified.” It must have been planned out 

from the very beginning, or maybe not, considering the vastness of the reset 

operations. Perhaps 666 was originally a “holy number”, perhaps Christ WAS 

crucified and they just made use of the abovementioned coincidence in a bad 

way to pinch a hole in a theology that is otherwise an art of complete 

mathematical perfection.  

Revelations is a book created to undo Christ`s 1st coming, create the false 

Jesus, create a Satanic cult, and create a Satanic 2nd coming as an evil betting 

game between the different characters in Revelations. Why would a holy prophet 

write BABYLON THE GREAT with capital letters, prophecy fear, wars, natural 

disasters, (e.g the seven bowls, seals and trumpets) , and an antichrist, when 
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Jesus has already won? By writing about it, you give power to it. By including 

Revelations in the Bible, you give authority to the devil. It’s all about population 

control: Every generation has had their wars, their antichrist and thus put their 

hopes in the papacy, since they explain “these are just signs that Christ is 

coming and everything will be good soon.” If there’s a “natural disaster” or a 

reset: “It’s just signs of the end-times.” 

And billions of Christians believe Revelations to be authentic. Furthermore: If 

beasts in Daniel, and the seven heads of the beast in Revelations, etc, are 

describing Roman Emperors and Empires at the time of Jesus and prior, it 

further adds to the complete corruption of the Bible, because it corresponds only 

to Scalliger’s false chronology. 

The entire idea of creating Christianity, the myth of ANCIENT Israel (which never 

existed, Phoenicia, (which did however exist), Judaism and Islam, around the 

(i100) 11th century, the 1st century after Christ, separating previously united 

religions, was to unify the west against what history wrongly assumes as the 

East-Roman Empire, a part of the Slavic Tartarian Empire, which in reality 

existed prior to Rome, and dominated all the known world according to Anatoly 

Fomenko, who some claim to be the world’s greatest mathematician.  

Perhaps evil aliens invaded the population guised as humans, perhaps the west 

was totally evil, perhaps the west had evil alien allies, or perhaps the west 

wanted to free themselves from eternal domination of what was known as 

Tartary, the (blonde) golden horde as they were called. But if Christianity and the 

controllers are all that good: Why lie? Why kill? They certainly could have 

conquered the world through truth, having the power to do civilization resets…!  

With the Enuma Elish King’s list of pre-flood alien Kings going back 500.000 

years, it is possible they are simply conducting an experiment by God to evaluate 

human potential, e.g: Will the humans break free and claim this world for 

themselves, or will it become a New World Order under another 500.000 years of 

alien rules.  

Through 1000 years of Jewish/Phoenician black magic, lies, and all forms of 

population control, the extra-terrestrial helped the west to destroy human 

civilization forever, 200 years ago, introducing the finalization of New World 

Order, their slave-race and the false Jesus, the invented Jesus of the invented 

Revelations of the invented Abrahamism, defaming and killing the noble giants, 

the angelic blonde Slavs, and their great horde of Tartary, 7000 years of peaceful 

megalithic civilization, buried under mud. 
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With some very few ancient Greek and Hebrew artefacts, do still believe some 

Jesus, a Slavic-Egyptian messiah of the East-Roman Turks part of Tartaria, 

messed around somewhere, perhaps in Judea, about 1000 years ago, before 

Satan’s alien controllers went berserk with scheming and resets, fearing final 

judgement and created Abrahamism, false history and the Bible as a cover-up, 

because the Bible IS created BY a supercomputer AND edited over time: Yet 

based on a true story? Whenever or whaever story, I still believe in the New 

Testament, aside from the book of Revelations which is very evidently, according 

to Anatoly Fomenko, written post-Scalliger’s timeline. 

But you might say: If it wasn`t a staged coup, as it seems with the 7 digit pattern, 

how did the entire world start recording dates after Christ? How did Christianity 

explode globally, even to Europe in 100 years, if it wasn`t just made up?  

But most probably: The story of Jesus was built on a historical person, and/or the 

mythology of the true creator, making the Bible utterly false, but true in it`s 

mystery teachings and wisdom: Cause who creates a sacred 7-digit coded book 

of utmost purity anyways? 
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Comments by author: 

As this was originally an online PDF file of my personal studies, I have not taken 

the time to elaborate and re-discover sources for all my material.  

I have long scraped the bottom of the conspiracy deep of the web, and my 

scientific, ETHICAL, philosophical, and religious interests bloomed in me from an 

early age. Thomas Edison they called out to me, loudly, in class when I reached 

10, and I was popular with the girls too!!!  

When I was 11, I already headed into the realm of politics, a writing career (due 

to my fluent English which I learnt in only 2 months as a missionary at Hawaii) , 

and sent a letter to George Bush, planning to literally take over the world. 

But I was crushed, which I’ve dedicated two entire books for, including a 

biography under my pen name. 

I tried going to Church, but could not find my home and was persecuted by 

Christians. The walls I`d built fell over me when I was 22, and I was diagnosed 

paranoid schizophrenic, albeit with a high IQ, because of the bullying and 

slander, a post-traumatic breakdown from arrested emotional development 

(AED).  

I was sick for many years, but when I finally broke free, I decided: Why not use 

my knowledge (that I had mostly memorized from meeting very many interesting 

persons) , so I wrote a total of 10 books in about 2 years, some under a pen-

name.  

Take it or leave it. I have given you all the clues for you to research material of 

these theories which are widely known and debated online, such as Christian 

near death experiences, the Source-Field, the Mazzaroth, alternative Genesis (a 

set of creator Elohim, research Miceal Ledwith), and all the religious theories, 5g 

apocalypse, etc, which floods the internet. Take my word for it: When I check, I 

always, always triple check, I`m a hardcore guy, I don`t buy stuff, and am not 

easily tricked, bitter as I became, but after writing the GRRRRR series, I feel 

better…  

My search for God`s name exemplifies my zeal for truth, contrary to all other 

authors out there who sell books claiming ¨God`s name is Ahayah Yahuah¨, 

etc…!!! (Research Nehemia Gordon, etc) I hope for humanity`s sake that 

someone wake up and start writing about the topics I have discussed, in this 

disillusioned time. 
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Going through all my resource material would take ages, and I plan on making 

music and living away from the pc-screen for a while, and as I said, it is my 

intention for you to research these topics yourself. But if I could personally 

choose only 6 books, in addition to the Bible, to have for the rest of my life, I think 

you know the answer. The truth has been told!  

Thank you sincerely. 

Thomas Eidsaa copyright. 

Sources: 

Judas: I have mostly all books by William Schnoebelen and did internet research. 

Azazel Nimrod antichrist: books by Thomas Horn and internet research,  

Beyond Science fiction by Jim Wilhelmson, Space Invaders by William 

Schnoebelen and internet research,  

New Jerusalem – internet research. 

Mazzaroth and Jesus 666 – I have all the books of Rav Sha`Ul. 

Wikipedia. 

Christ’s birth: When was Jesus actually born, by Alan Tatterstal on YouTube. 

The Bible,  

and mostly memory. 

 

 

 

 


